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ABSTRACT

This dissertation consists of three self-contained chapters studying how new tech-

nologies and innovative activities affect firms and industry dynamics. The first two

chapters focus specifically on the automation technology in the form of robots inte-

grated into the manufacturing process. The third chapter is devoted to the choice of

Research and Development (R&D) strategy.

The first chapter starts by uncovering the economic motives and incentives be-

hind the robot adoption decision at the firm level. Next, it identifies the consequences

of such a major technological change for an adopting firm and its workers. The find-

ings demonstrate that robots are adopted by larger and more productive firms, which

helps them to expand even further and, among other things, create new jobs.

The second chapter acknowledges the fact that certain technologies are biased

towards specific factors of production, which has been recently highlighted as a major

source of the labour share decline in manufacturing. The study shows that robots do

not have any direct causal effect on the labour share. However, the adoption of robots

does have labour-saving implications for the firm-level productivity in the short run.

The third chapter investigates productivity effects arising from innovative activi-

ties in private manufacturing firms. The aim of the chapter is to address some old

but still burning questions related to the link between R&D and productivity. To do

so, I develop a structural model of productivity dynamics that separately accounts

for Research and Development. In contrast to previous studies, where R&D activities

are treated as uniform, I show that fixed costs of Research exceed those of Devel-

opment tenfold, which is much higher than expected. It leads to a set of important

implications for economic policy design.
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RESUMÉ

Denne afhandling består af tre selvstændige kapitler, der undersøger, hvordan nye

teknologier og innovation påvirker virksomheder og den industrielle dynamik. De

to første kapitler fokuserer i særdeleshed på automatiseringsteknologien i form af

robotter integreret i fremstillingsprocessen. Det tredje kapitel beskæftiger sig med

valget af forsknings- og udviklingsstrategi (FoU).

Det første kapitel afdækker de økonomiske motiver og incitamenter bag det enkel-

te firmas beslutning om at bruge robotter. Efterfølgende identificeres konsekvenserne

af denne store teknologiske ændring for de pågældende virksomheder og deres me-

darbejdere. Resultaterne viser, at robotter bliver brugt af større og mere produktive

virksomheder, hvilket hjælper dem med at vokse yderligere og blandt andet skabe

nye arbejdspladser.

Det andet kapitel anerkender den kendsgerning, at visse teknologier er rettet

mod specifikke produktionsfaktorer, hvilket for nylig er blevet fremhævet som en

væsentlig årsag til den faldende andel af arbejdskraft i fremstillingen. Undersøgelsen

viser, at robotter ikke har nogle direkte kausale effekter på denne andel. Den øgede

brug af robotter har dog arbejdskraftbesparende konsekvenser for virksomhedens

produktivitet på kort sigt.

Det tredje kapitel undersøger produktivitetseffekter af forskellige innovative ak-

tiviteter i de private fremstillingsvirksomheder. Formålet med kapitlet er at takle

nogle gamle men stadig aktuelle spørgsmål relateret til sammenhængen mellem

FoU og produktivitet. Derfor har jeg udviklet en strukturel model af produktivitets-

dynamikken, hvor Forskning og Udvikling betragtes separat. I modsætning til andre

undersøgelser, hvor FoU betragtes ensartet, påviser jeg, at de faste omkostninger til

Forskning overstiger de faste omkostninger til Udvikling gange ti, hvilket er meget hø-

jere end forventet. Det medfører en række væsentlige konsekvenser for udformningen

af den økonomiske politik.
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SUMMARY

This dissertation represents a collection of three self-contained studies devoted to

R&D, firm productivity, and technological change. These topics have in the past few

years attracted a lot of attention in the academic literature as well as in the public

policy debate. Modern economy continues to adopt recent technological advances

at a growing pace but, at the same time, faces a number of challenges, such as the

decline of labour share in manufacturing and global productivity slowdown. The

thesis aims to contribute to this discussion by uncovering how new technologies and

innovative activities shape the economy and affect industry dynamics.

Chapter 1, Robots and Firms (with Michael Koch and Marcel Smolka), focuses on

the automation technology in the form of industrial robots. Recent studies (see, e.g.,

Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2020) have fuelled the concerns that robots ‘steal’ jobs from

humans. The literature, however, relied primarily on the industry-level analysis, thus,

abstracting from the adjustments happening within a single firm. It implies that even

though we have a good understanding of the aggregate effects of automation, our

knowledge of how different firms react to the adoption of robots is rather limited (Raj

and Seamans, 2018). This chapter is the first attempt in the literature to investigate

ex ante differences in robot adoption across firms, and estimate the microeconomic

effects of robot adoption within firms. To do so, we draw on a unique panel data set of

Spanish manufacturing firms over a period from 1990 to 2016. The firms are asked in

the survey whether they use robots in their production process in any given period of

time, which is a much more direct automation indicator than, for example, imports

of robots. The data set allows us to account for non-random selection into robot

adoption by using a propensity score reweighting estimator and an extensive set of

firm-level controls (input and output price indices, capital, skill, and R&D intensity).

We find that there is robust evidence for positive selection into robot adoption, i.e.,

ex ante better performing firms (measured through output and labour productivity)

are more likely to adopt robots. At the same time, conditional on size, ex ante more

skill-intensive firms are less likely to do so. As for the effects of robot adoption, we

show that it generates substantial output gains in the vicinity of 20-25% within four

xi



xii SUMMARY

years, reduces the labour cost share by 5-7 percentage points, and leads to net job

creation at a rate of 10%. Finally, in a structural framework we investigate whether

robots contribute to the long-run improvements in firm productivity. The results

suggest that robot-adopting firms indeed are becoming more productive, while the

effects are even more pronounced for exporting firms.

Chapter 2, Measuring the Technological Bias of Robot Adoption and its Impli-

cations for the Labour Share (with Michael Koch), continues the exploration of the

automation technology effects on firm-level outcomes. Here we are motivated by

the fact that some technologies do not favour different factors of production equally.

Recently it has been been highlighted as a major source of the labour share de-

cline in manufacturing. Many papers have investigated this phenomenon from a

macroeconomic perspective (see Karabarbounis and Neiman, 2013; Autor, Dorn,

Katz, Patterson and Van Reenen, 2017) pointing out that new technologies increase

the substitution of capital for labour in the production process. The latest attempts

to explain this fact emphasise the role of reallocation of sales and resources towards

the best performing firms that produce with a lower labour share due to higher

markups (see De Loecker, Eeckhout and Unger, 2020; Autor, Dorn, Katz, Patterson

and Van Reenen, 2020) or higher degree of automation (Hubmer and Restrepo, 2021).

This paper fills an important gap in this recent debate by showing that it is not robots

that directly contribute to the labour share decline. To identify the bias of robot

adoption, we apply the structural production function estimation framework when

productivity is multidimensional (see Doraszelski and Jaumandreu, 2018) to the case

of an automating technology, to reveal the Hicks-neutral and labour-augmenting

technological change brought about by robot adoption within firms. We find that,

if anything, robots contribute to the decline of labour share in manufacturing only

indirectly by affecting primarily the labour-augmenting component of total factor

productivity. More specifically, robots improve labour-augmenting productivity by

8-9% on average, which, in turn, might contribute to a 0.2-0.3 percentage points

decline in the labour share in the next period. This effect becomes smaller as the firm

gets more productive.

Chapter 3, The Role of ‘Research’ and ‘Development’ in Technology Upgrading

of a Firm, exploits the fact that Research and Development are two very different

activities. As it has been mentioned earlier, many economies nowadays experience

the consequences of the global productivity slowdown (Goldin, Koutroumpis, Lafond

and Winkler, 2022). Some studies suggest that it is the researchers that are becoming

less productive (Bloom, Jones, Van Reenen and Webb, 2020). Others highlight dimin-

ished allocative efficiency gains as a primary reason (Decker, Haltiwanger, Jarmin

and Miranda, 2017). However, both strands of the literature point out that the link



xiii

between R&D and productivity is far from being well-understood. In this paper I

show that a proper evaluation of long-term technological changes requires separate

accounting for Research and Development. I develop a structural model of productiv-

ity dynamics, where each firm can be characterised by its current productivity level

and a technology frontier (potential level of productivity a given firm can achieve).

Development allows a firm to search for new productivity levels on an interval limited

by the technology frontier. Research allows a firm to push the technology frontier

further. The study makes use of the longitudinal data from the Spanish innovation

panel, where Research and Development are separately accounted, spanning the

years from 2003 to 2016. The findings show that Research is a primary contributor to

the productivity growth in the long run. At the same time, it turns out that fixed costs

of R&D have been largely underestimated in the previous literature, where Research

and Development expenses are not differentiated. For instance, I find Research to

be almost ten times more expensive than Development when it comes to fixed costs.

It implies that only a narrow class of firms with Research as a potentially optimal

strategy can in practice afford to invest in this activity and bear the risks connected

to it. Hence, policies using R&D subsidies to boost productivity have to consider

structural differences between Research and Development.
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C H A P T E R 1
ROBOTS AND FIRMS∗

Michael Koch

Aarhus University

Ilya Manuylov

Aarhus University

Marcel Smolka

University of Flensburg and CESifo

Abstract

We study the microeconomic implications of robot adoption using a rich panel data

set of Spanish manufacturing firms over a 27-year period (1990-2016). We provide

causal evidence on two central questions: (1) Which firm characteristics prompt

firms to adopt robots? (2) What is the impact of robots on adopting firms relative to

non-adopting firms? To address these questions, we look at our data through the lens

of recent attempts in the literature to formalise the implications of robot technology.

As for the first question, we establish robust evidence for positive selection, i.e., ex

ante better performing firms (measured through output and labour productivity) are

more likely to adopt robots. On the other hand, conditional on size, ex ante more

skill-intensive firms are less likely to do so. As for the second question, we find that

∗Michael Koch, Ilya Manuylov, Marcel Smolka, Robots and Firms, The Economic Journal, Volume 131,
Issue 638, August 2021, Pages 2553–2584. Reprinted by permission of Oxford University Press and the Royal
Economic Society (license number: 5301300025510).
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2 CHAPTER 1. ROBOTS AND FIRMS

robot adoption generates substantial output gains in the vicinity of 20-25% within

four years, reduces the labour cost share by 5-7% points, and leads to net job creation

at a rate of 10%. These results are robust to controlling for non-random selection

into robot adoption through a difference-in-differences approach combined with a

propensity score reweighting estimator. To further validate these results, we also offer

structural estimates of total factor productivity (TFP) where robot technology enters

the (endogenous) productivity process of firms. The results demonstrate a positive

causal effect of robots on productivity as well as a complementarity between robots

and exporting in boosting productivity.

JEL codes: D22; F14; J24; O14.

Keywords: Automation; Robots; Firms; Productivity; Technology.
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1.1 Introduction

The rise of robot technology has sparked an intense debate about the economic

effects of robot adoption.1 A key concern in this debate is that robots ‘steal’ jobs from

humans. A recent study by Acemoglu and Restrepo (2020) fuels this concern, finding

large negative effects of robots on employment and wages across US commuting

zones. Other important economic variables like productivity growth, output prices,

or even educational attainment are also affected by the rise of robot technology,

as evidenced by Graetz and Michaels (2018) and Dauth, Findeisen, Suedekum and

Woessner (2018). However, a considerable challenge in the entire literature so far is the

lack of micro-level information on actual robot use. The few existing studies all resort

to macro-level information by industry to construct measures of local or regional

robot exposure. While this approach is useful in estimating the aggregate economic

effects of robots, it makes the crucial assumption that all firms in a given industry

have the same ability and willingness to adopt robots. It does not take seriously

the possibility that some firms are considerably more likely to adopt robots (and

thus positively or negatively selected); nor does it speak to the potentially important

adjustments taking place within those firms, for example in terms of employment,

wages and productivity. A microeconomic (firm-level) analysis is thus needed, in

order to develop a more fine-grained and more far-reaching understanding of the

economic implications of robot adoption (Raj and Seamans, 2018).

In this paper, we offer such an analysis. Our paper is the first attempt in the litera-

ture to investigate ex ante differences in robot adoption across firms, and estimate

the microeconomic effects of robot adoption within firms.2 To do so, we draw on

a unique panel data set of Spanish manufacturing firms from the Encuesta Sobre

Estrategias Empresariales (ESEE) over a 27-year period (1990-2016). A key novelty of

our paper relative to existing studies is that our data set includes explicit information

on robot use in the production process of individual firms. Using this information in

our analysis, we are able to sort out selection and treatment effects of robot adop-

tion, by exploiting the longitudinal nature of our data set and using state-of-the-art

reduced form as well as structural econometrics. This allows us to provide the first

causal evidence on the following central questions: (i) Which firm characteristics

1Industrial robots differ from other technologies or capital equipment in that robots are automatically
controlled and capable of doing different tasks (see UNCTAD, 2017, ch.III, p.38). In a broad sense, indus-
trial robots are defined as ‘automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multipurpose manipulators, pro-
grammable in three or more axes, which can be either fixed in place or mobile for use in industrial automa-
tion applications’ (ISO 8373, for details see https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:8373:ed-2:v1:en

(accessed 20 November 2020)).
2There is now an emerging literature using firm-level data to study the implications of modern tech-

nologies (automation or robots). We refer to this literature in greater detail below.

https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:8373:ed-2:v1:en


4 CHAPTER 1. ROBOTS AND FIRMS

raise the probability of firms to adopt robots? (ii) What is the (partial equilibrium)

impact of robots on adopting firms relative to non-adopting firms?

Figure 1.1 constructed from the ESEE data set provides a first indication that the

adoption of robots is heterogeneous across firms. Panel (a) demonstrates that those

firms that adopted robots between 1990 and 1998 (‘robot adopters’) increased the

number of jobs by more than 50% between 1998 and 2016, while those firms that did

not adopt robots (‘non-adopters’) reduced the number of jobs by more than 20% over

the same period.3 At the same time, panel (b) indicates that robot adopters were able

to reduce their labour cost shares relative to non-adopters between 1998 and 2016.

From macro-level information on robot use, as employed in the existing literature, it

is impossible to identify and investigate these striking patterns in the data.

Figure 1.1: Evolution of Firm-level Employment and Labour Cost Share (1990-2016)
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Notes: Panels (a) and (b) depict, respectively, the evolution of average firm employment (measured by the
number of workers) and the average firm labour cost share (defined as labour costs divided by the total
production value), separately for robot adopters and non-adopters. The sample is balanced on firms from
1990 to 2016. Robot adopters are defined as firms that entered the sample in 1990 and had adopted robots
by 1998. Non-adopters are firms that never use robots over the whole sample period.
Source: Authors’ computations based on ESEE data.

To provide a suitable lens through which to interpret our data, we begin our anal-

ysis by developing a theoretical framework of firm-level robot adoption. Following

Acemoglu and Restrepo (2018a), we combine a monopolistic competition framework

with a task-based approach in which robots and labour are perfect substitutes for

one another in a specific set of low complexity tasks (‘automatable tasks’).4 To study

3To construct the figure, we balance the sample across the entire sample period from 1990 to 2016
and thus abstract from entry into, and exit from, the sample. Moreover, we only keep those firms in the
sample that did not use robots in 1990, and had either started to use robots by 1998 or never used robots
throughout the sample period. The thus-constructed sample consists of almost 100 firms with 675 and
1,701 firm-year observations for the group of robot adopters and the group of non-adopters, respectively.

4There is a striking similarity between modeling automation and offshoring. In the offshoring literature,
foreign labour is assumed to be a perfect substitute for domestic labour in offshorable tasks (e.g. Grossman
and Rossi-Hansberg, 2008; Egger, Kreickemeier and Wrona, 2015). This is also true for Groizard, Ranjan
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across-firm differences in the incentives to adopt robots, we augment the model to

allow for firm heterogeneity in terms of productivity, as in Melitz (2003). In its basic

form, our model generates two connected and fundamental insights. First, robot

adoption is characterised by positive selection. This means that firms with higher

productivities are more likely to adopt robots. Second, since robots are productivity-

enhancing, they raise firm-level output and market shares of robot adopting firms

and magnify productivity differences between adopters and non-adopters. While this

opens up the possibility for net job creation in high-productivity robot adopting firms,

it also implies that the least productive non-adopters are forced to exit the market

and that surviving non-adopters lose market shares and reduce employment. These

insights suggest the existence of two sources of aggregate productivity gains due to

robot technology: (1) direct efficiency gains in those firms that adopt robots; and (2)

indirect gains through labour reallocation that benefits those workers employed in

robot adopting firms, while hurting those in non-adopting firms.

In our empirical analysis, we provide evidence broadly in line with this mecha-

nism. We first focus on the adoption decision and identify which firm characteristics

have a causal impact on the likelihood of robot adoption. We reveal strong evidence

for positive selection, i.e., firms that adopt robots in their production process perform

better (in terms of total output and labour productivity) than non-adopters already

before adopting robots. We also establish evidence that, conditional on size, more

skill-intensive firms are less likely to adopt robots. This finding is consistent with a

version of our model featuring two skill types of labour as well as firm heterogeneity

in the complexity of the production process. Intuitively, a more complex production

process requires a larger share of high-skilled workers; since these workers are more

difficult to replace, there is a negative relationship between the skill intensity of the

firm and the gains from automation (see also Autor, Levy and Murnane, 2003).5 Fi-

nally, our data show that exporters are more likely to adopt robots than non-exporters,

and we provide some evidence that this might reflect internal scale economies that

can be harvested by serving foreign markets in addition to the domestic market,

motivated from our theoretical framework.

We then proceed by investigating the output and labour market effects within

robot-adopting firms. Since the adoption decision is not random, but instead gov-

erned by, among other things, the firm’s size and skill intensity, this analysis faces

a fundamental endogeneity problem. To tackle this problem and credibly control

and Rodriguez-Lopez (2014), who consider, as we do, the case of a CES (constant elasticity substitution)
production technology. Offshoring thus ‘parallels [the] analysis of machines replacing tasks’ (see Acemoglu
and Autor, 2011, p.69).

5In a similar vein, we find evidence that firms with lower shares of manufacturing and production
workers are less likely to adopt robots.
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for non-random selection into robot adoption, we closely follow the methodology

proposed by Guadalupe, Kuzmina and Thomas (2012) and combine a difference-

in-differences (diff-in-diff) approach with a suitable propensity score reweighting

estimator. This allows us to establish the following results. First, we find positive and

significant output effects of robot adoption. Our estimates imply that the adoption

of robots in the production process raises output by almost 25% within four years.

Second, we find that robots raise firm-level employment by around 10%. Importantly,

we find strictly non-negative employment effects across the board for all types of

workers, including low-skilled workers as well as workers employed in the firm’s

manufacturing establishments. Finally, we estimate a significant decline in the labour

cost share by almost 7 percentage points following robot adoption. These results

are consistent with our theoretical framework, where robot adopters reduce their

labour cost shares, while the impact on employment is ambiguous and depends on

the relative strength of the displacement effect and the productivity effect of robot

adoption.

We also investigate how non-adopting firms, i.e., firms that do not start using

robots, are affected by the rise of robot technology. We reveal significant job losses

there. When robot firms generate half of total industry sales, 10% of jobs in non-

adopting firms are lost (relative to a counterfactual without robots). The same logic

applies to changes in output, but the implied magnitude is even more pronounced.

Looking at survival probabilities, we document significantly higher exit rates among

non-adopters due to an increase in the industry’s robot density, which is consistent

with the predicted increase in the survival cut-off productivity in our theoretical

framework. Importantly, our results are robust to using different measures of robot

density, including the industry-specific stock of robots from the International Federa-

tion of Robotics (IFR).

In a final step of our empirical analysis, we draw on a structural estimation

framework, in order to estimate the causal effect of robot adoption on the firm’s total

factor productivity (TFP). To do so, we exploit estimation techniques similar to those

proposed in De Loecker (2013) and Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2013), who allow

for endogenous productivity processes and investigate the relationship between firm-

level productivity and exporting or R&D activities, respectively, and account for the

self-selection of larger firms into these firm-level activities. The main identification

assumption in our set-up is that firms cannot immediately adjust their production

process and adopt robots in case they are hit by a positive demand or productivity

shock. Our results indicate small but positive effects of robots on TFP. Remarkably,

our estimates reveal that the productivity gains from robot adoption only accrue

within those firms that are also exporters. As exporters serve larger markets than
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non-exporting firms, this is evidence that the scale of operations is a critical channel

through which exporting supports productivity-enhancing innovations within firms.6

We then use our TFP estimates to compute the productivity evolution in the Spanish

manufacturing sector at large. García-Santana, Moral-Benito, Pijoan-Mas and Ramos

(2020) have shown that TFP in Spain fell between 1995 and 2007, despite the fact that

this was also the longest period in Spain with uninterrupted economic growth. While

our estimates confirm this pattern for our sample, we also document that most of the

decline in productivity in Spanish manufacturing in our sample can be attributed to

non-adopters.7

Our paper contributes to a recent literature that investigates the labour market

implications of robot technology. The influential paper by Frey and Osborne (2017)

was one of the first to examine how susceptible jobs are to computerisation. They

argue that almost 47% of total US employment can be automated in the nearest

future. In their paper, computerisation is defined as job automation by means of

computer-controlled equipment. Three recent contributions focus specifically on

robot adoption by using variation across countries and industries employing data

from the IFR. Focusing on the period from 1993 to 2007 and covering 17 different

countries, Graetz and Michaels (2018) find that the growing intensity of robot use

accounted for 15% of aggregate economy-wide productivity growth, contributed to

significant growth in wages, and had virtually no aggregate employment effects. Ace-

moglu and Restrepo (2020) and Dauth et al. (2018) use a local labour market approach

to estimate the effects of robots on employment, wages, and the composition of jobs.

Focusing on the United States between 1990 and 2007, Acemoglu and Restrepo (2020)

find that one more robot per thousand workers reduces the employment to popu-

lation ratio by about 0.2 percentage points and wages by 0.37% within commuting

zones. Looking at Germany between 1994 and 2014, Dauth et al. (2018) find no effects

on total employment, but identify a substantial shift in the composition of jobs, away

from manufacturing jobs and towards business service jobs. Moreover, they show

how the use of robots increases local labour productivity, but depresses the labour

share in total income.

While these studies provide important and novel evidence on robot adoption, us-

ing statistics at the industry level precludes an in-depth analysis within and between

firms. In our study, we document selection based on observable firm characteristics

6These findings are consistent with Lileeva and Trefler (2010), Aw, Roberts and Xu (2011), and
De Loecker (2013). For example, in Aw et al. (2011), firms can endogenously decide to invest in R&D
and start exporting. In their sample, plants in the Taiwanese electronics industry prove to have stronger
incentives to select into both activities rather than just one of them.

7These findings speak to the misallocation of resources across high- and low-productivity firms to
explain the TFP evolution in Southern Europe (see Gopinath, Kalemli-Özcan, Karabarbounis and Villegas-
Sanchez, 2017, among others).
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(size, labour productivity, worker characteristics and exporting) and reveal positive

employment and output effects in those firms that start to use robots, while negative

employment (and output) effects arise from lower market shares for non-adopting

firms. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the productivity gains documented in

Graetz and Michaels (2018) and Dauth et al. (2018) might be partly explained by a re-

allocation of workers from low-productivity non-adopting firms to high-productivity

robot adopters. In other words, with selection of more productive firms into robot

adoption, increased exposure to robots reduces market shares of non-adopters and

forces the least productive firms to exit. This across-firm reallocation affects aggregate

industry productivity and speaks to ‘enormous and persistent measured productivity

differences across producers, even within narrowly defined industries’ (Syverson,

2011, p.326). Taking stock, by using detailed firm-level panel data from Spain for an

extensive period of time, our paper allows to fill an important gap in recent attempts

to investigate how automation affects productivity and labour markets.

Our study is part of a newly emerging literature studying the economic impli-

cations of modern technologies (automation or robots) based on firm-level data.

The findings in Acemoglu, Lelarge and Restrepo (2020) confirm to a large extent

results presented in this paper. They find that robot-adopting firms in France reduce

the labour share and the share of production workers while experiencing increases

in value added and productivity. Moreover, the increase in overall employment in

robot-adopting firms comes at the expense of their competitors. Humlum (2019)

uses administrative data from Denmark, linking workers, firms, and robots, to in-

vestigate the distributional impact of robots across occupations. He finds that robot

adopters expand output and substitute production workers with tech workers – such

as engineers, researchers, and skilled technicians – and that robots are responsible

for a quarter of the fall in the employment share of production workers since 1990.

While we also detect positive output effects for robot adopters, we do not find such

differential effects of robot adoption across occupations. Bessen, Goos, Salomons and

van den Berge (2020) and Kromann and Sørensen (2020) investigate the implications

of automation beyond robotics, by linking firm-level survey data on automation with

other worker and firm characteristics in the Netherlands and Denmark, respectively.

The remainder of our paper is organised as follows. In Section 1.2 we describe the

ESEE data set and provide first descriptive evidence on the use of robots across firms,

industries and time. In Section 1.3 we provide a theoretical perspective on firm-level

robot adoption that guides us in our subsequent empirical analysis. In Section 1.4

we analyse the robot adoption decision of firms and in Section 1.5 we investigate the

firm-level effects of robot adoption, especially output and labour market effects. In

Section 1.6 we offer results from a structural framework to estimate firm-level TFP
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allowing robots to impact the (endogenous) productivity process of firms. Section 1.7

concludes.

1.2 Data

Our empirical analysis is based on data collected by the Encuesta Sobre Estrategias

Empresariales (ESEE) and supplied by the SEPI foundation in Madrid. The ESEE is an

annual survey covering around 1,900 Spanish manufacturing firms each year with

rich and very detailed information about firms’ manufacturing processes, costs and

prices, technological activities, employment and so forth. For the purposes of our

research, the key aspect that sets the ESEE data set apart from other data sets is that it

contains firm-level information on the use of robots in production. Hence, it provides

a unique opportunity for studying the incentives for, as well as the consequences of,

robot adoption at the firm level. In the following, we provide details on the specific

data we exploit in our analysis and we document novel facts, drawn from out data,

about robot diffusion and robot adoption in Spanish manufacturing.

Our study exploits data across 27 years spanning the years from 1990 to 2016.

This is the complete sample period currently available from the ESEE. It provides a

unique opportunity to investigate the drivers and consequences of profound changes

in robot diffusion over roughly the last three decades. The initial sampling of the data

in 1990 had a two-tier structure, combining exhaustive sampling of firms with more

than 200 employees and stratified sampling of firms with 10-200 employees. In the

years after 1990, special efforts have been devoted to minimising the incidences of

panel exit as well as to including new firms through refreshment samples aimed at

preserving a high degree of representativeness for the manufacturing sector at large.8

In total, our data set represents an unbalanced sample of some 5,500 different firms.

In the data, we can distinguish between 20 different industries at the two-digit level

of the NACE Rev. 2 classification and six different size groups defined by the average

number of workers employed during the year (10-20; 21-50; 51-100; 101-200; 201-500;

>500); combinations of industries and size groups serve as stratas in the stratification.

We express all value variables in constant 2006 prices using firm-level price indices

derived from the survey data or, where necessary, industry-level price indices derived

from the Spanish Instituto Nacional de Estadistica (INE).

Most importantly for our analysis, we exploit information on whether a firm

uses robots in the production process. The survey asks firms: ‘State whether the

production process uses any of the following systems: 1. Computer-digital machine

8For details see https://www.fundacionsepi.es/investigacion/esee/en/spresentacion.asp (accessed
20 November 2020).

https://www.fundacionsepi.es/investigacion/esee/en/spresentacion.asp
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tools; 2. Robotics; 3. Computer-assisted design; 4. Combination of some of the above

systems through a central computer (CAM, flexible manufacturing systems, etc.); 5.

Local Area Network (LAN) in manufacturing activity’.9 Based on this question, we

construct a 0/1 robot indicator variable equal to one if the firm uses robots and zero

otherwise. We also use information on the other systems and generate indicators for

CAM, CAD, and FLEX, respectively (more on this in Online Appendix A.11).10 The

robot information is available every four years, starting in 1990. In addition, firms

report the use of robots in the year 1991 as well as in the first year they enter the

sample.11 Before describing other variables we use in our empirical analysis, we

document some patterns of robot use across time and industries by using the full

sample of firms available in the data.

1.2.1 A first look across industries

Figure 1.2 depicts the evolution of robot diffusion in the Spanish manufacturing

sector over the period 1990-2014. Panel (a) shows that, among all firms, just about

6% were using robots in 1990. This share has grown considerably over time, to more

than 20% in 2014. The figure also reveals very significant differences in robot use

between small firms (those with up to 200 employees) and large firms (those with

more than 200 employees). For example, in 1990 already around one third of large

firms had adopted robots, while the same number for small firms was less then 5%.

The difference between these shares has grown over time, such that in 2014 about

60% among large firms use robots versus almost 20% among small firms. Panel (b) of

the figure shows the evolution of employment shares corresponding to robot firms.

In 2014, more than 40% of all workers were employed in firms using robots, while the

same number was more than 70% (35%) when only considering employment in large

(small) firms. Taking stock, robot firms represent a highly significant part of modern

9The original questionnaire is distributed in Spanish. The question in Spanish is: ‘Indique si el proceso
productivo utiliza cada uno de los siguientes sistemas: 1. Máquinas herramientas de control numérico
por ordenador; 2. Robótica; 3. Diseño asistido por ordenador (CAD); 4. Combinación de algunos de los
sistemas anteriores mediante ordenador central (CAM; sistemas flexibles de fabricación, etc.); 5. Red
de Área Local (LAN) en actividaded de fabricación’. In 1990, the possible answers were slightly different:
‘1. CAD/CAM; 2. Robótica; 3. Sistemas flexibles de fabricación; 4. Máquinas herramientas de control
numérico’.

10CAM, CAD, and FLEX are 0/1 indicator variables equal to one if the firm uses, respectively, computer-
digital machine tools (CAM), computer-assisted design (CAD), and a combination of systems through a
central computer (FLEX). We do not use information on LAN adoption since it is only available since 2002
onwards.

11This means that we have robot information available in 1990, 1991, 1994, 1998, 2002, 2006, 2010, and
2014 for all firms included in the sample in the respective years. Moreover, we have robot information
available in the remaining years (i.e., 1992, 1993, 1995,...) for those firms that appear in the sample for the
first time in the respective years.
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Spanish manufacturing, especially among large businesses.12

Figure 1.2: Evolution of Robot Diffusion in Spain (1990-2014)
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(b) Employment shares corresponding to robot firms

Notes: Panel (a) depicts the share of firms using robots in their production process. Panel (b) depicts the
share of total employment in firms using robots. The solid black lines consider all firms in the sample,
while the dashed grey lines consider, respectively, large firms (those with more than 200 employees) and
small firms (those with up to 200 employees). Both figures are based on the full sample of firms.

Our data also reveal a high degree of heterogeneity in robot diffusion and robot

adoption rates across industries. Panel (a) of Figure 1.3 depicts the share of firms in

our ESEE data set using robots for 20 different industries, separately for the years 1990

and 2014. In 1990, the top three robot-using industries were ferrous and non-ferrous

metals (18%), machinery and electrical equipment (18%) and motorised vehicles

(16%). By 2014, this ranking had changed and the top three industries were then

motorised vehicles (55%), furniture (32%) and mineral products (non-metal) (31%).

Thus, we see huge cross-industry differences in the share of firms using robots at a

given point in time, as well as in the adoption rates between 1990 and 2014. Robot

adoption at the industry level occurs with varying pace and magnitude.

The patterns presented in our ESEE data set are consistent with alternative data

on robots in Spanish manufacturing industries. Existing papers investigating the

impact of robot diffusion rely mainly on industry statistics offered by the International

Federation of Robotics (IFR) (e.g. Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2020; Dauth et al., 2018;

Graetz and Michaels, 2018). In panel (b) of Figure 1.3 we use data from the IFR and

plot the industry-specific stock of robots separately for the years 1993 (the first year

where data on the stock of robots is available in the IFR data) and 2014.13 Comparing

12Spanish manufacturing is a particularly interesting case to look into due to high robot density relative
to other countries. For instance, Spain had 160 robots per 10,000 employees in 2016, while the world
average was 74 robots according to the International Federation of Robotics. In the same year, Spain was
the country with the fourth-largest operational stock of robots in Europe (behind Germany, Italy and
France). Spain was also among the fastest robot adopters in the 1990s and 2000s, with annual growth rates
for the operational stock of robots around 20-30%.

13Table A.1 in Online Appendix A.1 describes the concordance between the different industry classifica-
tions in the ESEE and the IFR data sets.
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Figure 1.3: Robot Diffusion Across Industries: Comparison of Data Sources
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Notes: Panel (a) shows the share of robot firms by industry using the full sample of firms available in the
ESEE data. Panel (b) shows the stock of robots using the IFR data set. Black bars show data for 1990 in
panel (a) and for 1993 in panel (b), and grey bars for 2014.

panels (a) and (b) of Figure 1.3 indicates qualitatively similar results for the ranking of

industries. For example, motorised vehicles, metal products, and plastic and rubber

products are listed among the leading industries in 2014 in both data sets, while

graphics design, textile and wearing apparel, and leather and footwear turn out to

be industries with the lowest robot diffusion. Furthermore, Figure A.1 in the Online

Appendix compares how robot diffusion has evolved according to both data sets.

Comparing how the share of robot firms in the ESEE data has evolved relative to the

market value or the stock of robots (both available in the IFR data) again reveals a

high degree of similarity.

1.2.2 Turning towards a firm-level perspective

We now continue by describing in more detail our data set and the variables we

employ in our empirical analysis. Throughout the next sections we focus on firm

characteristics explaining the adoption of robots and the respective treatment effects.

Hence, our focus is on firms switching from non-robot use to first-time robot use

and we therefore restrict our sample to firms that do not use robots in the first

year that they appear in our data in Sections 1.4 and 1.5. Moreover, we drop sample

observations after a firm undergoes a major restructuring due to changes in corporate

structure (e.g., following a merger with another firm). This allows us to eliminate

from the analysis situations connected with huge employment or output changes

that are unrelated to robot adoption. In total, we have 4,446 different firms in the

thus restricted sample. Some 644 (15%) of these firms adopt robots at some point in

time within our sample period (‘robot adopters’) and 3,802 (85%) never adopt robots

(‘non-adopters’). Furthermore, 397 firms (62%) among robot adopters keep on using
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robots throughout, while 177 (27%) report the use of robots for a certain period of

time and abandon them afterwards.14 Some 70 firms (around 10% of robot adopters)

switch back and forth several times.15 For our purposes, it is unclear how to interpret

these multiple switches and we therefore drop this last group of 70 firms from our

analysis on the selection and treatment effects in Sections 1.4 and 1.5.16 In Table A.2

in the Online Appendix we report how the 644 cases of robot adoption are distributed

across time and industries. Not surprisingly, the total number of robot adopters is

the highest in those industries that also turn out to be the industries with the highest

density of robot adopters (see Figure 1.3). However, robot adoption turns out to be

evenly distributed across time for all industries and is not concentrated in the most

recent years of our sample.

In the next step we provide insights whether the switch into robot adoption is

associated with other variables, specifically investment and innovation activities

carried out by those firms. To do so, we conduct an event study analysis which

attempts an exploration of the timing of investment and innovation associated with

the adoption of robots.17 For each robot adopter we define an integer variable I

measuring the difference between the current year t and the year of robot adoption.

For example, for a firm adopting robots in the year 2002, the variable is equal to

−2 in 2000, −1 in 2001, 0 in 2002, +1 in 2003, +2 in 2004, and so on. To conduct a

simple before-after analysis we restrict the sample to the 644 robot-adopting firms

and estimate the following equation:

yi t =
4∑

k=−4
γk1(I = k)i t +µi +µst +ϵi t , (1.1)

where yi t denotes the dependent variable, the indicator variable 1(I = k)i t is equal

to one if I = k for firm i in year t (and zero otherwise), µi and µst denote firm and

industry-year fixed effects, respectively, and ϵi t is the error term.18 For the dependent

variable we distinguish between four different outcomes: (i) the value of the firm’s

14We have also investigated whether firms that stop using robots are different from firms that use robots
continuously, and which factors could explain the decision to stop using robots. First, we do not find
any significant differences among the two groups of firms. Second, it turns out that only a firm’s output
predicts the likelihood to stop using robots to some extent, in the sense that smaller firms are more likely
to stop using robots. Details on this can be found in Online Appendix A.8.

15Specifically, 54 firms report the use of robots for two distinct periods of time (meaning that they do
not use robots in between), while 16 firms start using robots (and abandon them) several times.

16We have verified that our results are robust to using different samples. In the Online Appendix we
present estimation results akin to those presented throughout Sections 1.4 and 1.5, but derived from two
different samples. The first sample includes all 644 firms that start using robots, even though some of them
switch back and forth several times. The second sample restricts the focus to those 397 firms that started
to use robots and continuously report to use robots in the production process afterwards.

17Our event study analysis largely follows Balasubramanian and Sivadasan (2011).
18Given the time period available in our analysis (1990-2016), we have a small number of observations

for relatively large positive and relatively large negative values of I . We restrict the focus to four years
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capital stock (in logs), (ii) investments in machinery (in percentages of purchases of

tangible fixed assets), (iii) the stock of process innovations in computer programs

attached to manufacturing processes and (iv) the stock of innovations in terms of

organisational methods (external relationships or workforce organisation).19 The

choice of the dependent variables is motivated by the fact that one might expect hikes

in capital, or, even more specifically, in investments in machinery, in the years just

before the adoption of robots. Furthermore, the decision to adopt robots might also

be associated with other types of innovation activities before and after the adoption,

and we therefore choose two indicators that have been used in previous studies on

innovation using the ESEE data set.20

We then plot the γk coefficients against the values of I to obtain a fine-grained

picture of the changes in investment and innovations before and after the adoption

of robots.21 From inspection of the upper panels in Figure 1.4 we see that firms

indeed have a hike in investment activities, as the reported γk coefficients turn out to

be positive and significant differently from zero before, but not after, the adoption

or robots. Looking at the lower panels, we see that the adoption of robots is also

associated with other types of process innovations and, intuitively, innovations in

labour reorganisation after the adoption of robots.

Our analysis is based on a robot adaption variable that relies on a very generic

yes or no question in the survey. This might raise concerns regarding the usefulness

of our measure for adoption. To address such concerns and to verify that the variable

carries significant informational content, we conduct a placebo event study analysis.

We first classify specific firms among the group of non-adopters as placebo adopters.

To do so, we exploit the propensity scores estimated for the treatment analysis in

Section 1.5, with the aim of replicating the frequency and other firm characteristics of

actual adopters.22 Using the estimated propensity scores, we generate a sample with

placebo-treated firms; for each placebo-treated firm, we define the year in which the

before and four years after the adoption of robots, as the robot information is available every four years in
our data set. We have verified that the results are robust to winsorising I at, e.g., −5 on the lower end and
at +5 at the upper end.

19The two innovation variables are based on dummy variables indicating whether the firm carried out
the respective activity in a given year.

20For instance, Guadalupe et al. (2012) use the ESEE data set and investigate how changes in ownership
from domestic to foreign affect the innovation activities of acquired firms. To do so, they employ different
measures of innovation, including the two innovation measures we employ here. Specifically, they focus on
the stock of innovations since the firm entered the sample, since ‘at any point in time, the firm’s technology
can be characterised as the sum of innovations made up to that point’ (cf. Guadalupe et al., 2012, p.3610).

21Note that the inclusion of firm and industry-year fixed effects ‘controls for age-to-survivor bias by
controlling for industry-specific age trends’ (cf. Balasubramanian and Sivadasan, 2011, p.136).

22In Section 1.5 we obtain propensity scores for all firms by running industry-specific probit regressions
for robot adoption (the treatment) on one-year lags of sales, sales growth, labour productivity, labour
productivity growth, capital-, skill- and R&D-intensity, indicators for exporter, importer and foreign
ownership, and year dummies.
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estimated propensity score is largest as the adoption year. We assign the top 5% of

non-adopters that are most likely to adopt robots into the group of robot adopters.23

We then repeat the event study analysis for the constructed sample of placebo robot

adopters. Finding (placebo) effects would cast doubt on our findings and the vari-

able measuring robot adoption. However, our event study reveals no placebo effects,

whether we look at the firm’s capital stock, investments in machinery, the stock of

process innovations, or the stock of innovations in terms of organisational meth-

ods. Within the constructed sample, the reported γk coefficients are not statistically

different from zero (see Figure A.2 in the Online Appendix), indicating no hike in

investment or innovation activities around the placebo treatment.

Figure 1.4: Event Study Analysis: Before-After Effects
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Notes: Points on the graph are the γk ,k ∈−4, ...,4, coefficients in the estimating equation (1.1). The values
of the dependent variable are normalised to zero in the year the firm adopts robots, so that γ0 = 0. The
underlying sample consists of 644 firms that adopt robots over the sample period. Vertical lines represent
90% confidence intervals.

Lastly, Table A.3 in the Online Appendix presents descriptive statistics on the

23This gives us a sample of 123 firms (1,197 firm-year observations) that are classified as placebo robot
adopters. Like actual adoptions, placebo adoptions span across virtually all years and are distributed
across all industries, as in Table A.2 in the Online Appendix. We also constructed different samples for
which the results are very similar. As one alternative, we assign the top 10% of non-adopters that are
most likely to adopt robots into the group of robot adopters. As yet another alternative, we use different
propensity scores.
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various variables we employ in our empirical analysis throughout Sections 1.4 and 1.5.

We pool the data across all years and then sort observations into groups of firms that

adopt robots at some point in time and those that never use robots within our sample

period. The table reveals some suggestive differences between the two types of firms.

Robot adopters turn out to be superior firms in many dimensions. They produce more

output, they are more productive, and they employ more workers, even when focusing

on just workers in manufacturing jobs or just low-skilled workers.24 Moreover, while

robot adopters pay a higher average wage, they have a lower average labour cost

share than non-adopters. In addition, robot adopters are more ‘globalised’, in the

sense that they are more likely to export, import, be in foreign rather than domestic

ownership, and assimilate foreign technologies.25 Of course, these differences may

be caused by factors unrelated to the adoption of robots. In the empirical analysis

that follows later on, we will try to sort out which of the differences between robot

adopters and non-adopters already existed before firms started to adopt robots, and

which are causally associated with robot adoption.26

1.3 A theoretical perspective on firm-level robot adoption

This section provides a theoretical framework for our empirical analysis on selection

into robot adoption and its treatment effects in the subsequent Sections 1.4 and 1.5.

It draws from recent attempts in the literature to formalise the implications of robot

technology, and serves to reveal the main economic trade-offs that we can expect to

be at play at the firm level. We use our theoretical framework to derive hypotheses

about the decision of firms to adopt robots, as well as about the implications of

robot adoption for output, labour costs and labour demand. In the interest of space

and readability we confine ourselves to an intuitive discussion in the main text. We

support this discussion with detailed analytical derivations in Online Appendix A.6.

24As in Guadalupe et al. (2012), we measure labour productivity as value added per worker, where value
added is defined as the sum of sales plus change in inventory, less purchases and costs of goods sold.

25This finding speaks to studies investigating technology upgrading in the global economy. For example,
Bustos (2011) provides evidence that exporters intensify their investments in technology after a trade
liberalisation process, while Lileeva and Trefler (2010) document how improved foreign market access
prompted plants in Canada to adopt more advanced technologies.

26Table A.4 in the Online Appendix provides summary statistics for the full sample that we use in Section
1.6, including those firms that use robots already in the first year in which they appear in the sample. We
have also looked at these firms separately. Not surprisingly, these firms turn out to be special. As for the
group of robot adopters, these firms turn out to be superior firms in many dimensions. They produce
more output, they are more productive and they employ more workers.
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1.3.1 Basic set-up

Consider an industry in which a large number of monopolistically competitive firms

(indexed by ω) produce horizontally differentiated goods facing an iso-elastic de-

mand. As for production, we follow Acemoglu and Restrepo (2018b) in writing output

as a composite of different tasks combined in a constant elasticity of substitution

aggregate. However, we depart from Acemoglu and Restrepo (2018b) by introducing

two types of firm heterogeneity into their framework. Specifically, we allow firms to

differ (i) in terms of their productivity (and thus size), as in Melitz (2003), and (ii) in

the complexity of their tasks (and thus the likelihood of tasks being automated). We

index tasks by i and assume that they can be ordered according to their complexity

where a higher index i reflects higher complexity. The parameter N (ω) governs the

set of tasks the firm has to perform. The two production factors, robots and labour,

are perfect substitutes for one another in all tasks, which highlights an important

aspect of automation, namely that machines are used to substitute for human labour

(Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2018a, p.50). We assume that, while human labour has a

comparative advantage in performing more complex tasks than robot capital, effec-

tive robot capital costs for all technologically automatable tasks are strictly below the

effective labour costs. Firms endogenously decide upon the range of tasks performed

by robots, but any degree of automation requires the payment of a fixed cost.

1.3.2 The robot adoption decision

In a first step, we use our theoretical model to derive predictions on the decision of

firms to adopt robots, which we can confront with our Spanish firm-level data.

1.3.2.1 Productivity

Firms face a standard trade-off when deciding on automation. The reduction in

variable costs requires the payment of a fixed cost. Thereby, the profit gain from robot

adoption is increasing in a firm’s baseline productivity, as ex ante larger and more

productive firms serve a larger market and have a higher incentive to lower their

variable production costs, i.e., they are more likely to adopt robots in production.

1.3.2.2 Exporting and imports of technology

Suppose firms can choose to serve consumers not only in the domestic but also in the

foreign economy. While the foreign economy is fully symmetric to the domestic econ-

omy, exporting requires the payment of a fixed export cost and per-unit iceberg type

transport costs, denoted by F x and τ, respectively. As is well known, the introduction
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of a fixed export cost generates (sharp) selection of (ex ante) more productive firms

into exporting. Hence, we end up with four different cutoffs leading to combinations

of robot adopters versus non-adopters and exporters versus non-exporters. Table A.5

in the Online Appendix reveals that, in our data, the share of exporting firms exceeds

the share of robot-adopting firms across all industries. We therefore focus on cost

and parameter conditions that guarantee that the least productive firms serve only

the domestic market and do not adopt robots, while more productive firms export

and only the most productive exporters find it attractive to adopt robots. Due to

symmetry of the two countries, operating profits of exporting firms are now scaled by

a constant factor 1+τ−β/(1−β), where β controls the constant elasticity of substitution

1/(1−β) > 1 between any two varieties. This is similar to Bustos (2011), and we can

conclude that exporters have stronger incentives to adopt robots as the gains from

doing so—the reduction in variable production costs—can be scaled up to a larger

customer base in home and foreign.27

Clearly, in an open economy one could think about alternative explanations,

different to the scale effect, why exporters are more likely to adopt robots. One

alternative are knowledge spillovers in an open economy, giving firms easier access

to foreign technologies (robots). Such spillovers could occur among all firms or they

could be firm-type specific, for example such that a reduction in the fixed cost of robot

adoption occurs only among the group of exporting firms. Yet, another alternative, is

that trade liberalisation intensifies competition and therefore increases the pressure

of productivity-enhancing investments, a mechanism that finds recent support in

Autor, Dorn, Hanson, Pisano and Shu (2020). In the empirical analysis below, we

further investigate this alternative mechanism using specific firm-level information

available in our data set, e.g., information on the assimilation of foreign technologies.

1.3.2.3 Complexity of the production process

Since human labour has a comparative advantage in more complex tasks, cost sav-

ings from robot adoption are lower for firms featuring a more complex production

process. Unfortunately, in the ESEE data set we do not observe tasks or occupations

to compute firm-specific measures of task complexity, e.g., measures for routinness

of production as in the offshoring literature (e.g. Levy and Murnane, 2004; Blinder,

2006). However, we can proxy task complexity by the skill composition of firms in

27Alternatively, we could set costs and parameters such that only the adoption of robots makes firms
sufficiently productive to serve both foreign and domestic customers. Put differently, by ranking firms
such that only the most productive robot adopters find it attractive to start exporting, an improvement in
robot technology increases the probability of exporting. While we do not find any positive and significant
impact of robot adoption on exporting (or the share of export sales), we reveal a complementarity between
exporting and robot adoption in Section 1.6.
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our empirical analysis. To rationalise this approach, suppose there are two types of

human labour, low-skilled and high-skilled workers, referenced by subscripts l and h,

respectively, and corresponding wages wl and wh . Following Acemoglu and Autor

(2011), we assume that high-skilled workers have a comparative advantage over their

low-skilled co-workers in the performance of more complex tasks. Specifically, we

assume that the relative efficiency of high- to low-skilled labour, γh(i )/γl (i ), is strictly

increasing in i . In such an environment, firms will not only compare the production

costs of robots and human labour across tasks, but also consider the skill-specific

effective labour costs in each task, i.e., the firm will benchmark wl /γl (i ) against

wh/γh(i ). Given that high-skilled workers have a relative advantage in performing

more complex tasks, this results in a cut-off task at which firms are indifferent be-

tween hiring high-skilled and low-skilled workers for the performance of that task.

Comparing two otherwise identical firms that differ only in the complexity of their

production process, we find that the firm with higher N (ω) employs a higher share

of high-skilled workers. Since firms with higher N (ω) are less likely to adopt robots,

we have established a negative link between the skill intensity of firms and their

propensity to adopt robots.28

1.3.3 The effects of robot adoption

Having discussed the decision of firms to adopt robots, we now focus attention to the

effects of robot adoption, both at the firm and the industry level.

1.3.3.1 Firm-level effects

First of all, since robots have a comparative advantage in the production of automat-

able tasks, it is straightforward that robot adoption raises firm output. Moreover,

due to our assumptions on the task production function in equation (A.3), it follows

immediately that robot adoption reduces the labour cost share, as robots substitute

human labour in automated tasks. The overall impact of automation on labour de-

mand within firms is, however, ambiguous. It depends on two opposing effects: on

the one hand, the displacement effect reduces demand for labour since part of the

workforce is substituted by robots. On the other hand, the productivity effect entails

that robots raise the efficiency in production, and thus output and employment.

Similar to the offshoring literature (see Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg, 2008), the

productivity gains may be strong enough to outweigh the losses, so that total firm-

level employment increases. Clearly, the strength of the displacement effect depends

28We restrict the focus to two types of skill here, as we cannot distinguish between multiple skills (or
occupations) in our data set. However, in the Online Appendix we discuss how the model can be extended
to multiple skills. We also discuss there how one can allow for a skill bias in robot adoption.
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on the share of automatable tasks, while the magnitude of the productivity effect

depends on the variable cost savings from robot adoption. A final question is which

skills (and thus workers) are specifically affected by automation. Using the model

with two skill types of labour from above, it is clear that low-skilled workers are more

likely to be affected by automation, since they perform the less complex tasks which

are the ones being automated. However, as long as the low-skilled workers are not

fully replaced by robots, the productivity effect is also working in their favor. This is

the case as long as the level of robot technology is below the cut-off task at which

firms are indifferent between employing high- and low-skilled labour.

1.3.3.2 Industry-level effects

We can use the model to study the industry-level effects of changes in the fixed cost

of adopting robot, which are similar to changes in the level of robot technology that

increase the share of automatable tasks. A decrease in fixed costs decreases the cut-off

productivity that separates robot adopters from non-adopters and thus raise industry-

level robot exposure. Similar to Melitz (2003), this has important implications for

the industry equilibrium. As ex ante more productive firms gain market shares by

reducing marginal costs due to robot adoption, it raises the cut-off productivity

at which firms are able to survive in the market. Put differently, increasing robot

exposure at the industry level prompts the least productive firms to exit, and the

surviving non-robot firms to reduce their output and employment. This mechanism,

along with the direct firm-level efficiency gains due to the use of robots, raises the

industry’s aggregate productivity.

1.4 Which firms adopt robots?

We now turn to our empirical analysis and begin by investigating which firm-specific

characteristics influence the decision to adopt robots. Identifying whether positive

selection of more efficient and larger firms is at work in the data can help in un-

derstanding the large and persistent productivity differences across firms within

industries (Syverson, 2011). In fact, if we find evidence for negative selection in the

data, then this would point towards an alternative scenario with a potential catching-

up of low-productivity firms through the use of robot technology.29

Before analysing robot adoption more formally, we use our data to provide graph-

ical evidence on the relationship between firm size/productivity and robot adoption.

Panel (a) of Figure 1.5 plots the distribution of base year output (deflated and in logs)

29One argument implying negative selection is that more efficient firms are larger and thus require a
more complex degree of bureaucracy that can hamper decision making about new technology and skills.
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Figure 1.5: Distribution of Base Year Output and Productivity for Robot Adopters versus Non-
adopters
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(a) Base year output
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(b) Base year labour productivity

Notes: In panel (a), the dashed line shows the empirical probability density function of base year output of
firms that do not use robots when they first appear in the sample at time t and will not have adopted
robots four years later, i.e., at time t +4. The solid line shows the same function of base year output of firms
that do not use robots when they first appear in the sample at time t but will have adopted robots four
years later (i.e., at time t +4). The base year output is given in logs, deflated, and demeaned by industry
and year. Panel (b) shows the same as panel (a) but for labour productivity instead of output. The base
year labour productivity is given by the log of (deflated) value added per worker demeaned by industry
and year.

for robot adopters versus non-adopters, i.e., for firms that have adopted robots four

years after they first appear in the sample versus firms that have not adopted robots.

The figure reveals that the distribution of robot adopters (solid line) clearly dominates

the distribution of non-adopters (dashed line). Since we compute our measure of

output relative to the year specific industry mean, differences in firm size across

industries are not driving this observation.30 Moreover, firms using robots already

in the base year are not included in the figure, so the differences that we see are

not explained by the effects of adopting robots. Importantly, we get a similar picture

when using base-year labour productivity instead of output, i.e., the productivity

distribution of robot adopters clearly dominates the one of non-adopters—see panel

(b) of Figure 1.5.

We now proceed by investigating the adoption decision through the use of re-

gression analysis. Equation (A.5) in Online Appendix A.6.1 and the discussion in

Subsection 1.3.2.1 reveal that a firm i adopts robots if the profit gain from doing so

exceeds the fixed cost of robot adoption. That is, firms adopt robots if πa
i −πi ≥ F a

and thus Robots∗i =πa
i −πi −F a . Hence, the binary outcome of the adoption decision

denoted by Robotsi can be understood as reflecting a threshold rule for an underlying

latent variable (denoted by an asterisk).31 We also account for the increase in the

30As we demean by industry-year, we also control for the fact that a sample entry of robot adopters
might be more likely in years in which all entrants were larger on average.

31Specifically, we have Robotsi = 1 (robot adoption) if Robots∗i ≥ 0 and Robotsi = 0 (no adoption) if
Robots∗i < 0.
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supply and quality of robots as well as the evolution of wages and adoption costs that

can change the incentives to adopt robots over time, by including industry-base-year

fixed effects given by µs0. Under these assumptions we adopt the following basic

empirical framework to describe the decision of firms to adopt robots:

Robotsi =βφi 0 +γFi 0 +δGi 0 +µs0 +εi , (1.2)

where the dependent variable is a 0/1 indicator variable for robot use in the produc-

tion process of firm i equal to one if the firm adopts robots during our sample period

and zero otherwise, and where we focus on different sets of explanatory variables:

(a) a firm-specific size or productivity variable in the year of sample entry φi 0; (b) a

vector of factor intensity variables in the year of sample entry Fi 0 and (c) a vector of

globalisation variables in the year of sample entry Gi 0 (with corresponding param-

eters to be estimated collected in β, γ, and δ, respectively). Finally, εi is the error

term.

The firm’s size (productivity) is measured as the log of the firm’s deflated output

value (deflated labour productivity given by the firm’s value added per worker). The

factor intensity variables we use are the firm’s capital intensity, R&D intensity, skill

intensity as well as the share of manufacturing employment and the share of produc-

tion workers (all in logs). Thereby, as argued in Subsection 1.3.2.3, skill intensity can

be used as a proxy for the complexity of the production process which determines

a firm’s likelihood of robot adoption. In addition, we also use different classifica-

tions of workers available in the ESEE data set. First, while the data does not allow

to distinguish among specific occupations, firms are asked to report the share of

employment in manufacturing plants (as well as non-manufacturing plants). Second,

they classify the workforce into production workers and employees and auxiliaries

(e.g., managers, technicians, office workers, salesmen, auxiliaries, cleaners). Arguably,

we expect firms to install robots in the production process when they have a high

share of manufacturing employment and production workers, which we therefore

use as further proxies for the complexity of the production process. Additionally,

we also use the share of temporary workers, since these workers might be easier to

substitute. The globalisation variables we use are 0/1 indicator variables for whether

the firm is an exporter, an importer, a foreign-owned firm and if the firm adopts

foreign technologies (see the discussion in Subsection 1.3.2.2).32

In Table 1.1 we present OLS estimates of equation (1.2). Standard errors are robust

to arbitrary forms of heteroscedasticity. In column (1) we use the most parsimonious

32Trade liberalisation might also intensify competition and increases the pressure of productivity-
enhancing investments (see Section 1.3.2.2). The data does not provide firm-specific measures for import
competition. However, as long as all firms within an industry face the same degree of import competition,
this is captured by the industry-base year controls.
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Table 1.1: Selection Into Robot Adoption: Cross-sectional Specification

Robot adoption (0/1 indicator)
Base year (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Output 0.0355∗∗∗ 0.0401∗∗∗ 0.0300∗∗∗ 0.0342∗∗∗ 0.0378∗∗∗ 0.0401∗∗∗ 0.0448∗∗∗

(0.00520) (0.00589) (0.00604) (0.00660) (0.00705) (0.00733) (0.00966)

Labour productivity -0.0134 -0.0066 0.0139
(0.0116) (0.0123) (0.0181)

Skill intensity -0.323∗∗∗ -0.326∗∗ -0.357∗∗∗ -0.346∗∗∗ -0.224
(0.125) (0.130) (0.130) (0.130) (0.148)

Share of manu- 0.238∗∗ 0.231∗ 0.230∗ 0.231∗ 0.249∗
facturing workers (0.114) (0.120) (0.120) (0.121) (0.137)

Share of production 0.0459∗ 0.0420∗ 0.0422∗ 0.0388 0.0250
workers (0.0237) (0.0245) (0.0247) (0.0249) (0.0319)

Exporter 0.0319∗∗ 0.0311∗ 0.0315∗ 0.0325∗∗ 0.0554∗∗∗
(0.0158) (0.0163) (0.0163) (0.0164) (0.0211)

Assimilation of foreign 0.0467∗∗ 0.0320 0.0290 0.0284 -0.00597
technologies (0.0237) (0.0244) (0.0246) (0.0246) (0.0371)

Importer 0.00494 0.0123 0.00961 0.00767 0.00466
(0.0157) (0.0165) (0.0166) (0.0166) (0.0230)

Foreign owned -0.0292 -0.0332 -0.0388 -0.0385 -0.0628
(0.0292) (0.0298) (0.0301) (0.0303) (0.0425)

Capital intensity 0.0173∗∗∗ 0.0159∗∗ 0.0166∗∗ 0.0157∗∗ 0.0164∗∗ 0.0176∗∗ 0.0123
(0.00645) (0.00683) (0.00653) (0.00691) (0.00705) (0.00716) (0.00890)

R&D intensity 0.0173 0.0285 0.00309 0.0157 0.0165 0.0161 -0.0173
(0.0195) (0.0203) (0.0200) (0.0208) (0.0212) (0.0213) (0.0241)

Average wage -0.0337 -0.0878∗∗∗
(0.0227) (0.0331)

Interest rate 0.0001
(0.0037)

Observations 3551 3374 3440 3268 3230 3213 1504
R-squared 0.152 0.157 0.151 0.154 0.158 0.158 0.205

Notes: The dependent variable in all columns is a 0/1 indicator variable equal to one if the firm adopts robots during
our sample period and zero otherwise. Output is the firm’s deflated output value (in logs). Labour productivity
is the firm’s deflated value added per worker (in logs). Skill intensity is the firm’s share of workers with a five-
year university degree (in logs). Share manufacturing is the firm’s share of manufacturing workers (in logs).
Share production is the firm’s share of production workers (in logs). Exporter is a dummy variable for positive
exports. Assimilation of foreign technologies is a dummy variable indicating whether the firm assimilated foreign
technologies. Importer is a dummy variable for positive imports. Foreign owned is a dummy variable for foreign
ownership (equal to one if the firm is foreign owned by more than 50 percent and zero otherwise). Capital intensity
is defined as the firm’s deflated capital stock per worker (in logs). R&D intensity is defined as the firm’s deflated
R&D expenditures relative to its deflated total sales (in logs). Average wage is defined as the firm’s labour costs
divided by the total number of workers (in logs). Interest rate is defined as the firm’s interest rate on short-term
dept (in percent). All estimates include industry-base-year fixed effects. We add one to all factor intensity variables
before taking logs in order to keep zero observations. Therefore, all estimates include dummy variables (not
reported) equal to one whenever the respective factor intensity variable is equal to zero before adding one. All
explanatory variables are measured in the base year defined as the first year the firm appears in the sample. The
sample is restricted to firms that do not use robots in the first year they appear in the sample. Robust standard
errors are given in parentheses. *,**,*** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, 1% levels, respectively.
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specification including output as the only explanatory variable alongside capital and

R&D intensity and industry-base year fixed effects as control variables. In columns

(2) and (3) we augment the specification to include our proxies for the complexity of

the production process and globalisation variables, respectively, and in column (4)

we include all variables simultaneously. Finally, throughout columns (5) to (7) we add

labour productivity, average wage and the interest rate as further control variables for

the efficiency of firms and their labour and capital costs, respectively. Adding these

controls does little to our findings. Throughout all columns our estimates provide

evidence that larger firms are significantly more likely to adopt robots. This is in line

with our previous observation that the output and labour productivity distributions

of robot adopters dominate those of non-adopters already before first-time adoption.

The average estimated coefficient across all specifications is around+0.04 and implies

that an increase by one standard deviation in the firm’s base year output raises its

probability of subsequently adopting robots by 7 percentage points.

Looking at other selection variables, we find that the skill intensity enters neg-

atively and significantly. This finding is consistent with the idea that higher skill

requirements in the production process reduce the scope for economic benefits

through robotisation. Similarly, the positive and significant coefficients of the share

of manufacturing and production workers reveal higher gains from robot adoption

for firms employing more workers in these activities. The coefficient of the firm’s

export status is positive and significant throughout all specifications. It implies that

exporting makes firms 3 to 5 percentage points more likely to adopt robots later on

(controlling for size, factor intensities and other globalisation variables). These results

provide compelling evidence for a fundamental complementarity between exporting

and robot adoption at the firm level. Those firms active on international markets

through exporting are considerably more likely to adopt advanced technology in the

form of robots.33

We have verified the econometric robustness of our results by employing a variety

of different estimators and model specifications. Doing full justice to the binary

nature of our robot adoption variable, we estimate a non-linear probit model—see

Table A.6 in Online Appendix A.7. Employing a more flexible model specification

and allowing for non-linearity and non-monotonicity in the effects of output on

robot adoption, we find that firms in the top quartile of the output distribution have

33In an alternative specification we have used information on the number of international markets
instead of the export indicator. Again, we find evidence that firms selling to more markets are more
likely to adopt robots. We also run regressions similar to columns (1) to (4) where we focus on labour
productivity as the main selection control for productivity. What is interesting is that estimated coefficients
on globalisation variables are larger and of higher significance when using firm labour productivity instead
of output. Since exporting firms serve a larger market than non-exporting firms, this is evidence that the
scale of operations is a critical channel through which globalisation supports robot adoption.
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the highest probability of adopting robots—see Table A.7 in Online Appendix A.7.

Extending the analysis to a panel version of equation (1.2), we find a picture that

largely resembles our cross-sectional estimates—see Table A.8 in Online Appendix

A.7.34

A different question, unrelated to the econometric robustness of our results, is

whether and to what extent employment protection legislation has a bearing on a

firm’s robot adoption decision. Intuitively, firms might shy away from adopting robots

due to high degrees of employment protection, which makes it difficult or impossible

for firms to lay off workers that would otherwise be replaced by robots. The ESEE data

does not provide explicit information on firm-specific employment protection or

bargaining agreements. Such measures are only available at the level of the industry

and are thus controlled for by our industry-year fixed effects. As an inverse measure

of employment protection at the firm level, we therefore use the share of temporary

workers reported by firms. Dolado, Garcìa-Serrano and Jimeno (2002) document

that Spain increased the possibilities for hiring and firing temporary workers during

the 1980s and 1990s resulting in one of the highest shares of temporary workers in

Europe. In our data set the share across industries varies between 9% (in chemical

and pharmaceutical products) and 28% (in leather and footwear). We include the

share of temporary workers as an additional firm-level control in our regression

analysis, expecting that higher shares raise the likelihood of robot adoption. However,

in none of the specifications is the estimated coefficient different from zero (in a

statistical sense)—see Table A.9 in Online Appendix A.7.

1.5 The effects of robot adoption

We now aim to identify the consequences of robot adoption at the firm level. Our

focus here is on the effects on output, as well as on employment, labour costs, and

average wages before we turn towards a structural approach on the TFP gains from

robot adoption in Section 1.6.

1.5.1 Output effects

We first present graphical evidence on the output distribution of robot adopters

before and after the adoption, and benchmark it against changes in the output

distribution of non-adopters. Figure 1.6 provides a first indication that, in contrast

to non-adopters, robot adopters were able to significantly expand the scale of their

34To allow for time-varying measures of our selection variables, we estimate a panel specification of
the form Robotsi t =βφi t−1 +γFi t−1 +δGi t−1 +µst +εi t , where the regressors are lagged by one year and
µst is an industry-year fixed effect.
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operations. Panel (a) makes a before-after comparison among robot adopters. It

reveals that the distribution of output (deflated and in logs) when firms enter the

sample in t (dashed line) is clearly dominated by the distribution of output four

years later at t +4 (solid line) when the same firms have adopted robots. Panel (b)

makes the same comparison for firms that do not adopt robots and reveals almost no

differences in the output distribution.

Figure 1.6: Before-After Comparison of the Output Distribution for Robot Adopters
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(a) Robot adopters
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(b) Non-adopters

Notes: Panel (a) makes a before-after comparison of the output distribution of robot adopters, i.e., firms
that do not use robots when they first appear in the sample at time t , but will have adopted robots four
years later (i.e., at time t +4). The dashed line and the solid line show the empirical probability density
function of output at time t and at time t +4, respectively. Panel (b) makes the same comparison for
non-adopters, i.e., firms that do not use robots when they first appear in the sample at time t and will not
have adopted robots four years later (i.e., at time t +4). Output is given in logs, deflated, and demeaned by
industry.

To identify the effect of robot adoption on firm-level output more formally, we

estimate the following equation:

Outputi t = γ1Robotsi t +γ2Robotsi t−4 +βXi t−4 +µi +µst +εi t , (1.3)

where the dependent variable is deflated output of firm i in year t (in logs), Xi t−4 is a

vector of time-varying firm-level controls lagged by four years, with a corresponding

vector of parameters β to be estimated, µi and µst are firm and industry-year fixed

effects, respectively, and εi t is an error term with zero conditional mean. The pa-

rameter µst captures general time trends and industry shocks affecting firms equally

within industries. The parameters of interest in (1.3) are γ1 and γ2, both capturing

the impact of robot adoption on firm-level output. These parameters indicate the

percentage change in output after firms start using robots in their production process.

By including fixed effects for individual firms, we identify the output effects of

robot adoption only through within-firm variation, i.e., firms switching from non-

robot use to robot use over time. The firm fixed effects control for robot adoption

based on time-invariant factors, like the firm’s baseline productivity φ(ω) in our the-

oretical framework. To control for robot adoption based on not just time-invariant

but also time-varying firm-level variables, we include labour productivity, capital
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intensity, skill intensity, R&D intensity (all in logs) as well as indicator variables for

exporting, importing, and foreign ownership in Xi t−4.35 We also estimate specifica-

tions including the four-year forward of our robot indicator variable (Robotsi t+4).

This allows us to see whether our model is reasonably successful at controlling for

positive selection into robot adoption as identified in the previous section.

To make further progress in establishing a causal effect of robot adoption on out-

put, we closely follow the empirical methodology proposed by Guadalupe et al. (2012)

and combine the firm fixed effects approach with a propensity score reweighting esti-

mator in the spirit of DiNardo, Fortin and Lemieux (1996). Specifically, we construct

propensity scores and reweigh each firm in order to generate a similar distribution of

key observable characteristics across robot adopters and non-adopters. By match-

ing along observable firm characteristics, we hope to also match the distribution

of important unobservable characteristics. To estimate the propensity scores, we

consider the years 1991, 1994, 1998, ..., 2014 in our panel and sort those firms that

adopt robots in that year into the treatment group and those that never use robots

into the control group. We then pool observations in the treatment and in the control

group across all these years and obtain the propensity scores for all firms by running

industry-specific probit regressions for robot adoption (the treatment) on one-year

lags of sales, sales growth, labour productivity, labour productivity growth, capital-,

skill- and R&D-intensity, indicators for exporter, importer and foreign ownership, and

year dummies.36 The growth rates of both labour productivity and sales control for

recent performance differences among firms. We then use the estimated propensity

scores and reweigh each treated firm by 1/p̂ and each control firm by 1/(1− p̂), where

p̂ is the estimated propensity score.37

Table 1.2 shows our estimates of equation (1.3). We first estimate the equation

with firm fixed effects, but without selection controls (columns (1) and (2)); we then

add time-varying firm-specific variables as selection controls (columns (3) and (4));

and we finally use the propensity score reweighting estimator as described above

(columns (5) and (6)). We estimate each of the three variants with and without the four-

35We let the firm-level control variables enter with a four-year lag in order to control for selection into
robot adoption in t −4 and t . However, we have also used a one-year lag instead of a four-year lag to find
that this does not alter our estimates in any significant way.

36In the Online Appendix we report estimates using additional selection controls when obtaining
propensity scores. In a first step, we add the value of the firm’s capital stock, investments in machinery
and the stock of process innovations in computer programs attached to manufacturing processes. These
variables increase prior to the adoption of robots as revealed in our event study analysis in Section 1.2. In a
second step, we furthermore add the share of manufacturing workers as a proxy for the complexity of the
production process, see Tables A.15 and A.16.

37We only keep those observations in the analysis that are in the region of common support, and we
have checked that the balancing property is supported by the data in all industries, i.e., all observed
characteristics of robot adopters and non-adopters are balanced. More output corresponding to the
propensity score estimation can be found in Table A.12 in Online Appendix A.9.
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Table 1.2: Output effects of robot adoption

Output (in logs)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Robotst 0.155∗∗∗ 0.110∗∗∗ 0.161∗∗∗ 0.120∗∗∗ 0.123∗∗∗ 0.115∗∗
(0.0292) (0.0349) (0.0314) (0.0371) (0.0390) (0.0507)

Robotst−4 0.121∗∗∗ 0.127∗∗∗ 0.118∗∗∗ 0.105∗∗ 0.119∗∗∗ 0.0764
(0.0321) (0.0447) (0.0336) (0.0476) (0.0412) (0.0550)

Robotst+4 0.0725∗∗ 0.0466 0.0747
(0.0353) (0.0383) (0.0490)

Observations 4965 2799 4573 2571 4621 2627
R-squared 0.239 0.298 0.249 0.294 0.266 0.287
Selection controls No No Yes Yes No No
Propensity scores No No No No Yes Yes
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry-year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: Robots is a 0/1 indicator variable equal to one if the firm uses robots in the specified period. The dependent
variable in all columns is the log of the firm’s deflated output value. Selection controls (in t −4) are the firm’s
deflated labour productivity (in logs), deflated capital intensity (in logs), skill intensity (in logs), deflated R&D
intensity (in logs), as well as exporter, importer, and foreign ownership dummies. We add one to all factor intensity
variables before taking logs in order to keep zero observations. For details on the propensity score reweighting
estimator see the text. The sample is restricted to firms that do not use robots in the first year they appear in the
sample. Robust standard errors clustered by firm are given in parentheses. *,**,*** denote significance at the 10%,
5%, 1% levels, respectively.

year forward of the robot indicator variable. Throughout all specifications employed,

we find positive and significant output effects of robot adoption. We also see that,

once we include selection control variables or use the propensity score reweighting

estimator to control for positive selection into robot adoption, the four-year forward

of the robot indicator variable is not significantly different from zero. This makes us

confident that, for our purposes, we are modelling the selection decision reasonably

well.38 To get a sense of the magnitude of the effects, consider the estimates of γ1 and

γ2 in column (5), which are equal to +0.126 and +0.121, respectively. These estimates

imply that the adoption of robots in the production process raises output by almost

25% within four years.39,40

38If the coefficient of the four-year forward robot indicator is significantly different from zero, then
there are some anticipatory effects and the pre-treatment is affected by current treatment. That is, firms
anticipate robot adoption in the future and start to adjust accordingly. Furthermore, if the coefficient is
significantly different from zero, then the robot adoption effect in the current period cannot be interpreted
as causal (see Autor, 2003). Since our coefficients of the four-year forward robot indicator are not different
from zero (in a statistical sense), indeed, we can claim that there are no anticipatory trends and from a
diff-in-diff perspective, a necessary condition for the parallel trend assumption holds.

39Since we have robot information available in our data, not every year, but every four years, there is
some uncertainty regarding the precise timing of first-time robot adoption. A firm that reports robot use in
t −4, but no robot use in t −8, can have adopted robots for the first time in either t −4, t −5, t −6, or t −7.
Hence, the most conservative interpretation is that the adoption of robots raises output by almost 25%
within seven years.

40In an additional set of estimates, we investigate whether the output gains from robot adoption are
more pronounced in firms that are more integrated into the global economy. We do not find robust
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1.5.2 Labour market effects

We now turn to the labour market effects of robot adoption at the firm level. Specifi-

cally, we consider the effects on the firm’s employment (for specific groups of workers

and overall), the labour cost share, and the average wage. Our theoretical consid-

erations in the previous section imply that robot adopters will reduce their labour

cost share, while the impact on total employment is ambiguous and depends on the

relative strength of the displacement effect and the productivity effect. The employ-

ment effects might also be specific to certain groups of workers, especially to those

performing automatable tasks (low-skilled workers as well as workers in the firm’s

manufacturing rather than service-oriented establishments). As for the wage effects,

our theoretical framework implies that the average wage in firms adopting robots

increases if the firm changes the composition of its workforce by hiring relatively

more high-skilled workers (and given a positive exogenous skill premium). To shed

light on these effects, we estimate an equation akin to equation (1.3), where we use a

variety of different labour market variables as dependent variables. Table 1.3 reports

the results. In Panel A we control for selection into robot adoption by including the

same set of time-varying selection controls as before. In Panel B we combine the

firm fixed effects estimator with our propensity score weighting approach. All models

include firm and industry-year fixed effects.

A striking result in Panel A in Table 1.3 is that within four years robot adopters raise

overall employment by around 10%. Importantly, this applies to all types of workers,

low- and high-skilled workers as well as workers employed in the firm’s manufacturing

establishments. Moreover, while the labour cost share decreases significantly due

to robot adoption, by almost 7 percentage points, we find no significant effect on

the firm’s average wage, although the coefficient is estimated with a negative sign.

The results based on the propensity score estimates in Panel B, by and large, confirm

these results, although the positive employment effects for the group of high-skilled

workers are smaller in magnitude and lose significance.

Even though our results indicate a positive impact of robot adoption on over-

all employment, the adoption might be seen as a disruptive event on employment

within firms. To further shed light onto the firm level employment effects, we use

information available in the ESEE survey data on workforce reductions that have the

flavor of collective dismissals. The additional survey question that we now exploit

in our analysis contains explicit information on the change in regular workers due

to redundancies. Specifically, the survey asks firms (yes/no) whether there has been

evidence that exporters (or importers or foreign-owned firms) experience stronger output gains from
adopting robots. Furthermore, we do not find evidence that robot adoption increases the probability to
start exporting or the share of exports in total sales.
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a significant change in the regular workforce due to a ‘reduction in the workforce

(termination of con-tracts, early retirement, incentives for leaves of absence, etc.)’

over the last year. We use this information to construct an indicator variable equal to

one if there was a significant change in the current year. In a first step, we investigate

whether robot adoption is associated with an increase in the likelihood of collec-

tive dismissals. Results indicate no statistically significant and robust relationship

between robot adoption and collective dismissals. In a second step, we include the

indicator variable for collective dismissals in the current and previous years as further

control variables in the estimates akin to Table 1.3. Including them does very little to

our estimated effects of robot adoption on different labour market outcomes. Not

surprising, the estimated coefficients for collective dismissals reveal a negative effect

on employment, which is concentrated among low-skilled and manufacturing work-

ers. To safe on space we present regression details to these additional set of estimates

in the Online Appendix of this paper (see Subsection A.13).

We furthermore investigate if the positive employment effects documented in

Table 1.3 especially arise for exporting firms, as only exporting firms might face

sufficient demand that compensates for the substitution of workers for robots. We

therefore augmented the specification and added an interaction term between robot

use and exporter status (both, in t and t −4). Results to this are reported in Tables

A.13 and A.14 in Online Appendix A.10. While exporters are larger and more skill- and

manufacturing intensive, it turns out that the positive employment effects are not

limited to exporting firms, as none of the interaction terms turn out to be significantly

different from zero. Only the reduction in the labour cost share turns out to be

more pronounced for exporting firms. Furthermore, the export indicators and the

interaction term between robot use and exporter status (both, in t and t −4) reduce

significance of the robot indicator. This already speaks to a potential complementarity,

such that firms jointly decide on robot adoption and export entry, and we investigate

these dynamics in greater detail in Section 1.6.41

41In Online Appendix A.11 we present results on the effects of alternative systems in the production
process, namely computer-digital machine tools (CAM), computer-assisted design (CAD), and a combina-
tion of some of the systems through a central computer (FLEX). First, it turns out that output and labour
market effects of robot adoption reported above are fully robust to controlling for such alternative systems
in the production process. Second, while CAM and FLEX increase firm output, the effects are smaller in
magnitude than in the case of robot adoption. Thirdly, there is evidence for positive employment effects
across all three technologies (CAD, CAM, and FLEX) and in all skill groups. Finally, we identify a striking
difference between robot technology and other technologies used in the firm’s production process: only
robots lead to a significant reduction in the firm’s labour cost share.
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Table 1.3: Labour Market Effects of Robot Adoption

Employment Labour cost Low-skilled High-skilled Manufacturing Share of manuf. Average wage

share employment employment

PANEL A: Selection Controls (1a) (2a) (3a) (4a) (5a) (6a) (7a)

Robotst 0.0584∗∗ -0.0359∗∗∗ 0.0597∗∗ 0.0796∗∗ 0.0413 -0.00662 -0.00247
(0.0251) (0.00880) (0.0260) (0.0383) (0.0279) (0.00566) (0.0117)

Robotst−4 0.0527∗∗ -0.0318∗∗∗ 0.0410 0.106∗∗∗ 0.0494∗ -0.00493 -0.0156
(0.0245) (0.0109) (0.0252) (0.0379) (0.0259) (0.00516) (0.0160)

Observations 4575 4544 4552 4552 4568 4568 4535

R-squared 0.201 0.158 0.209 0.140 0.203 0.062 0.615

Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

PANEL B: Propensity Score (1b) (2b) (3b) (4b) (5b) (6b) (7b)

Robotst 0.0591∗∗ -0.0242∗∗ 0.0708∗∗ 0.0564 0.0508∗ -0.00338 0.00934
(0.0276) (0.0113) (0.0286) (0.0432) (0.0290) (0.00476) (0.0171)

Robotst−4 0.0656∗ -0.0276∗∗ 0.0658∗ 0.0543 0.0642∗ -0.00474 -0.0151
(0.0351) (0.0138) (0.0350) (0.0492) (0.0349) (0.00498) (0.0185)

Observations 4620 4583 4599 4599 4612 4612 4573

R-squared 0.212 0.204 0.226 0.158 0.242 0.129 0.664

Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: All dependent variables are expressed in logs except for the labour cost share and the share of manufacturing employment. Robots is a 0/1 indicator variable
equal to one if the firm uses robots in the specified period. Selection controls (in t −4) are the firm’s deflated labour productivity (in logs), deflated capital intensity (in
logs), skill intensity (in logs), deflated R&D intensity (in logs), as well as exporter, importer, and foreign ownership dummies. We add one to all factor intensity variables
before taking logs in order to keep zero observations. For details on the propensity score reweighting estimator see the text. The sample is restricted to firms that do
not use robots in the first year they appear in the sample. Robust standard errors clustered by firm are given in parentheses. *,**,*** denote significance at the 10%, 5%,
1% levels, respectively.
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1.5.3 Looking at non-adopting firms

As argued in Subsection 1.3.3.2, robot-adopting firms gain market shares prompting

the least productive firms to exit, and the surviving non-robot firms to reduce their

output and employment. To estimate this last set of predictions from our theoretical

model, we now estimate the effects of robot diffusion within industries on non-

adopting firms. To do so, we estimate variants of the following equation:

Outcomei t = γ1Robot-densityst +γ2Robot-densityst ×Robotsi t +γ3Robotsi t

+β1Xi t−4 +µi +µt +εi t , (1.4)

where we use firm-level employment, output, and market exit as different outcomes

of firm i at time t , and where we interact a time-varying industry-specific measure of

robot density with a time-specific firm-level dummy variable for the use of robots.

The variable Robot-densityst is constructed in two different ways using two different

data sets. First, we use our ESEE data set and define the variable as the share of sales

attributable to robot-using firms in total industry sales.42,43 This measure is only

available in those years in which we have information on robot use in the survey

(i.e., every four years). In an alternative approach, we use data from the International

Federation of Robotics (IFR) and more specifically the industry-specific stock of

robots over the period 1993 to 2016. This measure of robot density is available on an

annual basis and features yearly variation. The variable Robotsi t in equation (1.4) is

a 0/1 indicator variable equal to one if the firm uses robots in the specific period, and

zero otherwise.

The coefficients of interest are γ1, γ2 and γ3. The first coefficient tells us the

effect of rising robot density in an industry on non-adopting firms, while the second

and third coefficient tells us the difference in the effect of robot density on robot

users versus non-adopters. In Panels A and B of Table 1.4 we report estimates when

using output and employment as an outcome variable, respectively, while Table

A.17 in the Online Appendix reports estimates when looking at market exit.44 In

columns (1) to (3) and columns (4) to (6), we use our robot density measure from

42We have verified that our results are robust to alternative definitions of this variable using the ESEE
data, namely the share of robot-using firms in the total number of firms, the share of output attributable to
robot-using firms in industry output, and the share of employment in robot-using firms in total industry
employment.

43To construct meaningful measures of robot density, when computing this variable, we do not restrict
the sample to firms that do not use robots in the first year in which they appear in the sample, while for
the estimation we use the restricted data set. However, we have verified that our results do not change
when we also use the full sample of firms in the estimation.

44Firms might disappear from the sample due to either exit (in the form of shutdown by death or aban-
donment of activity) or attrition, which can be distinguished in the data (see Doraszelski and Jaumandreu,
2013, p.1343).
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the ESEE data and the IFR data, respectively. All specifications include both firm

fixed effects (µi ) and year fixed effects (µt ). In columns (2) and (5) we include our

selection controls for robot adoption in the vector Xi t−4 (see Section 1.4). To make

sure that our results are indeed due to differences in robot density across industries,

and not other important industry-specific factors, we also augment the model by

including time-varying industry-specific factor intensity variables (namely annual

industry averages of capital, skill, and R&D intensity), and we also interact these

variables with our firm-level indicator variable for robot use. Finally, for the estimates

on employment and output we also allow the (4-years) lagged dependent variable to

enter the right-hand side of equation (1.4) in columns (3) and (6).

Table 1.4: Robot Adoption and Intra-industry Reallocations

ESEE IFR
PANEL A: Employment in t (1a) (2a) (3a) (4a) (5a) (6a)
Robot-densityt -0.158∗∗∗ -0.184∗∗∗ -0.203∗∗∗ -0.00822 -0.00877 -0.0169

(0.0451) (0.0655) (0.0563) (0.0124) (0.0166) (0.0119)
Robot-densityt × Robotst 0.156 0.320∗∗∗ 0.235∗∗∗ 0.0349∗∗∗ 0.0397∗∗∗ 0.0260∗∗∗

(0.106) (0.122) (0.0884) (0.00999) (0.0139) (0.0100)
Robotst 0.0111 -0.124 -0.118∗ -0.150∗∗ -0.157∗ -0.130∗

(0.0443) (0.0791) (0.0655) (0.0605) (0.0902) (0.0739)
Observations 10126 4577 4577 8358 4388 4388
R-squared 0.089 0.133 0.288 0.118 0.136 0.283

PANEL B: Output in t (1b) (2b) (3b) (4b) (5b) (6b)
Robot-densityt -0.232∗∗∗ -0.275∗∗∗ -0.229∗∗∗ -0.0164 -0.0152 -0.0158

(0.0582) (0.0871) (0.0795) (0.0158) (0.0204) (0.0162)
Robot-densityt × Robotst 0.478∗∗∗ 0.490∗∗∗ 0.350∗∗∗ 0.0482∗∗∗ 0.0528∗∗∗ 0.0334∗∗

(0.119) (0.142) (0.125) (0.0131) (0.0162) (0.0135)
Robotst -0.0214 -0.184∗ -0.145 -0.144∗ -0.166 -0.104

(0.0497) (0.112) (0.101) (0.0822) (0.122) (0.105)
Observations 10168 4575 4575 8341 4384 4384
R-squared 0.139 0.161 0.266 0.159 0.160 0.260
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Selection controls No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Industry controls + interact. No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Lagged dependent variable No No Yes No No Yes

Notes: In columns (1) to (3) we define robot density as the share of sales attributable to robot-using firms in total industry
sales constructed from the ESEE data. In columns (4) to (6) we use the stock of robots in an industry (in logs) constructed
from the IFR data. The variable robots is a 0/1 indicator variable equal to one if the firm uses robots in the sample year,
and zero otherwise. In Panels A and B we use employment and deflated output (both in logs) as the dependent variables,
respectively. Selection controls include the firm’s deflated labour productivity (in logs), deflated capital intensity (in logs),
skill intensity (in logs), deflated R&D intensity (in logs), exporter status, importer status, and foreign ownership status (all
in t-4). We add one to all factor intensity variables before taking logs in order to keep zero observations. Industry controls
are annual industry averages of capital, skill, and R&D intensity; these variable are also interacted with the firm-specific
robot-use dummy variable. Robust standard errors clustered by firm are given in parentheses. *,**,*** denote significance
at the 10%, 5%, 1% levels, respectively.
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The negative estimates of γ1 in Panel A of Table 1.4 show that an increase in

robot density has a significantly negative impact on employment in firms that do

not adopt robot technology. The estimates in the first three columns imply that 10%

of jobs in non-adopting firms are destroyed when the share of sales attributable

to robot-using firms increases from zero to one-half. Importantly, the positive and

significant estimates of γ2 indicate that these effects are exclusive to non-adopters.

Looking at Panel B, we see the same pattern of effects in terms of output, but the

implied magnitude is even more pronounced. Looking at Table A.17, we document

some weak evidence of higher exit rates among non-adopters due to an increase in

robot density, which is consistent with the predicted increase in the survival cut-off

productivity in our theoretical framework. Importantly, we find similar results on

employment, output, and exit rates when using the stock of robots within industries

from the IFR data. This is remarkable because the IFR measure captures the intensive

margin of robot diffusion, regardless of how many firms use this technology, whereas

the ESEE measure reflects the share of firms using robots and thus the extensive

margin of robot use.

When interpreting the results presented in Tables 1.4 and A.17 one should keep

in mind that they are not based on the entire number of firms, and reallocation

effects might clearly extend beyond industry boundaries. That is, in the empirical

analysis we implicitly assume that firms active in different industries are independent

from each other, which is violated due to input-output linkages and competition

within specific labour markets or regions. Nevertheless, the results provide support

for the idea that robot adopters expand their scale of operations and create jobs,

while non-adopters experience negative output and employment effects in the face

of tougher competition with high-technology firms. Our results thus imply intra-

industry reallocation of market shares and resources as a result of more widespread

diffusion of robot technology and a polarisation between high-productivity robot

adopters and low-productivity non-adopters, which also finds recent support in

Acemoglu et al. (2020).

1.6 Robots and firm-level productivity

In the last part of our analysis, we want to investigate the possibility that firms

improve their performance (productivity) through automation using a structural

estimation approach. We borrow this approach from the literature dealing with

production function estimates. Our focus is on the role of robots in shaping a firm’s

future productivity, and our goal is to establish the productivity gain associated with

firms adopting robots in the production process. We will do this by explicitly allowing
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the evolution of productivity to depend on prior use of robots in the production

process. For this purpose, we will accommodate endogenous productivity processes

in the spirit of De Loecker (2013), who applied this approach in the context of learning

by exporting.

1.6.1 Empirical framework

Following the literature, we consider a Cobb-Douglas production function (in logs)

for firm i at time t producing output (yi t ) from labour (li t ) and capital (ki t ):

yi t =βl li t +βk ki t +ωi t +εi t , (1.5)

where ωi t reflects the firm’s productivity (including a constant term) and εi t is an

independent and identically distributed error term.45 In our set-up, the use of robots

in the production process is allowed to impact future productivity as given by

ωi t+1 = E [ωi t+1|ωi t ,Robotsi t ]+ξi t+1 = g (ωi t ,Robotsi t )+ξi t+1, (1.6)

where Robotsi t is a 0/1 indicator variable for robot use in the (endogenous) produc-

tion process of firm i at time t .46,47 Hence, actual productivity in period t +1 can be

decomposed into expected productivity g (ωi t ,Robotsi t ) and a random shock ξi t+1.

Importantly, the conditional expectation function g (·) depends, not just on already

attained productivity ωi t , but also on the use of robots (Robotsi t ). The random shock

ξi t+1, or productivity innovation, captures uncertainties that are naturally linked to

productivity plus the uncertainties inherent in the use of robots, such as success in

implementation.

The timing of decisions is important. When the decision about robot use is made

in period t , the firm is only able to anticipate the expected effect of robots on pro-

ductivity in period t +1 as given by g (ωi t ,Robotsi t ). The actual effect also depends

on the realisation of the productivity innovation ξi t+1 that occurs after robots have

already been integrated into the production process.48

45Our approach shares a standard set of assumptions with the literature; see Ackerberg, Benkard, Berry
and Pakes (2007) and De Loecker (2013) for details.

46The earlier literature on structural identification of productivity uses an exogenous first-order Markov
process for the productivity evolution (Olley and Pakes, 1996; Levinsohn and Petrin, 2003).

47In the actual estimation, we also include an estimated survival probability in the function g (·) to
correct for sample selection, as in Olley and Pakes (1996). We omit the term here and in the following to
avoid cluttered notation.

48The assumption that firms decide on whether to use robots before they learn about the productivity
innovation is crucial for identification. Formally, the condition we rely on is E(ξi t+1εi t ) = 0.
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The parameters of interest are identified using the following moment conditions

of the productivity innovation ξi t+1:

E

ξi t+1(βl ,βk )

 li t

ki t+1

= 0. (1.7)

To obtain ξi t+1(·) we regressωi t+1(βl ,βk ) on (ωi t (βl ,βk ),Robotsi t ), andωi t+1(βl ,βk ) =
ŷi t+1 −βl li t+1 −βk ki t+1. Predicted output ŷi t+1 is obtained from a first-stage regres-

sion of output on inputs and the proxy variables (intermediate inputs, capital and

robot dummy).49,50

1.6.2 Estimates of productivity effects

For the endogenous productivity process, we rely on a third-order polynomial in

productivity, interacting all terms with our robot dummy variable. Formally,

ωi t+1 =
3∑

j=0
θ jω

j
i t +

3∑
k=0

ϑk

[
ωk

i t ×Robotsi t

]
+ξi t+1. (1.8)

Table 1.5 reports estimates of θ and ϑ, looking at the average effects for the Spanish

manufacturing sector at large. We report the estimates of different specifications for

the model, namely for j = 1, k = 0 (column (1)), j = 3 and k = 0 (column (2)), and

j = k = 3 (column (3)). In addition to a high degree of persistence in productivity (θ1

close to one), we find evidence that the adoption of robots on average increases firm

productivity. The coefficient of the robot dummy variable is small (ϑ1 between 0.004

and 0.01) but positive and statistically significant at least at the five percent level

across all specifications (1) through (3). There is also some evidence that the use of

robots interacts with the productivity of the firm, but overall this evidence is not very

conclusive; see column (3). In summary, our analysis demonstrates a clear causal

effect of robots on firm-level productivity and thus highlights robot technology as a

specific source of productivity gains in the modern economy.

49For the first stage, we write productivity ωi t as a function of observables and substitute this into the
production function to obtain

yi t =βl li t +βk ki t + f −1
t (ki t ,mi t ,Robotsi t )+εi t ,

where mi t are intermediate inputs and f −1
t (ki t ,mi t ,Robotsi t ) is the inverse of the firm’s intermediate

input demand function.
50Descriptive statistics for the full sample of firms we use throughout this section are reported in Table

A.4. We measure output as value added (production value minus the value sum of energy purchases, raw
materials, and services), suitably deflated with a combined firm-level output and intermediate input price
index available in our data; labour as effective work hours; and capital using the perpetual inventory
method and deflated using an industry-level price index.
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Table 1.5: Estimates of Productivity Effects of Robots

(1) (2) (3)

Robotst−1 0.00378∗∗ 0.00609∗∗∗ 0.0102∗∗∗
(0.00181) (0.00182) (0.00255)

Productivityt−1 0.995∗∗∗ 0.995∗∗∗ 0.994∗∗∗
(0.000492) (0.00178) (0.00204)

Productivity2
t−1 -0.00866∗∗∗ -0.00807∗∗∗

(0.00143) (0.00164)

Productivity3
t−1 -0.00305∗∗∗ -0.00269∗∗∗

(0.000349) (0.000397)

Productivityt−1 × Robotst−1 0.00708∗
(0.00426)

Productivity2
t−1 × Robotst−1 -0.00414

(0.00346)

Productivity3
t−1 × Robotst−1 -0.00208∗∗

(0.000870)

Observations 15372 15372 15372

R-squared 0.997 0.997 0.997

Notes: The table reports estimates of θ and ϑ in equation (1.8). The first stage includes labour, capital,
materials and robot indicator. *,**,*** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, 1% levels, respectively.

As is well known from the trade literature, exporting is another and much-studied

activity generating productivity gains for firms (see Wagner, 2007, 2012, for compre-

hensive surveys of studies using firm-level data). To see whether our results are robust

to accounting for exports, and to explore potential interactions with the productivity

effects of exporting, we adjust the structural TFP estimation following the approach

in Aw et al. (2011) and De Loecker (2013). Specifically, we modify the endogenous

productivity process in equation (1.8) to include an export dummy variable (Exporti t )

interacted with the robot dummy (higher-order productivity terms are omitted for

simplicity). Thus, exporting and the use of robots in the production process are al-

lowed to impact future productivity in equation (1.6).51 The key message from Table

1.6 is that robots raise firm-level productivity if, and only if, the robot-adopting firm

is also an exporter; see column (1). This finding is in line with our results on the link

between robot adoption and exporting documented in the previous sections. As ex-

porters serve larger markets than non-exporting firms, this is evidence that the scale

of operations is a critical channel through which exporting supports productivity-

enhancing innovations within firms (see, for example, Lileeva and Trefler, 2010; Aw

et al., 2011; De Loecker, 2013). In terms of quantitative implications, our estimates

imply that within exporting firms productivity increases by more than 1.3% one year

51Here we include labour, capital, intermediate inputs, and the export and robots indicators in the first
stage.
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after the adoption. Column (2) reveals that the positive and significant interaction

between exporting and robots is robust to including further interactions among

productivity, exports, and robots.

Table 1.6: Estimates of Productivity Effects of Robots and Exports

(1) (2)

Robotst−1 -0.00345 -0.00331

(0.00254) (0.00352)

Productivityt−1 0.994∗∗∗ 0.995∗∗∗
(0.00135) (0.000923)

Exportt−1 0.00912∗∗∗ 0.00755∗∗
(0.00342) (0.00369)

Exportt−1 × Robotst−1 0.0165∗∗ 0.0160∗∗
(0.00683) (0.00812)

Productivityt−1 × Robotst−1 -0.000273

(0.00290)

Productivityt−1 × Exportt−1 -0.00323

(0.00329)

Productivityt−1 × Exportt−1 × Robotst−1 -0.00108

(0.00706)

R-squared 15349 15349

Observations 0.993 0.993

Notes: *,**,*** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, 1% levels, respectively.

1.6.3 Robots and aggregate TFP in Spain

Finally, we use our structural productivity estimates to visualise the evolution of

productivity in Spanish manufacturing across the years 1995 to 2014. As is thoroughly

documented by García-Santana et al. (2020), Spanish TFP actually declined between

1995 and 2007. The poor productivity performance over this period is an interesting

phenomenon in and of itself, not least because this period is also the historically

longest uninterrupted period of GDP growth in Spain. To validate our structural

estimation approach, we want to see whether this phenomenon is also reflected in

our estimates. We find that it is. Specifically, the solid line in Figure 1.7 displays the

evolution of TFP for the Spanish manufacturing sector at large (TFP is normalised to

equal 100 in 1994). Thus, each point in the figure reflects the TFP level relative to its

level in 1994, indicating that, between 1994 and 2007, TFP declined by 25%. However,

there are interesting between-firm differences in the level and growth of TFP. Across

all years, TFP levels are consistently higher for robot adopters than for non-adopters.

Moreover, TFP growth was less negative for robot adopters than for non-adopters up

until 2007. In fact, most of the decline in the productivity of Spanish manufacturing
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in our sample can be attributed to non-adopters. Interestingly, the largest difference

in TFP growth between the two groups of firms is visible at the onset of the financial

crisis, with robot adopters showing strong positive TFP growth, and non-adopters

showing strong negative TFP growth from 2006 to 2007. However, non-adopters had

a markedly better productivity performance between 2007 and 2014 than adopters.

Figure 1.7: Evolution of TFP in Spanish Manufacturing (1995-2014)
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Notes: The figure illustrates the evolution of TFP for the Spanish manufacturing sector at large (solid line),
for the group of robot adopters (dashed line with diamonds) and non-adopters (dashed line with triangles)
for the years 1995 to 2014, where TFP is normalised to 100 in the year 1994. Each point reflects the TFP
relative to 1994.

1.7 Conclusion

This paper provides novel evidence on how automation in the form of robot adoption

affects firm-level outcomes. We use detailed firm-level information from a survey

conducted on Spanish manufacturing firms over a 27-year period (1990-2016). We

provide insight into the following central questions: Which firm characteristics have

a causal impact on the probability of adopting robots in the production process?

What are the implications for output and workers in robot adopting firms relative to

non-adopting firms? How does the adoption of robots contribute to the growth in

total factor productivity (TFP)? As for the first question, we establish robust evidence

that, ex ante, larger and more productive firms and exporters are more likely to adopt

robots, while, conditional on size, ex ante, more skill-intensive firms are less likely to

do so. As for the second question, we find that robot adoption generates substantial
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output gains in the vicinity of 20-25% within four years, reduces the labour cost share

by 5-7% points, and leads to net job creation at a rate of 10%. We also reveal substan-

tial job losses in firms that do not adopt robots, and thus a productivity-enhancing

reallocation of labour across firms, away from non-adopters, and towards adopters.

Finally, we estimate TFP improvements that are causally related to the adoption of

robots, and we reveal a complementarity between robot adoption and exporting.

Using our structural TFP estimates, we document that most of the manufacturing pro-

ductivity decline in Spain before the financial crisis in our sample can be attributed

to non-adopters.

By focusing attention on heterogeneity in robot adoption within narrowly defined

industries, our results provide novel evidence how robots can potentially affect in-

dustry heterogeneity. Importantly, we find strictly non-negative employment effects

in robot adopters, even when focusing on specific skills or groups of workers. Indeed,

negative employment effects materialise where they are the least expected, namely

in those firms that do not automate their production process.
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Abstract

This paper investigates the technological bias of robot adoption using a rich panel

data set of Spanish manufacturing firms over a 25-year period. We apply the produc-

tion function estimation when productivity is multidimensional to the case of an

automating technology, to reveal the Hicks-neutral and labour-augmenting techno-

logical change brought about by robot adoption within firms. Our results indicate a

causal effect of robots on Hicks-neutral and labour-augmenting components of pro-

ductivity. The biased technological change turns out to be an important determinant

of the labour share decline in the Spanish manufacturing sector.
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2.1 Introduction

The decline in the manufacturing share of labour is a common trend in most of

the advanced economies. Many papers have investigated this phenomenon from

a macroeconomic perspective (see Karabarbounis and Neiman, 2013; Autor, Dorn,

Katz, Patterson and Van Reenen, 2017) emphasising that new technologies increase

the substitution of capital for labour in the production process. Recent attempts

to explain this fact highlight the role of reallocation of sales and resources towards

the best performing firms within industries that produce with a lower labour share

due to higher markups (see De Loecker, Eeckhout and Unger, 2020; Autor, Dorn,

Katz, Patterson and Van Reenen, 2020) or higher degree of automation (Hubmer and

Restrepo, 2021). This paper fills an important gap in this recent debate by moving

towards the firm-level perspective and answering two major research questions. First,

we investigate how new technologies in the form of robots are biased towards specific

factors of production, thereby revealing the Hicks-neutral and labour-augmenting

technological change brought about by robot adoption within firms. Second, we

investigate the role of automation and the biased technological change in the labour

share decline in the Spanish manufacturing sector.

Figure 2.1: Evolution of the Aggregate Share of Labour in Variable Costs and the Share of Firms
Using Robots in Spanish Manufacturing (1990-2014)
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Notes: The figure depicts the evolution of the aggregate share of labour in variable costs (solid line) and
the share of firms using robots (dashed line) in the Spanish manufacturing sector. The figure is based on
an unbalanced sample of 2,399 firms between 1990 and 2014. For details on the sample construction see
Section 2.2.
Source: Authors’ computations based on ESEE data.
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A first indication on the link between automation and the decline in labour share

can be seen in Figure 2.1. The figure plots the evolution of the aggregate share of

labour and the share of firms that use robots in their production process.1 The figure

indicates a negative relationship (the correlation coefficient is -0.77). While the share

of robot firms increases from 17% in 1990 to 35% in 2014, the aggregate share of

labour falls from 23% to 14% in the same time period.2 The aim of this paper is to

reveal to what extent the decline in the labour share can be attributed to automation.

For instance, whether it is automation per se, or whether it is the biased technological

change that is embedded in the automation of the production process.

To do so, we use a panel data set of Spanish manufacturing firms from the En-

cuesta Sobre Estrategias (ESEE) over the period from 1990 to 2014. The data is excep-

tionally useful for the purposes of our research. First, it is used by Doraszelski and

Jaumandreu (2018) in their production function estimation framework suited to the

case of multidimensional productivity. Second, Koch, Manuylov and Smolka (2021)

as well as Stapleton and Webb (2020) make use of the ESEE data to investigate the

firm-level implications of robot adoption. Thus, the data set provides us with an excel-

lent opportunity to combine these two lines of research. To identify the bias of robot

adoption, we follow the strategy proposed by Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2018)

and ‘infer the firm’s multidimensional productivity from its input usage, in particular

its labour and materials decisions. The key to identifying the bias of technological

change is that Hicks-neutral technological change scales input usage but, in contrast

to labour-augmenting technological change, does not change the mix of inputs that a

firm uses. A change in the input mix therefore contains information about the bias of

technological change, provided we control for the relative prices of the various inputs

and other factors that may change the input mix’ (see Doraszelski and Jaumandreu,

2018, p.1029). Importantly, the data set and the chosen approach allow us to control

for an extensive range of firm-level factors and decisions that affect the demand for

inputs within firms and their decision to automate the production process. Specifi-

cally, we will focus on outsourcing practices and labour market institutions. Recent

literature has shown crucial inter-dependencies between sourcing decisions and au-

tomation at the firm level (see Artuc, Bastos and Rijkers, 2020; Faber, 2020; Bonfiglioli,

Crinò, Fadinger and Gancia, 2020; Krenz, Prettner and Strulik, 2021) as well as labour

market institutions and the decision to adopt robots (see Fan, Hu and Tang, 2021;

1We follow Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2018) in defining the aggregate share of labour in variable
costs. The numbers for their time period (1990 to 2006) are almost identical. Doraszelski and Jaumandreu
(2018) also show, that these numbers correlate well with other measures of labour share, such as the wage
income in GDP from official statistics.

2Figure 2.A1 in the Appendix, provides the same graphical analysis for ten different manufacturing
industries. The patterns provided in Figure 2.1 are to a large extent also present in the individual industries.
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Belloc, Burdin and Landini, 2022). We account for these firm-level decisions using the

information on the share of temporary workers and the share of subcontracting to

infer the effects of robots on the Hicks-neutral and labour-augmenting components

of the multidimensional productivity. Notably, by using firm-level input and output

price indices as instruments in the estimation equations, we reveal quantity-related

measures of labour-augmenting and Hicks-neutral productivity.

In a first step, we apply our structural production function estimates to uncover

how the overall productivity along with its Hicks-neutral and labour-augmenting

components evolve in the Spanish manufacturing sector and how the adoption of

robots affects the individual productivity processes. We find that the total factor

productivity (TFP) declined in Spain up until the financial crisis by about 6% and

only started to catch up afterwards. The dismal performance of productivity growth

between 1995 and 2007 is thoroughly documented in García-Santana, Moral-Benito,

Pijoan-Mas and Ramos (2020). We extend their findings and reveal that the decline

in TFP is to a large extent caused by firms that do not adopt robots (non-adopters).

Moreover, a primary source of the decline is the fall in Hicks-neutral productivity

rather than labour-augmenting technological change. This supports their conclusion

that the aggregate productivity in Spain stagnated due to the (unbiased) misalloca-

tion of production factors across firms. By moving towards the firm-level perspective,

we show that the adoption of robots has a significant and sizeable impact on the

aggregate productivity, and, in similar magnitudes, on its Hicks-neutral and labour-

augmenting components. In other words, automation shifts the common TFP but is

at the same time-biased towards specific factors. Interestingly, our estimates reveal

that robots have an inverse U-shaped relationship with the aggregate productivity

and its labour-augmenting component. Specifically, the productivity effect from

robot adoption depends on the firms’ initial productivity level, indicating that the

productivity gains are higher when firms are already very productive, but this ad-

ditional gain is declining in the productivity of the firm leading to satiation at high

levels of productivity.

In a second step, we investigate if the decline in the labour share can be attributed

to the adoption of robots. We start with a short-run perspective. Our estimates reveal

that automation does not reduce the labour share within firms, once we control for

the technological bias of robot adoption. It is the latter one that is leading to a decline,

which is however driven by automation, as discussed before. For instance, a 10%

increase in the labour-augmenting productivity reduces the labour share by around

0.3 percentage points. We then continue and study the long-run changes by using the

long-difference regression approach in a cross-section, where each observation rep-

resents a single firm and the outcome variables are computed as annualised changes.
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Thus, the long-difference model allows us to exploit the variation across firms in the

pre-determined level of robot adoption and in the long-run changes in the labour

share. The results again suggest that robots affect only labour-augmenting productiv-

ity in the long run. Labour share changes cannot be explained by the use of robots.

We furthermore show that it is the base levels of labour share that to a large extent can

explain long-term changes in the labour-augmenting and Hicks-neutral components

of productivity. Taking stock, our results speak to the fact that automation, on the

one hand, reduces the labour share via factor-biased technological change, but, on

the other hand, also favours the findings that the reallocation of resources towards

larger and more productive firms producing with a lower labour share is the key to

explaining the long-run decline in the labour share.

Our study contributes to several strands of the literature. Inspired by the aggregate

industry-level analysis as in Graetz and Michaels (2018); Acemoglu and Restrepo

(2020) and Dauth, Findeisen, Suedekum and Woessner (2018), there are now several

studies available that investigate the impact of robots on firm-level outcomes. These

include, among others, Humlum (2019); Acemoglu, Lelarge and Restrepo (2020) and

Koch et al. (2021). One major problem in these studies is that it is not always possible

to identify a causal effect of automation given the specific setting. Therefore, recent

approaches turn to the shift-share instrument design (see Bonfiglioli et al., 2020;

Aghion, Antonin, Bunel and Jaravel, 2019; Bessen, Goos, Salomons and van den Berge,

2020). In our paper, we use a different strategy by following the approach proposed

in the production function estimation literature to account for causal affects of R&D,

exports and other firm activities on the firm-level productivity (see, for example,

Doraszelski and Jaumandreu, 2013; De Loecker, 2013; Aw, Roberts and Xu, 2011).

We also speak to the literature on the decline in the aggregate labour share. Recent

papers exploiting the firm-level perspective emphasise the role of reallocation of

sales and resources towards the best performing firms, producing with a lower labour

share, which can arise due to higher markups (see De Loecker et al., 2020; Autor et al.,

2020) or a higher degree of automation (Hubmer and Restrepo, 2021). Our findings

are connected to these results. On the one hand, we show that the technological

bias of robot adoption can explain a decline in the labour share within firms. On the

other hand, looking at the long run, our findings reveal that the base levels of labour

share can to a large extent explain long-term changes in the labour-augmenting

and Hicks-neutral components of productivity. Since these firms have larger market

shares, it therefore confirms the importance of the reallocation towards firms with

lower labour costs in explaining the overall decline in the aggregate labour share.

Finally, we contribute to the literature on the estimation of production functions.

Our point of departure is the recent work by Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2018),
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who investigate the bias of technological change at the firm level by measuring how

much of it is labour-augmenting and how much is factor-neutral. While they focus

on R&D, we extend and adjust their framework, to reveal the impact of robots on the

different productivity processes in the firm. By doing so, we are the first to provide

causal evidence on the specific role of robots in shaping factor demand within firms

by shifting the productivity evolution of different factors in a biased way.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2.2 we describe

the ESEE data set that is used in the structural estimation, which is presented in

Section 2.3. Section 2.4 focuses on the results and the effects of robot adoption on

multidimensional productivity along with the labour share. Section 2.5 concludes.

2.2 Data

Our empirical analysis is based on the data collected by the Encuesta Sobre Estrate-

gias Empresariales (ESEE) and supplied by the SEPI foundation in Madrid. The ESEE

is an annual survey covering around 1,900 Spanish manufacturing firms each year

with rich and very detailed information about firms’ manufacturing processes, costs

and prices, technological activities, employment, and so forth. The survey is main-

tained in two forms: reduced and complete. Complete survey is sent out to firms every

fourth year and the year when they first enter the sample. We refer to variables that

are only available in a complete survey as quadrennial variables. Investigation time

period spans the years between 1990 and 2016. That includes data from the latest

available complete survey. The initial sampling of the data in 1990 had a two-tier

structure, combining exhaustive sampling of firms with more than 200 employees

and stratified sampling of firms with 10–200 employees. In the years after 1990, spe-

cial efforts have been devoted to minimising the incidences of panel exit as well

as to including new firms through refreshment samples aimed at preserving a high

degree of representativeness for the manufacturing sector at large. In the data, we

can distinguish between 20 different industries at the two-digit level of the NACE

Rev. 2 classification and six different size groups defined by the average number of

workers employed during the year (10–20; 21–50; 51–100; 101–200; 201–500; >500);

combinations of industries and size groups serve as stratas in the stratification. In

what follows, we will aggregate the industries into ten broader manufacturing sec-

tors.3 We express all value variables in constant 2006 prices using firm-level price

indices derived from the survey data or, where necessary, industry-level price indices

3When aggregating into ten broad sectors, we follow Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2018). As in their
estimations, we do so to have enough variation in technology adoption, here in the form of robot usage,
across firms, which is crucial for the estimation strategy. A concordance table is provided in the Appendix,
see Table 2.A.2.
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derived from the Spanish Instituto Nacional de Estadistica (INE). A crucial input to

our study is a firm-level indicator of robot usage. Furthermore, we make use of ex-

tensive information about firms’ outsourcing activities and employment conditions.

Before describing our key variables below, we provide summary statistics in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Descriptive Statistics

Robots No Robots
Output (in logs) 9.870 8.219

(1.666) (1.632)
Labour input (in logs) 5.506 4.325

(1.298) (1.177)
Material input (in logs) 9.485 7.745

(1.766) (1.816)
Capital stock (in logs) 8.935 6.882

(1.872) (2.008)
Average wage (in logs) 2.711 2.415

(0.426) (0.476)
R&D (in logs) 2.993 1.128

(3.172) (2.266)
Share of temp. workers 0.217 0.275

(0.193) (0.227)
Share of subcontracting 0.096 0.083

(0.187) (0.174)
Export share 0.268 0.132

(0.285) (0.238)
Investments in machinery 0.622 0.476

(0.339) (0.404)
Observations 7730 8850

Notes: The table shows averages (standard errors in parenthe-
ses) for key variables used in the analysis across observations
with and without robots. Output, material input, and capital
stock are deflated using firm-level price indices (replaced with
industry-level price indices when necessary). Further details on
the variable definitions are provided in Section 2.2.
Source: Authors’ computations based on ESEE data.

To identify whether a firm is a robot adopter or not, we use a quadrennial variable

available from 1990. Specifically, the survey asks firms: ‘State whether the production

process uses any of the following systems: 1. Computer-digital machine tools; 2.

Robotics; 3. Computer-assisted design; 4. Combination of some of the above systems

through a central computer (CAM, flexible manufacturing systems, etc.); 5. Local Area

Network (LAN) in manufacturing activity.’ Based on this question, we construct a 0/1

robot indicator variable equal to one if the firm uses robots and zero otherwise. As it

is shown in Koch et al. (2021), this variable comes along with hikes in investments in

machinery, in the years around the adoption of robots, as well as other variables such

as process innovation and innovations in organisational methods, and thus provides

reliable information on the automation decision within firms. To come up with a

yearly panel variable, we fill in the missing years between the complete survey years,
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thereby assuming that a firm using (or not) robots in a given year will continue doing

so throughout the four-year period until the question is asked again.

Information about the output and production inputs is available on an annual

basis. We measure output as sales plus the variation of inventories deflated by a

firm-specific price index of output. Labour input is calculated as total hours worked,

where we multiply the number of workers by the average hours per worker. In turn,

average hours represent normal hours plus overtime minus time lost at the workplace.

Value of intermediate goods consumption (including raw materials, components,

energy, and services) is our preferred measure of material inputs. Capital stock is

computed from investments using the perpetual inventory method and deflated us-

ing an industry-level price index. Looking at Table 2.1, a brief comparison of variables

between robot and non-robot observations suggests that robot firms produce more

as well as require more inputs in production.

The share of temporary workers and share of subcontracting are two key com-

ponents of our estimation, as they allow to account for quality differences in labour

and material inputs across firms. Both variables are available annually. The share

of temporary workers is computed from the average number of temporary workers

and average total employment in a firm in a given year. The share of subcontracting

represents the share of work carried out by other companies (subcontractors) in

terms of material inputs supply. Descriptive statistics from Table 2.1 reveals that on

average the share of temporary workers is lower while the share of subcontracting is

higher when a firm uses robots.

Finally, the average wage is defined as the firm’s labour costs divided by the total

number of workers. Export share is the share of export sales in total sales. R&D is the

amount of resources devoted to R&D activities (costs of personnel and equipment

appropriately deflated). Investments in machinery equipment account for purchases

and major repairs of technical facilities, machinery and tools performed in a given

year (share of total investment). All variables are available on an annual basis. On

average, wages, R&D expenditures, export share and the share of investments in

machinery equipment are all higher when a firm uses robots as revealed in Table 2.1.

It confirms a standard result reported in the automation literature that robot firms

tend to be larger, more productive and highly innovative when compared to firms

that do not use industrial robots in their production processes.

When it comes to the construction of the final sample, we aim to keep as many

firms in our analysis as possible. First, for each firm we select the years when it is

active in the survey. The data distinguishes between attrition and true exit, hence,

we try to leverage that information. Next, we exclude the firms undergoing major

changes in corporate structure from the sample (primarily mergers). By doing so,
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we hope to remove potential biases from our results (huge employment or output

changes correlated with robot adoption but not caused by it). Finally, we drop obser-

vations where any of our variables of interest is missing. We follow Doraszelski and

Jaumandreu (2018) and remove observations without temporary workers since that

choice cannot be accommodated in the model. We also restrict the sample to firms

with at least three years of consecutive data because we are going to rely on lags in

our identification. The thus-constructed sample consists of 2,399 unique firms with

seven years of observations per firm on average.4

2.3 Structural estimation

Our estimation strategy relies on the approach suggested by Doraszelski and Jau-

mandreu (2018) and is adapted to the case of robot technology. It stems from the

literature on structural methods of productivity estimation but allows for higher

flexibility when estimating parameters of the input demand functions.5 They show

that the key to disentangling labour-augmenting and Hicks-neutral productivity is in

allowing for quality differences between different types of labour and different types

of materials. In our data set, such proxies are the share of temporary workers (ST )

and the share of outsourced materials (SO). Furthermore, the methodology makes

use of the firm-level input and output price indices, hence, all productivity measures

are estimated for quantities.

The starting point is a CES production function of a firm i in time period t , which

takes the following form:

Yi t = exp(ωH ,i t )exp(ei t )

[
βK K

− 1−σ
σ

i t + (exp(ωL,i t )Li t )−
1−σ
σ +βM M

− 1−σ
σ

i t

]− νσ
1−σ

, (2.1)

where Yi t stands for the output of the firm, Ki t is capital, Li t is an aggregate of

permanent and temporary labour, Mi t is an aggregate of in-house and outsourced

materials.6,7 Labour-augmenting and Hicks-neutral productivities are denoted by

4The distribution of firms and observations across industries is available in Table 2.A.3 in the Appendix.
5Unlike Olley and Pakes (1996), Levinsohn and Petrin (2003), Ackerberg, Caves and Frazer (2015), the

selected procedure applies parametric instead of non-parametric inversion of the input demand function
to recover unobserved productivity measures.

6Such production function follows the task based approach of automation, as in Acemoglu and
Restrepo (2018), where output is a composite of different tasks combined in a constant elasticity of
substitution (CES) aggregate.

7Capital follows the law of motion from Olley and Pakes (1996), where the choice of current period
investment is equivalent to the choice of next period capital stock. Furthermore, we follow Doraszelski
and Jaumandreu (2018), in defining the aggregate functions for labour and materials, such that it accom-
modates for differences in the productivities of permanent and temporary labour, as well as in-house and
outsourced materials. More specifically, permanent labour in the model is subject to convex adjustment
costs, while temporary labour is a static input. Similarly, outsourced materials are subject to adjustment
costs (might be non-convex) while in-house materials are static inputs.
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ωL,i t and ωH ,i t , respectively. The firm also receives a random shock ei t , which is

mean zero and uncorrelated over time and across firms. Parameters to be estimated

are the elasticity of substitution (σ), the elasticity of scale (ν), and the elasticity of

capital (βK = 1−βM ).

The multidimensional productivity follows an endogenous first-order Markov

process, where next period productivity measures are probabilistically determined

by previous period productivity and automation technology measures. Specifically,

we assume:

ωL,i t+1 = Et
[
ωL,i t+1|ωL,i t ,Robotsi t

]+ξL,i t+1 = gL,t (ωL,i t ,Robotsi t )+ξL,i t+1, (2.2)

ωH ,i t+1 = Et
[
ωH ,i t+1|ωH ,i t ,Robotsi t

]+ξH ,i t+1 = gH ,t (ωH ,i t ,Robotsi t )+ξH ,i t+1.

(2.3)

Conditional expectation functions gL,t (·) and gH ,t (·) capture potential non-linearities

in the productivity process and are estimated non-parametrically. The random shocks

ξL,i t+1 and ξH ,i t+1 arrive after a firm has optimally decided on the use of robots and,

thus, are not correlated with random shocks to the output (ei t ). Ideally, we would

want to account for the intensive margin of robot use in the productivity process,

by using the stock of robots or a similar measure. However, such information is not

directly available in our survey. Nevertheless, as shown in Koch et al. (2021), the adop-

tion of robots is associated with an increase in investments in machinery equipment,

which we denote by Qi t . Hence, we are going to use that measure to control for the

intensity of robot use. By doing so, we are able to differentiate not only between

robot adopters and non-adopters, but also between robot adopters of different types

depending on how much they were willing to invest in these machines.

Looking at the demand side, we assume that firms have market power on the

output markets since final products represent different varieties. The inverse residual

demand function of a firm P (Yi t ,Di t ) depends on its output Yi t and the demand

shifter Di t . When taking model to the data, we are going to use export participation as

an approximation for the firm-level demand shifter. When it comes to input markets,

firms act as price takers. More formally, each firm faces a certain level of wages (Wi t )

and a certain level of intermediate input prices (PM ,i t ).8

The dynamic problem of the firm is summarised in the following equation:

8Note that we do not observe wages of permanent and temporary workers separately. The same is true
for prices of in-house and outsourced materials. Therefore, one of the main assumptions in the model
is that unobserved quality differences between permanent and temporary workers (as well as between
in-house and outsourced materials) are constant over time. It implies that margins of adjustment will only
depend on the relative shares of different quality inputs used in the production process.
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Vt (Ωi t ) = max
Ki t+1,Li t ,Mi t ,Robotsi t

P

(
X

− νσ
1−σ

i t exp(ωH ,i t ),Di t

)
×X

− νσ
1−σ

i t exp(ωH ,i t )Et [exp(ei t )]

(2.4)

−C I (·)−CL(·)−CM (·)−CRobots(·)−Wi t Li t −PM ,i t Mi t

+ 1

1+ρEt [Vt+1(Ωi t+1)|Ωi t ,Robotsi t ].

Component C I (·) represents investment costs, CL(·) are costs of adjustment due

to changes in the composition of the labour force (temporary vs. permanent workers),

CM (·) are costs of adjustment due to switching between in-house and outsourced

materials, CRobots(·) are costs arising due to the adoption of robots, Xi t is the residual

demand. Note that we slightly abuse the notation here and do not specify addi-

tional quantity and price variables for different types of labour and different types of

materials.

Solving the dynamic problem of the firm, Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2018)

demonstrate that the residual demand the firm faces can be represented by the

following equation:

Xi t =βK K
− 1−σ

σ

i t +βM
[
Mi t exp(γ1(SO,i t ))

]− 1−σ
σ

[
SL,i t

1−SL,i t
λ1(ST,i t )+1

]
, (2.5)

where SL,i t =Wi t Li t /(Wi t Li t +PM ,i t Mi t ) is the share of labour in variable cost. The

unknown functions λ1(ST,i t ) and γ1(SO,i t ) are to be estimated non-parametrically.9

They can be interpreted as correction terms accounting for heterogeneity across firms

based on the quality of labour and material mix they use in the production process.

Importantly, the potential of a firm to hire and fire workers as well as its ability to

outsource materials have direct implications for its robot adoption decisions. Thus, by

using information on the share of temporary workers and the share of subcontracting,

the methodology allows us to capture the effects from robot adoption on productivity

in a more consistent and robust way.

Accordingly, labour-augmenting productivity can be recovered through the fol-

lowing equation, where low-case variables represent log measures:

(1−σ)ωL,i t =−σ ln(1−βK )+mi t − li t +σ(pM ,i t −wi t )−σλ2(ST,i t )+ (1−σ)γ1(SO,i t )

≡ hL(mi t − li t , pM ,i t −wi t ,ST,i t ,SO,i t ), (2.6)

9Note that Mi t here is the use of materials observed in the data. It is assumed that the aggregate
of in-house and outsourced materials can be approximated by a function depending on the observed
amount of materials and the share of outsourced materials. That is where the correction term γ1(SO,i t ) is
coming from. Similarly, the aggregate of temporary and permanent workers is approximated by a function
depending on the total amount of workers and the share of temporary workers. That is where the correction
term λ1(ST,i t ) is coming from.
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where λ2(ST,i t ) is another correction term to be estimated non-parametrically.

In a similar fashion, Hicks-neutral productivity can be characterised by the fol-

lowing equality:

ωH ,i t =− ln(ν(1−βK )Et [exp(ei t )])+ 1

σ
mi t +pM ,i t −pi t − ln

(
1− 1

η(pi t ,Di t )

)

+
(
1+ νσ

1−σ
)

xi t + 1−σ
σ

γ1(SO,i t ) (2.7)

≡hH (ki t ,mi t ,SL,i t , pi t , pM ,i t ,Di t ,ST,i t ,SO,i t ),

where η(pi t ,Di t ) is the absolute value of the residual demand price elasticity.10

Then the estimation equations are derived by substituting productivity laws of

motion (2.2)–(2.3) into equations (2.6)–(2.7). In what follows, we will describe the

resulting estimation equations and specific adjustments we make to account for

robot adoption decisions. Here it is important to highlight that even though the

identification of R&D effects on productivity is not our primary concern, we still keep

this variable as an additional control across all estimations (though not as part of

the productivity process since it would magnify non-linearities and complicate the

estimation). Hence, we aim to recover productivity changes caused by robots after

controlling for R&D as one of the major drivers of productivity.

The first equation to be estimated is expressed as follows:

mi t − li t =−σ(pM ,i t −wi t )+σλ2(ST,i t )− (1−σ)γ1(SO,i t )

+ (1−σ)gL,t−1

(
1

1−σhL(mi t−1 − li t−1, pM ,i t−1 −wi t−1,ST,i t−1,SO,i t−1),Robotsi t−1

)
+ (1−σ)ξL,i t . (2.8)

Further, we allow gL,t−1

(
hL (·)
1−σ ,Robotsi t−1

)
to differ between observations with

and without robots:

gL,t−1

(
hL(·)
1−σ ,Robotsi t−1

)
=gL0(t −1)+1(Robotsi t−1 = 0)gL1

(
hL(·)
1−σ

)

+1(Robotsi t−1 = 1)gL2

(
hL(·)
1−σ ,Qi t−1

)
. (2.9)

As it has been mentioned earlier, Qi t−1 represents previous period investments in

machinery equipment. Functions gL1

(
hL (·)
1−σ

)
and gL2

(
hL (·)
1−σ ,Qi t−1

)
are approximated

by complete sets of third-order polynomials. Investments in machinery equipment

10In practice, we approximate η(pi t ,Di t ), λ1(ST,i t ), λ2(ST,i t ), and γ1(SO,i t ) with third-order polyno-
mials.
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are also present in firms that do not adopt robots. Potentially, it might affect the

validity of our identification strategy. Therefore, we test the robustness of our results

by including investments in machinery equipment as a proxy variable in the produc-

tivity process (conditional expectation function) for firms that do not adopt robots as

well. Results are presented in the Appendices 2.A.7 and 2.A.8. They seem to be in line

with the results presented in the main text of the paper. We follow Doraszelski and

Jaumandreu (2018) and base the estimation on the moment conditions:

E [AL,i t (zi t )(1−σ)ξL,i t ] = 0, (2.10)

where AL,i t (zi t ) is a vector of instruments (functions of the exogenous variables

zi t ).11 In our case, the instruments for the equation (2.8) include a constant, time

fixed effects, complete set of polynomials in (mi t−1, li t−1, (pM ,i t −wi t )) interacted

with a lagged non-adopter indicator, lagged robot indicator, complete set of polyno-

mials in (mi t−1, li t−1, (pM ,i t −wi t ), Qi t−1) interacted with a lagged adopter indicator,

polynomial in the amount of outsourced materials used in the production process

(Mi t−1SO,i t−1), contemporaneous robot usage indicator, lagged R&D expenditures,

and a demand shifter.

The second estimation equation takes the following form:

yi t =− νσ

1−σxi t + gH ,t−1(hH (ki t−1,mi t−1,SL,i t−1, pi t−1, pM ,i t−1,Di t−1,ST,i t−1,SO,i t−1),

Robotsi t−1)+ξH ,i t +ei t . (2.11)

Again, we allow gH ,t−1(hH (·),Robotsi t−1) to differ between observations with and

without robots utilising the heterogeneity across firms in the level of investments in

machinery equipment (Qi t−1). The moment conditions are specified accordingly:

E [AH ,i t (zi t )(ξH ,i t +ei t )] = 0. (2.12)

The instruments we use in the estimation of the equation (2.11) include a con-

stant, time fixed effects, lagged robot indicator, polynomial in (pM ,i t−1 −pi t−1), poly-

nomial in pi t−1, complete set of polynomials in (Mi t−1SL,i t−1/(1− SL,i t−1),Ki t−1)

interacted with a lagged non-adopter indicator, complete set of polynomials in

(Mi t−1SL,i t−1/(1−SL,i t−1),Ki t−1) interacted with a lagged adopter indicator, polyno-

mial in the amount of outsourced materials used in the production process (Mi t−1SO,i t−1),

previous period investments in machinery equipment, and lagged R&D expendi-

tures.12

11When considering instruments we make sure that they are not correlated with (1−σ)ξL,i t . At the
same time, there are no restrictions on them being potentially correlated with ωL,i t . That is why we prefer
to use lagged variables.

12Note that we again rely on timing assumptions to ensure exogeneity of our instruments.
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The choice of the instruments relies on the fact that any change in productivity

that is not anticipated by the firm cannot be correlated with its past decisions. Thus,

lagged values are more robust with respect to endogeneity than current values. The

use of the real price of materials (pM ,i t−1 −pi t−1) as well as (pM ,i t −wi t ) for instru-

ments allows us to account for imperfect competition on the markets. The use of

polynomials as instruments is necessary to achieve the same level of variance as in

the conditional expectation functions gL,t (·) and gH ,t (·) since they are approximated

non-parametrically by polynomials (optimal instrument requirement). Furthermore,

given the specification of the inverse functions hL(·) and hH (·) we are required to

include their arguments as instruments in the respective estimation equations as

well. We use both the polynomials of the respective variables as well as their full

interactions with the robot indicator to fully reflect the dynamics specified for the

components of multidimensional productivity.

First, we recover σ, λ2(ST,i t ), and γ1(SO,i t ) by estimating the equation (2.8) with

a standard Hansen (1982) two-step GMM estimator. Then, we plug the necessary

parameters into the equation (2.11) and estimate ν, βK , η(pi t ,Di t ), and λ1(ST,i t ) in a

similar two-step GMM procedure.

Our final estimates of the production function parameters are to a large extent

in line with the results presented in Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2018) and we

thus report the results in the Appendix 2.A.1. Specifically, our estimates of σ are

consistently lower than one across all industries. Overall, it speaks in favour of the

CES specification.13 When it comes to the estimates of price elasticity, they lie in

the range between 1.97 and 4.14 which is also in line with other studies. Elasticity

of scale is not significantly different from one across all industries implying that

there are no scale effects in our setting. Somewhat stronger variability is observed

when estimating capital elasticities. They are all lower than one which is implied

by design of our model. At the same time, industries 2 (non-metallic minerals), 5

(electrical goods), and 6 (transport equipment) demonstrate stronger bias towards

capital relative to what is reported in previous literature. We believe that the use of

robot indicator as an endogenous factor affecting productivity might result in slightly

inflated estimates of capital elasticity. Most industries, however, still demonstrate

stronger bias towards materials, just as expected. Finally, we confirm the validity of

instrument conditions for all industries with the exception of industry 6 (transport

equipment). Signs of ‘weak’ instruments can also be seen in industry 7 (food, drinks,

and tobacco).14

13Only in industry 3 (chemical products) we have to reject the instrument validity condition (though it
is on the edge of being accepted at the 5% confidence level).

14We have tested specifications with different sets of instruments for ‘problematic’ industries and it did
not significantly affect our results. Thus, we prefer to use the same specification across all industries in our
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2.4 Robots, technological change, and the labour share

In this section we make use of our structural estimates of the production function

parameters. In a first step, we reveal how the overall productivity and its Hicks-neutral

and labour-augmenting components evolve in the Spanish manufacturing sector

and how the adoption of robots affects the individual productivity processes. In a

second step, we investigate if the decline in the labour share can be attributed to the

adoption of robots.

2.4.1 Robots and multidimensional productivity

We begin with a graphical representation of our estimates of multidimensional pro-

ductivity. The left panel in Figure 2.2 illustrates the evolution of total factor produc-

tivity and its Hicks-neutral and labour-augmenting components in Spanish manu-

facturing across the years 1995 to 2014, thereby revealing two main patterns. First,

TFP declined in Spain up until the financial crisis by about 6% and only started to

catch up afterwards. Second, we reveal that the decline in TFP is to a large extent

based on the fall in Hicks-neutral productivity and only to a small extent based on

the labour-augmenting productivity evolution. The dismal performance of produc-

tivity growth between 1995 and 2007 is thoroughly documented in García-Santana

et al. (2020). Noteworthy, the size of our estimates is in line with their reports of an

annual TFP growth of -0.7% during these years based on the aggregate data from EU

KLEMS. Furthermore, our finding that the decline in TFP is mainly due to a fall in

Hicks-neutral productivity, supports the conclusion in García-Santana et al. (2020)

that aggregate productivity in Spain stagnated due to the (unbiased) misallocation of

production factors across firms.15

The middle and right panel in Figure 2.2 replot the Hicks-neutral and labour-

augmenting productivity, respectively, and differentiate between the group of robot

adopters and non-adopters. This reveals that the decline in productivity in Spanish

manufacturing rests on the shoulders of firms that do not adopt robots in their

production process. Notably, robot-adopting firms only experience a slight decline in

the Hicks-neutral productivity (of about 1%) while keeping their labour-augmenting

productivity at a stable level compared to non-adopters, despite the increase in

sample.
15Our aggregate productivity measures and their dynamics differ from the ones reported in Doraszelski

and Jaumandreu (2018). We have not tested the robustness of the procedure to the choice of different proxy
variables, samples and time periods since it is beyond the scope of our analysis. However, Doraszelski
and Jaumandreu (2018) also acknowledge the fact that the overall productivity contribution to the total
output has been declining in the 2000s compared to the 1990s. In particular, according to their estimates
Hicks-neutral technological change causes output to shrink by 0.6 percent per year after 2000.
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Figure 2.2: Evolution of Hicks-neutral and Labour-augmenting Productivity in Spanish Manu-
facturing
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Notes: Panel (a) illustrates the evolution of TFP for the Spanish manufacturing sector at large (solid
black line with x), and its Hicks-neutral (light-gray with triangle) and labour-augmenting (dark-gray
with diamonds) components for the years 1995 to 2014. Panel (b) and panel (c) replot the Hicks-neutral
(light-gray with triangle) and labour-augmenting (dark-gray with diamonds) productivity respectively,
and differentiates between the group of robot adopters (dashed line with filled triangles/diamonds) and
non-adopters (dotted line with hollow triangles/diamonds). In each panel TFP and its components are
normalised to 100 in the year 1994. TFP is measured in terms of its contribution to the final output.
Aggregate TFP is weighted with revenue shares. Further, we apply industry-size-year weights available in
the survey.
Source: Authors’ computations based on ESEE data.

misallocation of production factors in Spain during this period (see García-Santana

et al., 2020).

In the Appendix 2.A.4 we provide a brief comparison of mean productivity levels

and growth rates for observations with and without robots. Generally, the levels of

labour-augmenting productivity are higher when firms use robots across all industries

except for industries 5 (electrical goods) and 7 (food, drink, and tobacco). Patterns

show higher variation when it comes to the Hicks-neutral component of productivity.

In some industries the mean is higher for observations without robots. Comparison

of productivity growth rates indicates that on average both Hicks-neutral and labour-
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augmenting productivity grow faster when a firm uses a robot. However, the patterns

are not identical across industries. It could be a sign that the effects of robot adoption

are industry-specific. Such evidence supports the need for a more formal analysis.

Table 2.2: Estimates of Multidimensional Productivity and Robots

Total (ωT,t ) Labour-augmenting (ωL,t ) Hicks-neutral (ωH ,t )
Robotst−1 0.175∗∗∗ 0.0854∗∗∗ 0.0758∗∗

(0.0588) (0.0217) (0.0345)

Productivityt−1 0.918∗∗∗ 0.901∗∗∗ 0.904∗∗∗
(0.00499) (0.00596) (0.00517)

Productivity2
t−1 0.00246∗∗∗ -0.00330∗∗ 0.00280∗∗∗

(0.000118) (0.00139) (0.000123)

Productivityt−1 × Robotst−1 0.0647∗∗ 0.110∗∗∗ 0.0426
(0.0303) (0.0171) (0.0378)

Productivity2
t−1 × Robotst−1 -0.0197∗∗∗ -0.0361∗∗∗ -0.00605

(0.00352) (0.00325) (0.0157)

Productivityt−1 × Productivity2
t−1 × Robotst−1 0.0000106 -0.000757∗∗∗ 0.0000143

(0.000143) (0.0000986) (0.00148)
Observations 8770 8770 8770
R-squared 0.841 0.854 0.809

Notes: Estimates are obtained after running the estimation procedure on multidimensional productivity as
described in Section 2.3 on the data and using the specification of the productivity process given by equation (2.13).
Standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

We therefore estimate the productivity effects of robots, both on aggregate produc-

tivity as well as its Hicks-neutral and labour-augmenting components. To estimate

the endogenous productivity process, we follow the existing work (e.g., De Loecker,

2013), use our productivity estimates and rely on a second-order polynomial in pro-

ductivity while interacting all terms with our robot dummy variable to estimate the

laws of motion as specified in equations (2.2) and (2.3).16 Formally, we rely on

ωP,i t+1 = Robotsi t +
2∑

j=1
α jω

j
P,i t +

2∑
j=1

β j

(
ω

j
P,i t ×Robotsi t

)
+γωP,i t ×ω2

P,i t ×Robotsi t +ξP,i t+1,

(2.13)

with subscript P is either T (total), L (labour-augmenting), or H (Hicks-neutral). Esti-

mates of the coefficients (α,β and γ) are reported in Table 2.2. The second line of the

table reveals persistence in productivity of around 90% from year to year. This high

persistence is similar to estimates reported in other studies, e.g., De Loecker (2013)

for the Slovenian manufacturing sector. Looking at the first line in Table 2.2 shows

16We have verified that our estimates are robust to specifications with third-order polynomials (or
higher) in productivity (see Appendix 2.A.5).
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that the adoption of robots has a significant and sizeable impact on aggregate pro-

ductivity, and, in similar magnitudes, on the Hicks-neutral and labour-augmenting

components. At the same time, the estimates for second-order polynomials and

its interaction terms with robots indicate an inverse U-shaped relationship for the

aggregate productivity and the labour-augmenting productivity process. Estimates

in line four demonstrate that the productivity effect from robot adoption depends

on the firm’s initial productivity level, which means that the productivity gains are

higher when firms are already very productive. However, as evident from looking at

the last lines in Table 2.2, this additional gain is declining in the productivity of the

firm leading to satiation at high levels of productivity. It implies that highly productive

firms at some point will no longer be able to acquire productivity gains associated

with the use of automation technologies.

2.4.2 Implications for the labour share

Now we will use the firm-level estimates of aggregate productivity and its compo-

nents to reveal how robots and changes in productivity affect a firm’s labour share.

As it is evident from our production function in equation (2.1) and the discussion in

Section 2.3, one would expect labour-augmenting productivity growth to contribute

to the decline of the labour share, while changes in Hicks-neutral productivity should

leave the labour share unaffected. Furthermore, if the adoption of robots and its pro-

ductivity gains are correctly estimated in our structural framework, then the adoption

of robots should not affect the labour share, as biased technological change in robot

adoption is already captured by the labour-augmenting productivity process. To in-

vestigate this, we regress the labour share and its growth rate on labour-augmenting

and Hicks-neutral productivity, our indicator variable for robots, and interaction

terms across all three variables, i.e.,17

outcomei t =µi +γ1ωL,i t +γ2ωH ,i t +γ3Robotsi t +γ4ωL,i t ×ωH ,i t +γ5ωL,i t ×Robotsi t

+γ6ωH ,i t ×Robotsi t +γ7ωL,i t ×ωH ,i t ×Robotsi t +µst +βXi t +ϵi t .

(2.14)

Columns (1) and (5) in Table 2.3 report estimates of γ1 −γ7 for the labour share levels

and its growth rates, respectively. In columns (2) and (6) we add industry-year fixed

effects µst to capture general time trends and industry shocks that affect all firms

equally within industries. In columns (3) and (7) we add controls to account for robot

adoption based not only on time-invariant (µi ) but also on time-varying firm-level

17We have also tested specifications where the right-hand side variables are lagged by one period. This
does not change the insights.
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variables βXi t . Here we include capital intensity, skill intensity, R&D intensity (all in

logs), as well as indicator variables for exporting, importing, and foreign ownership.

Finally, in columns (4) and (8) we combine the firm fixed effects approach with a

propensity score reweighting estimator. To obtain the propensity scores, we follow

the same methodology as in Koch et al. (2021) and run probit regressions for robot

adoption (the treatment) on one-year lags of sales, sales growth, labour productivity,

labour productivity growth, capital-, skill- and R&D-intensity, indicators for exporter,

importer and foreign ownership, and year dummies.

It is important to highlight that we prefer the regression specification because

we cannot fully account for the non-random selection into (and out of) robot adop-

tion in our structural model given its design. Namely, conditional expectation func-

tions gL,t (·) and gH ,t (·) cannot rationalise the switches in and out of robot adoption

throughout consecutive periods of time. Since we do not want to exclude such ob-

servations from the analysis, we rely on selection controls and propensity score

reweighting.

Estimates reported in Table 2.3 reveal two important insights. First, throughout

all specifications, it is evident that the adoption of robots does not reduce the labour

share within firms. The coefficient on robots is negative, but almost in all cases, not

statistically different from zero. Second, looking at the estimates for γ1 reveals that

an increase in labour-augmenting productivity reduces the labour share. When we

test the robustness of these findings by including investments in machinery in the

productivity process for firms that do not adopt robots (see Appendix 2.A.8), the

results become even more accentuated.

When looking at Hick-neutral productivity, one might be first surprised by its

negative impact on the labour share. However, the coefficient is less precisely esti-

mated and only significant at the 5% level in the preferred specifications that control

for non-random selection into robot adoption. Furthermore, the size of the coeffi-

cient is smaller by a factor of around five or more compared to estimates for labour-

augmenting productivity. For instance, the coefficient from column (8) shows that a

10% increase in Hick-neutral productivity reduces the labour share by 0.04 percent-

age points, while the same increase in labour-augmenting productivity would reduce

the labour share by almost 0.3 percentage points.
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Table 2.3: Robots, Technological Change, and Labour Share in the Short Run

Labour share ∆ Labour Share
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

ωL,t -0.0308∗∗∗ -0.0318∗∗∗ -0.0313∗∗∗ -0.0336∗∗∗ -0.0303∗∗∗ -0.0302∗∗∗ -0.0300∗∗∗ -0.0291∗∗∗
(0.00257) (0.00242) (0.00243) (0.00340) (0.00227) (0.00219) (0.00221) (0.00262)

ωH ,t -0.0113∗∗∗ -0.00994∗∗∗ -0.0112∗∗ -0.00748∗∗ -0.00596∗∗ -0.00582∗∗ -0.00631∗∗ -0.00356∗∗
(0.00417) (0.00367) (0.00453) (0.00363) (0.00268) (0.00240) (0.00283) (0.00177)

Robotst -0.00884 -0.0118∗∗ -0.0108∗ -0.0159 -0.00452 -0.00758 -0.00672 -0.0150
(0.00604) (0.00564) (0.00554) (0.0112) (0.00589) (0.00547) (0.00554) (0.00948)

ωL,t ×ωH ,t -0.00145∗∗∗ -0.00128∗∗∗ -0.00143∗∗∗ -0.000260 -0.000845∗∗ -0.000822∗∗∗ -0.000883∗∗ -0.000504
(0.000508) (0.000448) (0.000554) (0.00126) (0.000332) (0.000298) (0.000349) (0.00125)

ωL,t× Robotst 0.00241 0.00463 0.00501 0.00811 -0.000441 0.00163 0.00131 0.00561
(0.00391) (0.00363) (0.00360) (0.00638) (0.00437) (0.00388) (0.00394) (0.00612)

ωH ,t× Robotst -0.00960∗∗∗ -0.00768∗∗∗ -0.00814∗∗∗ -0.00668∗∗ -0.00499∗∗ -0.00482∗∗ -0.00501∗∗ -0.00371
(0.00259) (0.00244) (0.00248) (0.00324) (0.00207) (0.00195) (0.00199) (0.00310)

ωL,t ×ωH ,t× Robotst 0.00957∗∗∗ 0.00921∗∗∗ 0.00904∗∗∗ 0.00847∗∗∗ 0.0115∗∗∗ 0.0107∗∗∗ 0.0108∗∗∗ 0.00962∗∗∗
(0.00177) (0.00162) (0.00163) (0.00233) (0.00162) (0.00149) (0.00152) (0.00234)

Industry-Year FE No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Selection controls No No Yes No No No Yes No
Propensity scores No No No Yes No No No Yes
Observations 10861 10861 10770 8595 10857 10857 10766 8593
R-squared 0.170 0.265 0.278 0.277 0.124 0.190 0.193 0.229

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
Source: Authors’ computations based on ESEE data.
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Overall, the estimates suggest that the firms using robots have experienced a

decline in labour share to begin with. Automation technology in itself does not

contribute to this trend. Nevertheless, as the firm increases its productivity (primarily

labour-augmenting), the labour share starts to decline. While there are many factors

affecting productivity (R&D, learning from exporting, etc.), automation technology is

also one of them. The evidence combined with the quantification of the productivity

process from Table 2.2 implies that the firms most exposed to this effect are the small

and less productive ones. Namely, if a relatively low-productive firm adopts a robot

in current period, it would increase its labour-augmenting productivity contributing

to the decline of labour share in the future. In contrast, if a relatively high-productive

firm adopts a robot, it would have lower effect on its labour-augmenting productivity,

hence, potentially having less significant implications for the labour share.

2.4.3 Long-run outcomes

Taking stock, our estimates reveal that the adoption of robots does not reduce the

labour share within firms. Such decline (which could be due to the adoption of robots,

as indicated by the significance of the various interaction terms with robots), is rather

based on changes in labour-augmenting productivity. Clearly, the adoption of robots

and changes in the labour share might not be well captured when looking at the

short-run changes. Therefore, we also explore the long-run changes in the variables

of interest, i.e., labour-augmenting and Hicks-neutral components of productivity as

well as the labour share.

We use the long-difference regression approach and construct a cross-section,

where each observation represents a single firm. Since firms have different time

spans in the sample, the outcome variables are computed as annualised changes.

For instance, an annualised change in labour share for a firm between its first and

last period in the sample is the average one-year change in labour share through the

whole period.

When it comes to the explanatory variables, we first create a variable measuring

robot intensity of each firm. It expresses the total number of periods with robots in

relation to the longevity of a firm in the sample. Suppose that a firm i is observed

through T consecutive periods in the sample. Then, the robot intensity will be mea-

sured according to the following equation:

Robotsi =
∑T

t 1(Robotsi t = 1)

T
. (2.15)

Further, we use the value of an outcome variable in its base year (firm-specific)

as an explanatory variable. It allows us to account for differences in levels and pre-
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existing trends. Similarly, in some specifications we use controls for non-random

selection into robot adoption using the values of controls in the same base year.

Finally, we use industry fixed effects across all specifications. Thereby we account

for the shared dynamics and potential shocks common to all firms within an industry.

Formally, we rely on the following estimation equation:

outcomei T −outcomei 0

T
=β0 +β1Robotsi +β2outcomei 0 +γXi 0 +µs +ϵi , (2.16)

where β0 is a constant, Xi 0 is a vector of selection controls, and µs are industry fixed

effects. Results are presented in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Robots, Technological Change, and Labour Share in the Long Run

∆ Labour share ∆ Labour-augmenting ∆Hicks-neutral
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Robots -0.0105∗∗∗ -0.00376 0.607∗∗∗ 0.428∗∗ 0.0684∗ 0.0923∗∗
(0.00287) (0.00303) (0.164) (0.175) (0.0405) (0.0436)

Base of -0.0269∗∗∗ -0.0332∗∗∗ -0.0506∗∗∗ -0.0515∗∗∗ -0.0731∗∗∗ -0.0774∗∗∗
dependent (0.00243) (0.00262) (0.00342) (0.00354) (0.00235) (0.00257)
Industry FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Selection controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Observations 2399 2376 2399 2376 2399 2376
R-squared 0.056 0.079 0.151 0.157 0.338 0.344

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. Cross-section, number of
observations is the number of firms.
Source: Authors’ computations based on ESEE data.

The results suggest that robots affect only labour-augmenting productivity in the

long run. Labour share changes cannot be explained by the use of robots. In a similar

fashion, the effects on Hicks-neutral productivity are not that much different from

zero. Moreover, we capture a long-term declining trend in all variables. To shed more

light on these processes, we estimate an alternative specification with base values of

labour share, labour-augmenting and Hicks-neutral components of productivity on

the right-hand side of the estimation equation at the same time. Results are reported

in the Appendix 2.A.6.

It can be inferred from the estimates that the long-term decline in the labour

share can only be explained by a pre-existing trend. The levels of labour-augmenting

and Hick-neutral productivity as well as robots all fail to explain the changes in the

labour share. Interestingly, it is the base levels of labour share that to a large extent can

explain long-term changes in the labour-augmenting and Hicks-neutral components

of productivity. Robots again show only direct effects on the dynamics of labour-

augmenting productivity. At the same time, Hicks-neutral productivity seems to be

relatively more persistent when it comes to the long-run changes.
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There are several possible explanations to the observed dynamics. One common

reasoning would be that the adoption of robots and the decline of the labour share in

manufacturing are both parts of a larger structural process affecting the economy.

Hence, the adoption of robots is rather concomitant to the decline of the labour share

in manufacturing than is the major reason of it. Factors that are of primary cause to

the labour share decline remain unobserved in our setting.

2.5 Conclusion

In this paper we have applied a structural productivity estimation framework adjusted

for the case of multidimensional productivity with robots in order to measure the

bias of technological change and explore the link between automation and the labour

share decline in manufacturing. We do not find any strong evidence supporting the

hypothesis existing in the literature that robots cause the labour share to decline.

Neither in the short run, nor in the long run. If anything, then robots contribute to the

decline of labour share in manufacturing indirectly by affecting labour-augmenting

and Hicks-neutral components of productivity. Labour-augmenting productivity is

the main contributor to the labour share decline though. For instance, a 10% increase

in labour-augmenting productivity corresponds to a 0.3 percentage points decline

in the labour share in the next period on average. All in all, our findings show that

automation technology has limited possibility to affect labour share within firms.

Potential causes apart from pre-existing linear trends remain to be explored.
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2.A Appendix

2.A.1 Aggregate labour share and robot adoption dynamics

Figure 2.A1: Evolution of the Aggregate Share of Labour in Variable Costs and the Share of Firms
Using Robots in Spanish Manufacturing Industries (1990-2014)
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Notes: The figure depicts the evolution of the aggregate share of labour in variable costs (line with hollow
circles) and the share of firms using robots (line with hollow squares) in 10 Spanish manufacturing
industries. The figure is based on an unbalanced sample of 2,399 firms from 1990-2014. For details on the
sample construction and the number of firms within each industry see Section 2.2.
Source: Authors’ computations based on ESEE data.
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2.A.2 Classification of industries

Table 2.A1: Correspondence between ESEE Industries and Broader Manufacturing Sectors

Sectors ESEE Industries
1. Metals and metal products 12. Basic metal products

13. Fabricated metal products
2. Nonmetallic minerals 11. Nonmetal mineral products
3. Chemical products 9. Chemicals and pharmaceuticals

10. Plastic and rubber products
4. Agricultural and industrial machinery 14. Machinery and equipment
5. Electrical goods 15. Computer products, electronics and optical

16. Electric materials and accessories
6. Transport equipment 17. Vehicles and accessories

18. Other transport equipment
7. Food, drink, and tobacco 1. Meat products

2. Food and tobacco
3. Beverage

8. Textile, leather, and shoes 4. Textiles and clothing
5. Leather, fur and footwear

9. Timber and furniture 6. Timber
19. Furniture

10. Paper and printing products 7. Paper
8. Printing

Notes: We exclude ‘Other manufacturing’ (ESEE industry 20) from the analysis.
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2.A.3 Production function estimation

Table 2.A2: Parameters of the Estimated Equations

Equation (2.8) Equation (2.11)
Industry Firms Obs. σ (s.e.) χ2 (d.o.f) p-val. βK (s.e.) ν (s.e.) χ2 (d.o.f) p-val. η(p−1,D−1)
1. Metals and metal products 340 2358 0.886 48.313 0.172 0.061 0.899 4.188 0.758 2.177

(0.140) (40) (0.014) (0.050) (7)
2. Nonmetallic minerals 170 1177 0.468 53.045 0.081 0.679 1.024 2.627 0.917 2.216

(0.094) (40) (0.177) (0.070) (7)
3. Chemical products 287 1872 0.744 55.863 0.049 0.395 0.878 6.051 0.534 2.022

(0.094) (40) (0.076) (0.046) (7)
4. Agricultural and industrial machinery 139 921 0.396 40.277 0.458 0.024 0.864 3.787 0.804 4.139

(0.061) (40) (0.010) (0.040) (7)
5. Electrical goods 165 1128 0.955 36.695 0.620 0.837 0.977 0.782 0.998 2.956

(0.056) (40) (0.076) (0.195) (7)
6. Transport equipment 170 1285 0.860 45.236 0.263 0.546 0.920 20.065 0.005 2.409

(0.104) (40) (0.103) (0.050) (7)
7. Food, drink, and tobacco 405 3040 0.767 56.000 0.048 0.209 0.964 11.389 0.123 2.153

(0.098) (40) (0.048) (0.032) (7)
8. Textile, leather, and shoes 315 2114 0.301 48.949 0.157 0.107 0.830 3.013 0.884 2.010

(0.078) (40) (0.036) (0.070) (7)
9. Timber and furniture 214 1440 0.172 54.288 0.065 0.074 0.985 4.136 0.764 2.734

(0.104) (40) (0.031) (0.033) (7)
10. Paper and printing products 194 1245 0.694 55.035 0.057 0.392 0.957 0.388 1.000 1.971

(0.090) (40) (0.095) (0.042) (7)

Notes: Hansen (1982) two-step GMM estimator.
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2.A.4 Comparison of productivity measures

Table 2.A3: Hicks-neutral and Labour-augmenting Technological Change

Levels Growth rates
ωL ωH ∆ωL ∆ωH

Industry r bn = 1 r bn = 0 r bn = 1 r bn = 0 r bn = 1 r bn = 0 r bn = 1 r bn = 0
1. Metals and metal products 1.900 1.211 0.755 0.429 0.036 0.022 0.056 0.040
2. Nonmetallic minerals 0.504 0.373 -0.337 0.110 0.015 0.023 0.005 0.000
3. Chemical products 0.926 0.752 1.458 1.272 -0.001 0.003 0.024 0.004
4. Agricultural and industrial machinery 1.071 0.929 1.363 1.350 0.005 0.021 0.006 -0.019
5. Electrical goods 1.789 2.627 0.613 0.793 -0.191 -0.110 0.018 -0.022
6. Transport equipment 1.053 0.727 1.261 1.197 0.015 -0.076 0.005 -0.005
7. Food, drink, and tobacco 1.390 1.532 0.533 0.434 -0.020 -0.002 0.015 0.016
8. Textile, leather, and shoes 0.624 0.455 2.730 3.309 0.006 0.000 -0.015 -0.084
9. Timber and furniture 0.540 0.354 2.444 4.424 0.041 0.022 -0.224 -0.304
10. Paper and printing products 0.966 0.822 0.697 0.839 -0.006 0.029 0.007 -0.014
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2.A.5 Productivity process (alternative specification)

Table 2.A4: Estimates of Multidimensional Productivity and Robots

Total (ωT,t ) Labour-augmenting (ωL,t ) Hicks-neutral (ωH ,t )
Robotst−1 0.175∗∗∗ 0.0854∗∗∗ 0.0758∗∗

(0.0581) (0.0210) (0.0342)

Productivityt−1 0.966∗∗∗ 0.965∗∗∗ 0.952∗∗∗
(0.00590) (0.00625) (0.00651)

Productivity2
t−1 -0.00324∗∗∗ -0.00141 -0.00127∗∗∗

(0.000399) (0.00134) (0.000358)

Productivity3
t−1 -0.0000790∗∗∗ -0.00364∗∗∗ -0.0000666∗∗∗

(0.00000529) (0.000141) (0.00000552)

Productivityt−1× Robotst−1 0.0163 0.0463∗∗∗ -0.00570
(0.0301) (0.0166) (0.0377)

Productivity2
t−1× Robotst−1 -0.0140∗∗∗ -0.0379∗∗∗ -0.00199

(0.00349) (0.00313) (0.0156)

Productivity3
t−1× Robotst−1 0.0000896 0.00289∗∗∗ 0.0000809

(0.000142) (0.000170) (0.00146)
Observations 8770 8770 8770
R-squared 0.845 0.864 0.812

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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2.A.6 Long-difference regression model (alternative specification)

Table 2.A5: Robots, Technological Change, and Labour Share in the Long Run

∆sL ∆ωL ∆ωH
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Robots -0.0103∗∗∗ -0.00372 0.506∗∗∗ 0.406∗∗ 0.0608 0.0898∗∗
(0.00289) (0.00303) (0.165) (0.174) (0.0411) (0.0436)

sL,0 -0.0265∗∗∗ -0.0346∗∗∗ -0.878∗∗∗ -0.741∗∗∗ -0.0590 -0.0936∗∗
(0.00306) (0.00330) (0.175) (0.189) (0.0435) (0.0474)

ωL,0 0.00000407 0.00000470 -0.0632∗∗∗ -0.0615∗∗∗ -0.000768 -0.000745
(0.0000739) (0.0000739) (0.00422) (0.00425) (0.00105) (0.00106)

ωH ,0 0.000107 -0.000300 -0.00292 0.00396 -0.0737∗∗∗ -0.0792∗∗∗
(0.000169) (0.000190) (0.00966) (0.0109) (0.00241) (0.00274)

Industry FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Selection controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Observations 2399 2376 2399 2376 2399 2376
R-squared 0.056 0.080 0.160 0.163 0.338 0.345

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: Cross-section, number of observations is the number of firms.
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2.A.7 Evolution of productivity in Spanish manufacturing (robustness)

Figure 2.A2: Evolution of Hicks-neutral and Labour-augmenting Productivity in Spanish Man-
ufacturing
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Notes: Panel (a) illustrates the evolution of TFP for the Spanish manufacturing sector at large (solid
black line with x), and its Hicks-neutral (light-gray with triangle) and labour-augmenting (dark-gray
with diamonds) components for the years 1995 to 2014. Panel (b) and panel (c) replot the Hicks-neutral
(light-gray with triangle) and labour-augmenting (dark-gray with diamonds) productivity respectively,
and differentiates between the group of robot adopters (dashed line with filled triangles/diamonds) and
non-adopters (dotted line with hollow triangles/diamonds). In each panel TFP and its components are
normalised to 100 in the year 1994. TFP is measured in terms of its contribution to the final output.
Aggregate TFP is weighted with revenue shares. Further, we apply industry-size-year weights available in
the survey. Investments in machinery equipment are also included in the productivity process for firms
that do not adopt robots.
Source: Authors’ computations based on ESEE data.
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2.A.8 Implications for the labour share (robustness)

Table 2.A6: Robots, Technological Change, and Labour Share in the Short Run
Labour share ∆ Labour Share

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
ωL,t -0.0292∗∗∗ -0.0290∗∗∗ -0.0280∗∗∗ -0.0299∗∗ -0.0379∗∗∗ -0.0362∗∗∗ -0.0359∗∗∗ -0.0404∗∗

(0.0107) (0.0106) (0.0104) (0.0137) (0.0136) (0.0131) (0.0131) (0.0163)

ωH ,t -0.00510∗∗∗ -0.00480∗∗∗ -0.00584∗∗∗ -0.00915∗∗∗ -0.00219∗∗ -0.00172 -0.00202 -0.00268
(0.00154) (0.00155) (0.00172) (0.00312) (0.00102) (0.00113) (0.00125) (0.00186)

Robotst -0.00517 -0.00592 -0.00563 -0.0452∗∗ 0.00370 0.000700 0.000947 -0.0444∗∗
(0.0119) (0.0111) (0.0112) (0.0183) (0.0130) (0.0122) (0.0124) (0.0185)

ωL,t ×ωH ,t -0.00182∗∗∗ -0.00181∗∗∗ -0.00175∗∗∗ -0.00350∗∗∗ -0.00237∗∗∗ -0.00226∗∗∗ -0.00224∗∗∗ -0.00335∗∗∗
(0.000672) (0.000661) (0.000650) (0.00106) (0.000848) (0.000817) (0.000818) (0.000908)

ωL,t× Robotst 0.00210 0.00382 0.00373 0.0313∗∗ -0.00544 -0.00317 -0.00337 0.0354∗∗
(0.0126) (0.0118) (0.0118) (0.0154) (0.0148) (0.0138) (0.0139) (0.0173)

ωH ,t× Robotst -0.00226 -0.00181 -0.00163 0.00519 0.000234 0.000152 0.000200 0.00563
(0.00164) (0.00150) (0.00160) (0.00357) (0.00147) (0.00140) (0.00143) (0.00392)

ωL,t ×ωH ,t× Robotst 0.000533 0.000617 0.000571 0.00353∗∗∗ 0.000102 0.000178 0.000156 0.00283∗∗∗
(0.000888) (0.000829) (0.000815) (0.00116) (0.00104) (0.000975) (0.000978) (0.00102)

Industry-Year FE No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Selection controls No No Yes No No No Yes No
Propensity scores No No No Yes No No No Yes
Observations 10861 10861 10770 8595 10857 10857 10766 8593
R-squared 0.062 0.173 0.183 0.194 0.081 0.148 0.150 0.191

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. Investments in machinery equipment are also included in the productivity
process for firms that do not adopt robots.
Source: Authors’ computations based on ESEE data.
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Abstract

In this paper I use longitudinal data from the Spanish innovation panel (PITEC) to

uncover separate effects of ‘Research’ and ‘Development’ on productivity growth

at the firm level. I report expected dynamic gains (discounted flow of profits) as

well as fixed costs associated with both types of R&D activities. By bringing together

the ideas from the structural productivity estimation literature and treating R&D

as a search process, I develop a model of innovation and productivity dynamics

that accounts for intrinsic differences between ‘Research’ and ‘Development’ (unlike

previous models considering R&D as a uniform activity). In the model firms invest in

‘Development’ to search for higher productivity levels on intervals of the technology

distribution, while investments in ‘Research’ expand frontiers of firm-specific search

intervals. Given the observable entry into ‘Research’ and ‘Development’, the model

is used to identify fixed costs of the two activities. The findings show that ‘Research’

is a primary contributor to the productivity growth, when both direct and indirect

effects are taken into account. ‘Research’ significantly improves success rates of

‘Development’ in the long run. At the same time, it turns out that fixed costs of R&D
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have been largely underestimated in the previous literature, where ‘Research’ and

‘Development’ expenses are not differentiated. For instance, I find ‘Research’ to be

almost ten times more expensive than ‘Development’ when it comes to fixed costs.

It implies that only a narrow class of firms with ‘Research’ as a potentially optimal

strategy can in practice afford to invest in this activity and bear the risks connected

to it. Hence, policies using R&D subsidies to boost productivity have to consider

structural differences between ‘Research’ and ‘Development’.

JEL codes: L20; L60; O33.

Keywords: Research and Development; Firm Productivity; Technology Upgrading.
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3.1 Introduction

The vast literature on technological change agrees that R&D is a key contributor to

the economic growth in the long run (Acemoglu, Akcigit, Alp, Bloom and Kerr, 2018).

When resources are scarce, it is better technologies (productivity) that allow firms

to expand and generate higher profits. Nowadays, many economies experience the

consequences of the global productivity slowdown (Goldin, Koutroumpis, Lafond and

Winkler, 2022). Some studies suggest that it is the researchers that are becoming less

productive (Bloom, Jones, Van Reenen and Webb, 2020). Others highlight diminished

allocative efficiency gains as a primary reason (Decker, Haltiwanger, Jarmin and

Miranda, 2017). However, both strands of the literature point out that the link between

R&D and productivity is far from being well-understood. In this paper I will show that

a proper evaluation of long-term technological changes requires separate accounting

for ‘Research’ (R) and ‘Development’ (D). Most often economists treat R&D as a

uniform activity, while, in fact, the tasks performed by researchers and developers

differ significantly.

Hereinafter the ‘Research’ term covers basic and applied research, while ‘Devel-

opment’ stands for the experimental development. The given classification of R&D

types has been standardised by OECD already in the 1960s in the Frascati Manual

(OECD, 2015) and definitions did not change much since then.1 Basic research is

performed ‘to acquire new knowledge of the underlying foundation of phenomena

and observable facts, without any particular application or use in view’. Applied

research is ‘original investigation undertaken in order to acquire new knowledge,

however, directed primarily towards a specific, practical aim or objective’. Finally,

experimental development ‘draws on knowledge gained from research and produces

additional knowledge, which is directed to producing new products or processes or

to improving existing products or processes’.

The current paper is aimed at disentangling individual effects of R and D on firm-

level productivity and estimating monetary gains from both activities. Traditionally,

in the productivity literature, even when certain studies did differentiate between R

and D components, their channels of influence on productivity were assumed to be

similar. However, I show that it is not necessarily the case. In order to do so I impose

1Some consider the terminology outdated and irrelevant, others point to the fact that it is very hard to
distinguish between basic and applied research within a single R&D project. It becomes even more prob-
lematic at the level of a single firm where the same team can participate in multiple projects. Nevertheless,
it is hard to find any other consistent way of measuring such an elusive process as R&D and knowledge in
general. As mentioned in Hall, Mairesse and Mohnen (2010), it might not be of benefit to make definitions
more complex and disaggregate R&D into many separate activities. They suggest to identify R&D types in
terms of their distance to commercial output. Development is the closest stage and gets the highest share
in total R&D spending, while basic research is the activity most remote from the final product with the
lowest share in total R&D spending (in an average manufacturing firm).
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an explicit structure on the productivity process in the form of a technology search

model. Essentially, it is assumed that all available technologies (productivity levels)

can be summarised by some distribution. Then the state of each firm is comprised of

two parameters – current productivity level and potential productivity level that it

can achieve (frontier). Both parameters are firm-specific. Investment in development

allows a firm to improve current productivity level while aiming at its potential

productivity, which is not always successful. Investment in research makes it possible

to increase the firm’s potential productivity level only, hence, not directly affecting

productivity. At the same time, higher potential productivity levels provide more

options to choose from while conducting development projects.

I combine the technology search model with a standard structural productivity

estimation framework and perform the analysis in three steps. First, I specify the

short-run problem of a firm and estimate revenue productivity from the optimality

conditions using inverted demand for labour. Next, I treat these estimates as draws

from the technology search distribution. Therefore, it becomes possible to estimate

parameters of the search distribution in the second step given the observed R&D

decisions of firms. After recovering firm-level technology frontier levels, there is

enough information to construct the state-space and perform dynamic estimations. I

apply the value function iteration algorithm and maximise the log-likelihood in order

to get estimates of fixed costs parameters. Then, I compute expected dynamic gains

associated with different R&D choices across observed productivity and technology

frontier levels. Simulating a decline in R&D fixed costs, I perform counterfactual

analysis and study industry-level responses in terms of productivity and total share

of innovative firms.

The foundation of the model relies on two well-established strands of economic

literature that have been rarely combined before. On the productivity side, the paper

follows the idea of using short-run optimality conditions similar to Aw, Roberts and Xu

(2011) and Peters, Roberts, Vuong and Fryges (2017) among others, which is primarily

motivated by the data at hand. When it comes to the innovation process, there is

a huge variety of theoretical frameworks modelling the arrival of new technologies.

Purposes of using such models differ widely as well. In this paper the choice is to treat

R&D as a search process in the spirit of Evenson and Kislev (1976) and Lee (1982).

It allows me to capture intrinsic differences between R and D.2 Moreover, the idea

can be smoothly integrated into the chosen productivity estimation model. Thus, by

bridging the gap between two theoretical frameworks, it is finally possible to reveal

interactions between R and D in the productivity process and separately estimate

fixed costs associated with each activity.

2See, for example, the Frascati Manual (OECD, 2015).
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The paper provides several major findings. Most importantly, I show that fixed

costs associated with R&D have been underestimated in previous studies (though the

empirical sample tends to be biased towards large firms). When total R&D expenses

are used to evaluate the fixed costs of R&D, it is only the fixed costs of the least

expensive component that can be captured because the investment in R&D can

either be an investment in R, D or both. I evaluate fixed costs of R to be almost

ten times higher than fixed costs of D (when treating them as separate activities).

Along with that, it is the research component that accounts for a larger part of the

productivity growth. Further dynamic estimates demonstrate that the optimal choice

of investing in R&D depends on very specific combinations of productivity and

technology frontier levels. Finally, I show that development becomes riskier at higher

productivity levels.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 3.2 I provide a

comprehensive review of the literature in the field in order to determine common

assumptions about key differences between research and development activities.

In Section 3.3 I develop a structural model of productivity dynamics with research

and development. Section 3.4 contains an overview of the dataset and key variables.

Section 3.5 is devoted to the empirical strategy and identification. Section 3.6 analyses

the results. Section 3.7 deals with counterfactuals. Section 3.8 concludes.

3.2 Literature

One of the first comprehensive economic reviews of different R&D types and their

contribution to firm performance has been presented in Nelson (1959). The major

discussion point is related to the existence of basic research in many of the private

sector firms. The author argues that if markets were to be perfect and competitive,

there would be no resources drawn to basic research in the private sector. Hence,

the evidence of within-firm basic research activities requires an economic expla-

nation of its own. The following argumentation suggests that basic research in the

private sector is highly heterogeneous in its nature and differs tremendously from

research in the public sector. Namely, firms do not need to invest in all fields of basic

research, they only need to cover what is relevant for their industry. It implies that

more focused private research can potentially push development further at faster

rates than research in the public sector (where optimal investment strategies are

chosen by the social planner). Thus, private firms have the opportunity to endoge-

nously direct the evolution of technologies they use. The key challenge, however, is to

test these theoretical propositions. For instance, comprehensive firm-level datasets

with highly-disaggregated R&D information are still relatively new. Moreover, the
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dynamic estimation of firm-level technological changes is associated with a range of

econometric challenges in itself.

Mansfield (1980) was one of the first to investigate the role of basic research in

manufacturing sector empirically. He expresses that data on the composition of R&D

expenditures at the firm level is rare, thus, there is space primarily for the theoretical

work in the field. Nevertheless, the study uncovers a statistically significant and direct

relationship between the amount of basic research carried out by an industry or a

firm and its rate of increase of total factor productivity, when its expenditures on

applied research (incl. development) are held constant. Namely, total returns to R&D

constitute about 27% of productivity growth in the long-run with basic research (or

long-term research) accounting for more than half of it. At the same time, it is high-

lighted that firm-level expenses on basic research have been declining throughout

the sample period. The study, however, does not provide a clear perspective on the

interaction mechanism between basic and applied research. It is also puzzling that

it is basic research that is of importance considering its remoteness from the com-

mercial product.3 The results could also mean that firms performing basic research

become more successful in applied research, but it is still applied research that con-

tributes directly to productivity. When there is not enough variation in the sample, it

becomes harder to capture effects stemming from applied activities with standard

regressions. Therefore, in order to resolve this ambiguity, I will try to look deeper into

the complementarity and substitutability of R and D activities by explicitly modelling

the innovation process and its effects on productivity.

Several options exist when it comes to modelling the link between R&D and

productivity. The development of the first approach to measure R&D capital and

quantify R&D contribution to productivity at the firm level is usually attributed to

Griliches (1979).4 The knowledge capital model has been suggested to account for the

simultaneity problem in productivity estimation while providing causal estimates of

R&D effects on productivity growth. Later, the CDM model appeared and improved

our understanding of the relationship between R&D and firm performance (Crépon,

Duguet and Mairesse, 1998). It is a structural model where productivity depends on

the innovation output, and equations for innovation output rely on R&D inputs. Most

often the model is applied to the data from Community Innovation Surveys (CIS)

conducted in the EU. Data from the Spanish innovation panel (PITEC) follows the

CIS design, therefore, it is also possible to apply structural methods. Moreover, the

findings in this paper become potentially comparable to results reported in other

empirical papers using CIS surveys.

3See the discussion in Section 3.1 and Hall et al. (2010).
4See Griliches (1990) for a later review of estimation techniques and measurement approaches.
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Some of the recent literature has advanced the CDM and Griliches frameworks

and developed more robust techniques of productivity estimation under different

R&D regimes. However, all of the papers to my knowledge deal with total R&D expen-

ditures and do not estimate contributions of research and development separately.

Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2013) develop a comprehensive framework to measure

R&D contribution to productivity in the Spanish manufacturing sector. The model

relies on non-parametric estimation of productivity and requires information on

input and output prices. They find one-year R&D returns to account for about 5% of

productivity growth. Peters et al. (2017) expand the model with an additional estima-

tion stage. First, they calculate the probability of innovation based on previous period

R&D expenses. Then, successful innovations contribute to productivity improvement.

The study shows that product innovations are more important in high-tech indus-

tries, raising productivity by 3.6%, whereas process innovations are more important

for firms in low-tech industries, raising productivity by 3.5%. There are also studies

measuring interactions between R&D and exports. For instance, Aw et al. (2011) use

plant-level data for the Taiwan electronics industry from the period 2000-2004 and

find that export market participation raises future productivity by 1.96%, while R&D

investment raises it by 4.79%. Bøler, Moxnes and Ulltveit-Moe (2015) use the Nor-

wegian register data and exploit the introduction of an R&D tax credit in Norway in

2002. They find that the short-run impact of R&D investment on revenue is in the

vicinity of 8%. In this paper I apply similar estimation techniques when it comes to

static decisions, but use a novel approach to solve the dynamic problem of a firm and

accommodate individual effects of R and D.

The key novelty relies on modelling R&D and innovation as a search process.

Evenson and Kislev (1976) build up a stochastic model of basic and applied research

that has been primarily used to study innovations in agriculture. The setting allows

modelling the discovery of new technologies (productivities) as an opening of new

exponential distributions to search. It leads to two main consequences: (i) the model

makes it possible to rationalise the interactions between basic and applied research

by explicitly differentiating between the effects of these activities on the productivity

distribution; (ii) the framework works with observable outcomes, hence, becomes

problematic when productivity of a firm is hidden from the econometrician. In this

paper I will try to to utilise the advantages of the search model while combining it

with standard methods of structural productivity estimation in order to account for

possible endogeneities.

It is important to highlight several empirical studies investigating differences

between R and D activities at different levels. The findings will motivate the modelling

choices in this paper. Most of the literature is focused on macro-level or industry-
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wide outcomes. Traditional view is to assume that basic research comes from the

public sector while private sector is engaged in applied research and development

activities.5 Gersbach, Sorger and Amon (2018) develop such a model where basic

research extends the knowledge base, while applied research (incl. experimental

development) commercialises it. The model is constructed from the hierarchy of

basic and applied research. Authors assume that basic research is exclusively funded

by the public sector and produces no commercial output. Applied research is done

by private firms where they learn about prototypes developed in the public sector

and try to modify them for commercial purposes. They report that higher public

funding of basic research always translates into higher growth as long as it does not

attract all the labour force and the private sector actively sources knowledge from the

public sector. At the same time, despite the fact that the process of commercialising

basic research is not immediate (their estimate for the US is about eleven years),

the knowledge frontier might soon become a constraint. The study accounts for

generous research subsidies increasing catch-up rates in the private sector. Similar

implications can be found in Cozzi and Galli (2009). However, they also report that a

lot of basic research projects in the public sector are originally motivated by problems

arising in the private sector. Since public sector researchers are usually motivated

by patents, establishment of a solid link between R&D projects in public and private

sectors proves to have positive welfare effects. Naturally, in a later study they extend

the idea and account for an important empirical fact that is often neglected – private

firms can perform basic research themselves (Cozzi and Galli, 2014). They find that

there is a stronger positive externality from private research on private development

than from public research on private development.

The paper by Czarnitzki and Thorwarth (2012) is one example of a micro-level

study aimed at disentangling R and D effects on different variables related to firm

performance. Using a sample of Belgian firms, the study reveals a premium for ba-

sic research on a firm’s net output and shows that it is observed predominantly in

high-tech manufacturing industries. They report that effects of investing in basic

research are almost three times higher in terms of productivity growth compared

to investments in applied research and development. Total stocks of R&D capital

have a positive impact on productivity growth both in high-tech and low-tech man-

ufacturing sectors. The methodology is based on a model in the spirit of Griliches

(1979) with two types of knowledge capital: basic and applied (incl. development).

The assumption is that knowledge capital directly enters the production function. In-

vestment in basic research exhibits a premium over investments in applied research

5For instance, see the discussion in Faulkner and Senker (1994), Salter and Martin (2001), Toole (2012),
Prettner and Werner (2016).
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and, thus, has a stronger impact on total knowledge capital accumulation. Basic

research premium is the main parameter of interest in the model. It is estimated with

a linear feedback model, hence, utilises information from the pooled cross-section

dataset where pre-sample period means are used to approximate for unobserved

heterogeneities. Original dataset is a panel from the Flemish Research and Develop-

ment Survey similar to Community Innovation Surveys (CIS). The authors touch upon

some important issues when discussing the results of their investigation. For instance,

it is clear that firms in high-tech industries benefit a lot from basic research. However,

it seems that the appropriability conditions for basic research are more favourable

in low-tech rather than high-tech industries. It means that firms in low-tech man-

ufacturing might as well be technology intensive and adopt basic knowledge even

faster than their peers in high-tech manufacturing (e.g., advanced optical equipment

to cut wood or biotechnologies in food sector). The study, however, abstracts from

structural interactions between R and D as determinants of productivity dynamics.

The problem is addressed in the paper by Akcigit, Hanley and Serrano-Velarde

(2020). They present motivating evidence and estimate moments to be used in cal-

ibration exercise from the micro-level data, even though their primary focus is on

macroeconomic outcomes. The dataset comes from the French Research and Devel-

opment Survey (similar to the CIS design), French accounting registers and NBER

patent database. Time coverage is rather short and spans from 2000 to 2006. The key

observation is that firms involved in basic research tend to have more diversified

activities. Not only are they generally larger, but they sell varieties of differentiated

products and conduct activities in several industries at the same time. For example,

some firms in computer and electronics manufacturing sell software and invest in IT

research. Likewise, companies producing household chemicals in some instances are

also involved in the production of over-the-counter (OTC) drugs. Therefore, in the

model, the firm is the collection of product lines that might belong to different indus-

tries. The portfolio of products evolves over time due to acquisition of new product

lines (innovation) and loss of outdated product lines (competition). Basic research

allows a firm to move on to new product lines while applied research improves quality

of existing product lines. The authors report overinvestment in applied research and

underinvestment in basic research in equilibrium. Hence, uniform R&D subsidies

turn out to be inefficient. The framework estimates productivity as an aggregate

over productivity of product lines which is a constant per unit of labour. Thus, the

approach is useful to explain aggregate fluctuations, but becomes less flexible when

it comes to micro-level problems of endogeneity and simultaneity when estimating

unobservable productivity measures. It, however, gives an idea about additional fac-

tors that force firms to do research. In the model, I will try to account for multiple
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product lines by introducing respective cost shifters in the static problem of a firm.

When it comes to studies of research and development at the firm level, a wide

array of literature in management science has to be mentioned. Researchers highlight

the fact that the degree of switching between R and D has a huge impact on firm

performance (in terms of output, profits and productivity).6 Mavroudi, Kesidou and

Pandza (2020) provide a recent investigation based on the firm-level longitudinal data

from the Spanish innovation panel (PITEC). They estimate productivity as a residual

from the Cobb-Douglas production function and use the frequency of switching

between research and development as an explanatory variable. In line with previous

research, they find that the faster the switching, the better the performance (on

average). However, firms in high-tech manufacturing industries can afford to switch

more often while firms in low-tech manufacturing industries perform better when

they switch less. Hence, it becomes crucial to understand when flexibility contributes

positively to productivity and when it compromises organisational learning. This

paper attempts to develop a flexible framework that would allow accounting for

switches between innovation choices. Even though R&D decisions demonstrate a

lot of persistence in the Spanish innovation panel (PITEC), there are substantial

proportions of firms switching back and forth between research and development

during short periods of time. In the model, the relationship between the parameters of

the technology search distribution and fixed costs of R and D will affect the incentives

to switch between the two activities at faster or slower rates (optimal allocation of R

and D choices in time).

3.3 Model

In this section I develop a theoretical model that rationalises a firm’s choice to invest in

‘Research’ (R) and ‘Development’ (D). The key parameters of the model are (i) realised

productivity levels (ω̃i t ) and (ii) technology frontier levels (τi t ). They will set the

borders for technology search intervals defining a sequence of per-period states for

each firm to be used in the dynamic estimation. First, I provide a model of production

in the short run similar to Aw et al. (2011) and Peters et al. (2017). Next, I describe the

innovation process in greater detail following the early works of Evenson and Kislev

(1976) and Lee (1982). Thus, the extended productivity estimation framework allows

me to account separately for R and D contribution to the technology upgrading at

the firm level.

6Non-exhaustive list of papers on the topic includes He and Wong (2004), Jansen, Van Den Bosch
and Volberda (2006), Lisboa, Skarmeas and Lages (2011), Hsu, Lien and Chen (2013), Mudambi and Swift
(2014), Ngo, Bucic, Sinha and Lu (2019).
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3.3.1 Production in the short run

The model of production in the short run follows directly the ideas from Aw et al.

(2011) and Peters et al. (2017). I start by specifying firm-level product demand. Sup-

pose that for a firm i in time period t it takes the Dixit-Stiglitz form:

qi t =Qt

(
pi t

Pt

)η
exp(zi t ) =Φt (pi t )η exp(zi t ) (3.1)

where Qt and Pt represent aggregate industry output and price index respectively,

pi t and zi t are firm-level output price and demand shifter, η is the constant elasticity

of demand relevant for all firms in an industry.7 Industry aggregates are further

combined into a single variableΦt .

Next, short-run marginal cost of the firm (in logs) is determined by:

ci t = c(ki t ,di t , wt )−ωi t =β0 +βk ki t +βd di t +βw wt −ωi t (3.2)

where ki t is the capital stock, wt is a vector of variable input prices faced by all firms

in the industry, di t accounts for other potential observable firm-level cost shifters

(such as age and ownership information). The final term ωi t represents productivity

component (or technological capacity) observed by a firm but unavailable in the

data.

Market structure is defined by monopolistic competition between firms, therefore,

constant mark-up pricing applies: pi t =
(

η
1+η

)
exp(ci t ). First-order condition for a

market price leads to the following revenue function:

ri t = (1+η) ln

(
η

1+η

)
+ lnΦt + (1+η)(β0 +βk ki t +βd di t +βw wt −ωi t )+ zi t

= (1+η) ln

(
η

1+η

)
+ lnΦt + (1+η)(β0 +βk ki t +βd di t +βw wt − ω̃i t )

(3.3)

where ω̃i t = ωi t − zi t
1+η is a measure of revenue productivity of a firm I am going to

focus my attention on. It is important to highlight that the measure of ω̃i t will be

affected both by changes in technology and product appeal (potentially as well as

mark-ups). However, I do not aim to separately identify the relative importance of

these channels.8 More specifically, I assume that R&D activities of a firm might affect

both the demand side – zi t (customer preference towards high-tech products), and

7It is possible to specify a time-varying elasticity of demand ηt in this model, similar to Jaumandreu
and Yin (2017), however, it is not possible to recover these values empirically due to data limitations.

8It is not possible to identify demand shifters in the Spanish data, since there is no information on firm-
level output prices. Studies that focus on disentangling pure technology change from shifts in consumer
demand include among others Foster, Haltiwanger and Syverson (2008), Roberts, Xu, Fan and Zhang
(2017), Gandhi, Navarro and Rivers (2020).
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the production side – ωi t (R&D leading to product and process innovations within a

firm). Thus, I am predominantly interested in how changes in ω̃i t induced by R&D

activities (either through demand or costs) are reflected in firm sales and profits. The

structure of the model will help me to quantify these effects.

Finally, the chosen specification can be characterised by the following relationship

between short-run profits of a firm and its revenue:

πi t =π(ω̃i t ) =−1

η
exp(ri t ) (3.4)

Short-run profits of a firm will be used to further rationalise firm-level choice and mix

of R&D activities in a dynamic setting. Importantly, there is a one-to-one mapping

between productivity ω̃i t and short-run profits. I follow Aw et al. (2011) and assume

that capital stock ki is fixed over time when it comes to modelling dynamic decisions

of a firm. The variation from lnΦt will be absorbed by time fixed effects.

3.3.2 Innovation process

This part of the model is inspired by the literature on R&D as a search process (see

Evenson and Kislev, 1976; Lee, 1982). The firm can decide to engage in R&D activities

that would endogenously affect the productivity process – ω̃i t . The technology state

of a firm i in time period t is characterised by two variables (ω̃i t ,τi t ), where ω̃i t is the

realised productivity and τi t is the best available technology (frontier). In time period

t = 0 each firm is randomly assigned a realised productivity level ω̃i 0 and τi 0 = ω̃i 0+ε.

The value of ε represents the state of publicly available research that is exogenous to

a firm.9 Every period the firm chooses between doing research (ρi t ), development

(δi t ), or both.10 The decision is sequential in a sense that a firm decides on research

activities first, and then optimally chooses development.11 That assumption is in line

with practical differences between research and development activities.

If a firm does not engage in R&D activities, then no endogenous relationship

between R&D and productivity can be established. In that case I simply assume

that productivity evolves as an exogenous Markov process: ω̃i t =α · ω̃i t−1 +ξi t . Here

α ∈ (0,1) can be interpreted as a known depreciation rate of technology, while ξi t is an

9In the model all firms face the same value of ε that is fixed over time. It can also be specified as a
process εt evolving over time. It is not very relevant for the purposes of this study since the focus here is on
the within-firm dynamics.

10R&D variables are specified as indicators in a basic setting. It is possible to extend the model to
account for varying R&D intensities. However, it would require to specify additional parameters of Poisson
distributions controlling the arrival of realised productivity levels and best available technologies. Moreover,
R&D intensity levels do not show a lot of variation in the Spanish data over time at the firm level. Therefore,
estimation possibilities would be rather limited when using continuous variables.

11The case of joint decisions is possible, but leads to a multinomial model requiring more complicated
estimation techniques.
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i.i.d. exogenous shock to productivity. Since the firm cannot observe ξi t , innovative

decisions are based on the value of α.

Initial productivity levels and technological opportunities are drawn from a prob-

ability distribution F (·). A firm that decides to proceed with development draws a

new value of realised productivity from the interval [ω̃i t ,τi t ] and behaves optimally

after that. Development is associated with fixed costs of γδ. Research allows a firm

to update its best available technology by drawing a new value of τi t from the in-

terval [τi t ,∞) at a cost γρ .12 Hence, realised productivity level changes only when

development activities are performed. Research in itself does not affect the realised

productivity level but rather gives access to better productivity draws that can be

potentially implemented through development at a later stage.

The stylised search mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Here I assume that all

existing technologies are represented by the distribution F (·), but firms have access

to technologies only on the specific interval [ω̃i t ,τi t ]. Hence, if they want to improve

productivity, they have to perform R&D. At the same time, pure research affects only

the technology frontier. Therefore, investment in research suggests commitment to

conduct development in the future.

To summarise, every firm potentially has four different modes of innovative

behaviour in a given period:

(i) do not perform R&D at all;

(ii) perform only development activities (δi t );

(iii) perform only research activities (ρi t );

(iv) perform both research and development.

If a firm chooses to do research, then it would imply giving up current period

productivity gains that could have been achieved by means of development in favour

of expanding its search horizon in the future. At the same time, firms have addi-

tional motivation to participate in development projects because it allows to prevent

realised productivity ω̃i t from declining. Therefore, development should be more

common than research depending on the relationship between relevant components

in fixed costs of R&D.13

12Fixed costs can also be specified as varying across firms over time – γδi t and γ
ρ
i t . However, I do not

find any evidence that this is the case in the PITEC dataset.
13The general idea in the literature that research is associated with higher costs than development.
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Figure 3.1: Search over Technology Distribution
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Notes: Theoretical search distribution (normal assump-
tions), where ω stands for current productivity and τ re-
flects current level of the best available technology. If a
firm chooses to invest in development in current period, it
draws new productivity level from the interval [ω,τ] in the
next period (in red). If a firm chooses to invest in research,
it draws new technology frontier level from the interval
[τ,∞) in the next period (in blue).

Given the four options for a firm to choose from, the functional equation can be

specified as follows:

V (ω̃i t ,τi t ) =π(ω̃i t )+max
{
u00(ω̃i t ,τi t ),u01(ω̃i t ,τi t ),u10(ω̃i t ,τi t ),u11(ω̃i t ,τi t )

}
(3.5)

where
{
u00(ω̃i t ,τi t ),u01(ω̃i t ,τi t ),u10(ω̃i t ,τi t ),u11(ω̃i t ,τi t )

}
are additional discounted

profits generated due to the choice of innovation policy by a firm i in time period t

(policies i-iv respectively).

Suppose that discount factor is λ, then for a firm that does not engage in R&D,

the flow of additional discounted profits will look as follows:

u00(ω̃i t ,τi t ) =λV (ω̃i t ,τi t ) (3.6)

If a firm performs development activities in a period, the reward will be repre-

sented by the following equation:

u01(ω̃i t ,τi t ) =−γδ+λ
∫ τi t

ω̃i t

V (ω̃i t+1,τi t )dF (ω̃i t+1)+λV (ω̃i t ,τi t )F (ω̃i t ) (3.7)

Here the last two terms summarise respectively expected additional flow of dis-

counted profits in case a firm acquires higher realised productivity level through

development and in case development turns out to be unsuccessful.

Next, if a firm participates only in research, it gets:

u10(ω̃i t ,τi t ) =−γρ +λ
∫ ∞

τi t

V (ω̃i t ,τi t+1)dF (τi t+1)+λV (ω̃i t ,τi t )F (τi t ) (3.8)

Similarly, the last two terms summarise expected additional flow of discounted profits

in case a firm updates the best available technology through research and in case

research turns out to be unsuccessful.
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Finally, in case the firm performs both activities:

u11(ω̃i t ,τi t ) =−γρ −γδ+λ
∫ τi t

ω̃i t

∫ ∞

τi t

V (ω̃i t+1,τi t+1)dF (τi t+1)dF (ω̃i t+1)

+λ
∫ τi t

ω̃i t

V (ω̃i t+1,τi t )dF (ω̃i t+1)F (τi t )

+λ
∫ ∞

τi t

V (ω̃i t ,τi t+1)dF (τi t+1)F (ω̃i t )

+λV (ω̃i t ,τi t )F (ω̃i t )F (τi t )

(3.9)

Decisions about research and development are assumed to be disjoint, hence, I

can separately estimate gains from these activities considering one or the other as

fixed. Furthermore, on a one-period horizon the choice of research does not affect

the realisation of ω̃i t even in case when a firm is doing development as well. Based

on that several indifference conditions can be specified.

The following two are sufficient to identify fixed costs associated with particular

R&D activities:

(u00 = u01) : γδ =λ
(∫ τi t

ω̃i t

[
V (ω̃i t+1,τi t )−V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

]
dF (ω̃i t+1)

)
(3.10)

(u00 = u10) : γρ =λ
(∫ ∞

τi t

[
V (ω̃i t ,τi t+1)−V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

]
dF (τi t+1)

)
(3.11)

Here I derive indifference conditions between policies of (i) no R&D, (ii) only devel-

opment, (iii) and only research. By using the case of ‘no R&D’ as a baseline in the

estimations, I will be able to separate fixed costs (as well as expected dynamic payoffs)

by types of R&D activities. As long as expected discounted profits in case of no R&D

do not exceed fixed costs of development or research, the firm will not be involved

into R&D activities.

The model produces a useful implication. Namely, the optimal R&D decision will

depend on the current distance between ω̃i t and τi t . If current productivity level

is close to the frontier, then the expected gains from development will be low due

to low probability of a significant improvement in productivity in the next period.

On the contrary, the expected gains from research will be high because it will imply

higher probability of success for development activities in the next period. If current

productivity level is far below the frontier, then it does not make sense to invest

in research anymore. It requires to cover additional monetary and time costs of

development to get closer to the frontier level of technology. Hence, it will be optimal

to focus exclusively on development activities. Only later, when productivity levels

get closer to the frontier, it is again optimal to invest in research. The case when a firm

chooses to simultaneously perform research and development is rather specific. It is
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possible that given the empirical approach to the discretisation of the time periods

(since time is discrete in empirical datasets), the gains from both activities will be

observed at the same time horizon. Then, a firm updates both ω̃i t and τi t in the

same time period. I assume that it does not change the parameters of the general

productivity process.

In what follows, I will formalise the above discussion by analysing the value func-

tion. In order to do so I compute its derivatives with respect to the state variables (see

the Appendix 3.A.1). The differentiability of the value function is guaranteed by the

envelope theorem assuming that the value function is continuous on the full interval.

Following the assumptions that F (·) satisfies general properties of probability distri-

butions and profits are increasing in productivity, it becomes possible to establish

the set of inequalities describing the behaviour of the value function with respect to

productivity and technology frontier values:

∂V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂τi t
≥ 0,

∂V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂ω̃i t
> 0,

∂2V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂ω̃i t∂τi t
= 0.

These inequalities, in turn, lead directly to the dynamic relationship between

productivity, technology frontier, and fixed costs values.

Proposition 1. Incentives to perform development decline with an increase in fixed

costs of development: dω̃i t

dγδ
< 0.

Proposition 2. Incentives to perform development decline with an increase in fixed

costs of research: dω̃i t
dγρ < 0.

Proposition 3. Incentives to perform research increase or do not change with an

increase in fixed costs of development: dτi t

dγδ
≥ 0.

Proposition 4. Incentives to perform research decline with an increase in fixed costs of

research: dτi t
dγρ < 0.

Therefore, if research gets more expensive, then it affects negatively the whole

R&D pipeline. On the other hand, if it is development that gets more expensive,

then firms can postpone development activities for later but continue performing

research. If it is optimal for a firm to perform only one type of activity per period,

then it might choose to invest even more in research, redistributing the resources

within its total R&D budget. Furthermore, if both γδ and γρ are very high, it will
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never be optimal to perform both R and D at the same time. The key condition for

that is that development activities should bring high enough profits already at very

low productivity increments. Otherwise, it only makes sense for a firm to establish

a knowledge base first (research) and then move on to development. Finally, if the

search distribution F (·) does not change, then it will always be optimal to stop at

the upper bound of it. Therefore, an important caveat is that in this paper it is not

possible to infer ‘true’ boundaries of the search distribution in the empirical setting.

The result raises an important discussion. Fixed costs of research affect both

directly and indirectly firm-level R&D decisions, which in turn implies different dy-

namic trajectories for productivity. Even if it is not optimal for a firm to perform

research at the moment, the costs of research will nevertheless affect its judgement

about current development activities. Knowing that research is too expensive anyway,

a firm will choose to redistribute development expenditures over a longer period

of time instead of pushing development activities further in the very early periods.

Hence, industrial productivity growth will potentially be slower than it could have

been under lower fixed costs of research. Fixed costs of development are also im-

portant, however, they primarily affect only development activities. If fixed costs of

development are high, then firms bring new technologies to the production process

at slower rates and industrial productivity growth slows down. At the same time,

under certain conditions, the negative effect might still be alleviated if firms shift

their focus to research, which would increase marginal benefits from development.

Thus, high fixed costs of research are prohibitive both for research and development,

always leading to a lower productivity growth; while high fixed costs of development

are prohibitive for development but not for research, hence, not always resulting in a

lower productivity growth.

3.4 Data

The data comes from the Spanish innovation panel – PITEC.14 The sample covers a

period of 14 years between 2003 and 2016. Sampling strategy in 2003 was to target all

firms that potentially perform R&D activities in Spain. Naturally, the survey presents

a better coverage of larger enterprises. Therefore, the quantitative estimates might be

of lower relevance for the group of small firms (for example, when it comes to fixed

costs). The qualitative results are still valid, unless the R&D process looks completely

different within the group of small firms (a caveat applicable to most studies based

14The general structure and methodology of the survey are extensively described in Barge-Gil and López
(2014). There authors study the differential impact of R and D on product and process innovations. They
also explain why selection bias is not a huge issue in the survey sample. Current paper makes use of the
same data assumptions and interprets innovation variables in a similar way.
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on the CIS surveys). By 2016 the split between R&D and non-R&D firms is about

50/50. Every year it is aimed to keep the same firms in the survey, however, there are

also firms that enter and exit the panel. First, the firms from the directory of possible

research companies (DIRID) are selected. Firms get into the DIRID either because

they have been classified as research companies in previous periods, or because they

have received public R&D funds during the reference year of the survey. This register

is updated annually. Then, a random sample of firms is added to the survey (based

on size, location and industry stratifications). In that way the survey is representative

of the total R&D activity in Spain. The responses can be collected through various

channels: physical post, electronic devices, phone interviews. The survey covers both

manufacturing and services sectors. In this study I focus exclusively on manufacturing

industries.

The survey allows a researcher to choose between five representative subsamples

(muestras). Namely, (i) all firms with more than 200 workers; (ii) all firms that carry

out R&D activities internally; (iii) firms with more than 200 workers that carry out

R&D activities internally; (iv) companies with less than 200 workers that buy external

R&D and do not carry out R&D activities internally; (v) companies with less than 200

workers that do not perform any of the innovative activities. Since my primary interest

lies in disentangling productivity effects from own R and own D, in the dynamic

estimation I am going to focus on all firms classified as performers of internal R&D.

The estimation approach, however, can easily be applied to all firms in the PITEC

sample.

Overall, after keeping only active observations, there are about 6,000 unique

firms participating in the survey. It corresponds to 3,500 manufacturing firms per

year on average. Out of these firms, for the dynamic study, it is possible to select a

subsample of 1,779 firms that are available every year between 2003 and 2016 (about

50% of all observations and 70% of total sales volume). R&D activities are classified

in accordance with the OECD guidelines. In 2016 the average share of spending on

research activities was at the level of 46% while 54% were attracted to development

activities. Over the years these shares were quite stable, hence, I will be mostly relying

on indicators for R and D in the analysis.

In Table 3.1 I provide detailed summary statistics for some of the key variables

and compare observations based on the performance of internal R&D activities.

Revenue is the reported turnover of a firm in a given year. Across all industries it

seems that R&D activities are generally associated with larger sales volumes. Further,

I construct the stock of capital using yearly information on gross investments. I apply

perpetual inventory method and assume that the depreciation rate of capital equals

to 5%. It can be seen from the table that stocks of capital are also on average higher
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Table 3.1: Descriptive Statistics, by Industry

Revenue Capital Labour Age Foreign
Obs.

Industry rd no rd rd no rd rd no rd rd no rd rd no rd
1 Food, beverages and tobacco 16.93 16.20 15.11 14.54 4.52 4.03 3.16 3.18 0.14 0.11 4449 / 3942
2 Textile and clothing 15.98 15.33 13.76 13.45 4.14 3.80 3.16 3.22 0.11 0.09 1639 / 1425
3 Leather and footwear 15.95 14.94 13.47 12.82 4.05 3.46 2.92 2.92 0.09 0.03 278 / 392
4 Wood, paper and furniture 16.15 15.60 14.22 13.82 4.31 3.90 3.04 3.07 0.13 0.12 2382 / 3360
5 Chemicals and pharmaceuticals 16.49 15.73 14.55 14.11 4.25 3.68 3.18 3.15 0.26 0.26 8986 / 3705
6 Metals and minerals 16.55 15.60 14.78 14.07 4.49 3.76 3.15 3.11 0.15 0.11 6036 / 5412
7 Computers and electronics 15.74 15.03 13.64 13.08 3.94 3.36 2.96 3.01 0.16 0.17 5452 / 1939
8 Machinery 16.21 15.39 13.95 13.55 4.25 3.63 3.09 3.08 0.18 0.19 7123 / 3893
9 Transportation equipment 16.85 15.83 15.18 14.15 4.83 4.23 3.05 2.98 0.26 0.16 618 / 359
10 Other manufacturing 15.60 14.72 13.44 12.85 3.85 3.13 3.12 2.98 0.05 0.12 408 / 393

Notes: All continuous variables are reported in logs. Last column shows number of observations per group (with internal R&D activities /
without internal R&D activities). Stock of capital is calculated using perpetual inventory method from yearly capital investment observations.
Age is the difference between current year and establishment year of a firm. Foreign owned firms are defined as companies with at least 10% of
foreign capital (cumulative).

when internal R&D activities are performed. Next, I move on to labour which is

measured as the number of workers in a given year. Likewise, employment seems to

be higher when internal R&D activities are performed. There is no information about

material purchases in the survey. Thus, I use inverted demand for labour instead to

estimate revenue productivity of a firm. It is also believed that labour is a more robust

variable relative to materials for that purpose. There is a higher consistency in the

measurement of employment over the years, hence, a lower chance of significant

errors. Finally, I use two additional variables to account for potential unobserved

firm-level cost shifters: age and foreign ownership. From the dataset I acquire the

establishment year of a firm and calculation of its age is straightforward. Foreign

ownership classification changed during the sample period, therefore, I use a broad

definition and identify all firms with more than 10% of foreign capital (cumulative)

as foreign owned. There are no strong differences between observations with and

without R&D activities in terms of age and foreign ownership. Many firms have joined

the sample in 2003 when they were about five years old. Thus, it is a great opportunity

to study innovation processes over a long time horizon. At the same time, there are

not so many firms with foreign capital in general. It is possible to identify only about

15% of all firms as foreign owned in the sample using the broad definition. Here I

consider it an advantage because the focus of the paper is on own R&D activities. If

there are primarily foreign-owned firms in the sample, then it is hard to control for

cases when innovations arrive from innovative parents. As for purchases of foreign

technologies, it is possible to control for that using respective variables in the dataset.

It can also be noticed that the distribution of observations across industries

is relatively uneven. It, however, reflects the major difference between high-tech
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and low-tech industries. Often it is easier to find an R&D firm in chemicals and

pharmaceuticals than in leather and footwear. Nevertheless, even in industries with

less firms there is a good representation of R&D performers as well as non-performers.

Throughout the paper I focus on the following grouping of industries into sectors:

(i) high-tech (chemicals and pharmaceuticals; metals and minerals; computers and

electronics; machinery), and (ii) low-tech (food, beverages and tobacco; textile and

clothing; leather and footwear; wood, paper and furniture; transportation equipment;

other manufacturing). Some of the final dynamic estimates for the high-tech sector

are also provided at the disaggregated industry level. In Table 3.2 I show detailed

R&D summary statistics for the balanced subsample of 1,779 firms that enter final

dynamic estimations.

Table 3.2: R&D Summary Statistics for the Balanced Sample

A. Share of R&D firms Year
2003 2016

Sample Firms None D R R&D None D R R&D
Full 1779 15.8 23.7 23.5 37.0 34.6 19.9 16.6 28.8
High-tech 1277 11.5 26.1 23.0 39.4 30.1 21.4 16.5 31.9
Chemicals and pharmaceuticals 452 8.0 16.6 33.6 41.8 25.4 13.7 25.0 35.8
Metals and minerals 285 22.5 28.8 18.2 30.5 37.2 22.8 15.8 24.2
Computers and electronics 224 4.9 29.9 17.9 47.3 23.7 22.3 14.3 39.7
Machinery 316 11.4 34.5 15.8 38.3 35.1 30.4 6.6 27.8
Low-tech 502 26.7 17.7 24.7 30.9 46.0 16.1 16.9 20.9

B. Average R&D expenses Year
million EUR 2003 2016

R or D R and D R or D R and D
Sample D R D R D R D R
Full 7.510 3.584 2.324 2.091 7.166 2.690 18.933 8.458
High-tech 8.217 4.829 1.389 2.564 8.098 4.377 21.718 9.961
Chemicals and pharmaceuticals 1.078 6.734 0.954 3.847 3.824 5.692 1.680 7.382
Metals and minerals 1.248 0.664 0.706 1.243 1.041 2.444 0.587 0.544
Computers and electronics 1.570 2.247 2.587 3.119 1.561 0.769 6.320 3.554
Machinery 9.662 1.282 2.164 0.860 10.672 0.984 49.260 17.342
Low-tech 2.035 0.830 3.831 1.328 0.614 0.449 11.365 4.374

Notes: R&D summary statistics for the balanced sample of continuing firms (available in each of the 14 years of the
survey). Statistics are represented as averages for the full balanced sample, high-tech sector, low-tech sector, and
every industry in the high-tech sector. Comparison between 2003 and 2016 is provided. Panel A shows the number of
firms and shares of firms choosing one of the four possible modes of investing in R&D – (i) no R&D; (ii) only D; (iii)
only R; (iv) both R and D. Panel B contains weighted average expenses on R&D in million EUR. Firm-level sales in
a given year are used as weights. If a firm invests both in R and D, then separate averages for R and D are given to
reflect the composition of total expenses.

Overall, in the balanced subsample the share of firms with zero investments in

R&D increased in 2016 relative to 2003. In the low-tech sector it is 46% of firms in

2016 that do not perform R&D at all, while in the high-tech sector the same is true for

about 30% of firms. If firms do perform R&D, then the largest share of firms performs

both R and D across almost all of the industries. Only in machinery the majority
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tends to invest in D, while in chemicals and pharmaceuticals the second popular

choice is investments only in R. When it comes to average expenses, they seem to

have increased over the years. It is especially relevant for firms performing both R

and D. Within that group expenses both on R and on D are substantially higher in

2016 relative to 2003. In case a firm performs only R or only D, then the level of

expenses seems to remain stable over the years. Generally, expenses on D exceed

the amount of resources devoted to R. Only in chemicals and pharmaceuticals as

well as in computers and electronics the research expenses represent the largest

share in total R&D expenditures. In machinery there has been a huge surge in R&D

expenditures over the years. The composition of expenditures did not change very

much though, with development expenses still representing about 70% of total R&D

expenditures.

The sample displays a lot of variation in terms of firm-level R&D choices. Since

the focus is on indicators for R&D variables, it is important to observe the variability

in inter-temporal dynamics along with different patterns of investing in R&D across

industries. Raw R&D expenditure variables could be used as a common point of

reference for monetary fixed costs estimates during later stages of the dynamic

estimation.

3.5 Empirical strategy

In this section I provide some details related to the empirical identification of the

model parameters and construction of value functions to be used in the estimation

of fixed costs and dynamic R&D gains. The key innovation variables (δi t ,ρi t ) take

discrete values of either 0 or 1. It allows me to significantly simplify the problem by

considering the dynamics of a continuous variable ω̃i t affected only by four possible

actions of a firm. Estimation is divided into three stages. In the first step I recover

productivity measures using static functional equations and information about the

productivity process following Aw et al. (2011) and Peters et al. (2017). In the second

step I recover technology frontier estimates and parameters of the search distribution

imposing a structure on the productivity process. In the last step I use one-to-one

correspondence between the productivity measure and short-run profits to construct

value functions and solve the dynamic problem for parameters of the technology

distribution and costs.
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3.5.1 Static parameters

From the static model it is easy to derive variable input demand functions.15 The

equation either for labour or materials (or both) can be potentially used. Here I focus

on the equation for labour since the information about materials is not available in

the Spanish innovation panel.

The demand for labour is specified as a function of capital stock (ki t ), additional

cost shifters (di t ) and observed productivity (ω̃i t ):

li t = ht (ki t ,di t ,ω̃i t ) (3.12)

The function ht is then inverted to account for productivity:

ω̃i t = h−1
t (ki t ,di t , li t ) (3.13)

Substituting into the revenue equation (3) yields:

ri t =(1+η)

β0 + ln

(
η

1+η

)
+ lnΦt + (1+η)βw wt

+ (1+η)
[
βk ki t +βd di t −h−1

t (ki t ,di t , li t )
]

+ϵi t

=β′
0 +β

′
t + g (ki t ,di t , li t )+ϵi t

(3.14)

where β
′
0 is a constant, β

′
t stands for time fixed effects, g (ki t ,di t , li t ) is approximated

as a third order polynomial in ki t ,di t , li t , and ϵi t is an error term. The revenue equa-

tion returns the estimates of ĝi t .

Note also that:

ω̃i t =βk ki t +βd di t − 1

1+η ĝi t (3.15)

One can combine this equation with the law of motion for productivity and recover

βk , βd and α.

Thus, I construct the following estimation equation:

ĝi t =−α0(1+η)+βk ki t (1+η)+βd di t (1+η)

+α1(ĝi t−1 −βk ki t−1(1+η)−βd di t−1(1+η))

− α2

1+η (ĝi t−1 −βk ki t−1(1+η)−βd di t−1(1+η))2

+ α3

(1+η)2 (ĝi t−1 −βk ki t−1(1+η)−βd di t−1(1+η))3

−α4(1+η)ρi t−1 −α5(1+η)δi t−1 −α6(1+η)ρi t−1δi t−1

(3.16)

15See Aw et al. (2011) and Peters et al. (2017) for details.
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Here I use a third-order polynomial in productivity as well as controls for R&D de-

cisions. Empirically the cost shifter will be constructed from two variables – age

(βa) and foreign ownership (β f ). Estimates of η can be acquired from the standard

regression of total variable cost on total turnover. They, however, cannot be recovered

directly from the Spanish innovation panel, therefore, I apply industry-level measures

estimated from another firm-level Spanish dataset (ESEE) with the same classifica-

tion of industries.16 Parameters βk , βd , η and ĝi t represent sufficient statistics to

compute productivity measures ω̃i t for all firms. Non-linear least squares method is

used to estimate the equation.

3.5.2 Technology frontier

In the second stage, firm-level estimates of best available technologies (frontier, τi t )

have to be constructed in each time period. Here it is required to discuss several

important cases. First, there are some firms in the sample that never perform devel-

opment activities (228 firms). It implies that the draws from the search distribution

are never observed. Thus, it is not possible to derive valid estimates of τi t . In such

a case, the productivity process is assumed to follow an AR(1) process. Still, a lower

bound for τi t can be calculated, though it cannot be used in the value function itera-

tion algorithm. Second, there are firms that never perform research activities (275

firms). Recovered estimates of τi t for these firms are only lower bounds, since there is

no information on potential out-of-sample research activities. Nonetheless, they will

be used in the value function iteration because there are still observable draws from

the search distribution for these firms through their development activities. Lastly,

since the strategy will be to run a grid search for τi t , some low-productive firms will

receive similar starting values of τi 0. It is a small number of firms (about 15), hence,

the quality of the estimation is likely to remain unaffected.

The estimation algorithm proceeds as follows. The firms with at least three years

of observations are kept in the dataset. Then, it begins with an initial guess for τi 0

for each firm given the search distribution parameters – N(µs , σ2
s ). The assumption

is that the search distribution can be well approximated by a normal distribution.17

After that, given R&D choices of a firm, the evolution of τi t and ω̂i t is modelled. The

value of ω̂i t is the productivity level predicted by the search model. It is assumed

that ω̂i 0 = ω̃i 0 and in all other periods the difference between predicted productivity

(ω̂i t ) and true productivity (ω̃i t ) is an error term (ξi t ). The algorithm searches for

an optimal τi 0 (minimising the sum of squared errors –
∑
t
ξ2

i t ) given N(µs , σ2
s ) over

16Details provided in the Appendix 3.A.2.
17At the same time, the model is flexible enough to be used with any desired distribution as an approxi-

mation of the search distribution.
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a fine grid represented by 1000 points in the interval covering observed ω̃i t levels.

Parameters µs and σs are also identified using the grid search method. Here, however,

optimisation is performed not at the firm level but for the whole sample (minimising∑
i

∑
t
ξ2

i t ).

3.5.3 Value function iteration

Given the derived values of realised productivity (ω̃i t ) and technology frontier (τi t ),

it is possible to construct a discretised state-space si t = (ω̃i t ,τi t ) to be used in the

dynamic estimation. I follow the nested fixed-point algorithm suggested by Rust

(1987) and select 50 grid points for ω̃i t as well as 50 grid points for τi t . Hence, firms

are grouped according to 50× 50 = 2500 discrete states. Further, value functions

are allowed to differ across two firm size categories (large and small), four capital

stock categories, and seven estimation samples (full sample, high-tech, low-tech,

chemicals and pharmaceuticals, metals and minerals, computers and electronics,

machinery). I calculate the value of a firm at each discrete state and construct payoffs

–
{
u00(si t ),u01(si t ),u10(si t ),u11(si t )

}
. Payoffs depend on probabilities of transiting

between states conditional on R&D decisions (four choice options). Therefore, I

construct four transition probability matrices that depend on parameters of the

previously estimated technology search distribution – N(µs , σ2
s ).

Starting values of the value function in each state are set at V0(si t ) = 0. The

temporal discount factor is set at λ = 0.9 and there is no aim to estimate it in the

model. The value function is updated throughout multiple iterations: Vi+1(st ) =
max

(
πt −ρtγ

ρ −δtγ
δ+λEVi (st+1|st ,ρt ,δt )

)
. The stopping rule for the algorithm is

set as follows: |Vi+1(st )−Vi (st )|⩽ 2ελ
1−λ , where ε= 10−6. As the number of iterations

increases (i → ∞), the value function is getting closer to the fixed point. In these

approximations the algorithm never exceeds 200 iterations to get to the fixed point. In

a next step, the cubic spline method is applied to extrapolate values from the discrete

grid to a continuous scale for ω̃i t and τi t .

In order to estimate fixed costs, the log-likelihood function (ℓ= lnL) is maximised.

Optimising over parameters γρ and γδ, the probability of predicting observable firm-

level R&D choices is maximised as follows:

L(γρ ,γδ) =∏
i

∏
t

P (ρi t ,δi t |si t ,γρ ,γδ) (3.17)

Here I apply the standard Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) numerical

optimisation algorithm and set two restrictions on parameter values: γρ > 0 and

γδ > 0. Standard errors are derived from the Hessian evaluated at optimal values of
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fixed costs parameters. In a case when fixed costs exceed payoffs, the probabilities

are set close to zero.

3.6 Results

In this section I present the results of the empirical estimation. I start by providing

first stage estimates of static parameters to recover realised productivity levels (ω̃i t ).

Then, I briefly summarise transition patterns between innovation choices in the

sample. After that, I present estimates of the technology search distribution and firm-

level technology frontier levels (τi t ). Given the estimates of ω̃i t and τi t , I evaluate the

general productivity process. Finally, I report dynamic estimates of fixed costs and

expected gains from R&D activities.

3.6.1 Productivity estimates

In order to proceed with the estimation of productivity levels, there should be a

value set for the final demand elasticity – η. The approach is to run industry-by-

industry regressions of total variable cost on total turnover. Estimates are derived

from the ESEE dataset and reported in Table 3.A1 in the Appendix. There seems to

be low variation across industries, but generally the estimates are similar to the ones

reported in other studies using Spanish data.

In Table 3.3 the results from the first stage of estimations are presented (equation

3.16). Coefficient α0 is a constant, while α1, α2 and α3 represent coefficients of first,

second and third-order polynomials in productivity respectively. All coefficients are

significant at the 1% level except for constants in high-tech and low-tech samples,

and interaction between R and D in the low-tech sample. The productivity process

does show signs of non-linearity, however, the first-order approximation seems to

be sufficient enough. Further, βk demonstrates that firms with higher capital stock

tend to have lower variable costs and this effect is stronger in the low-tech sample.

Foreign owned firms (β f ) also tend to have lower variable costs, but this effect is now

stronger in the high-tech sample. Firms that had been established earlier than their

competitors seem to have higher variable costs in the PITEC sample on average (βa).

The last three parameters (R, D, R × D) indicate differences in productivity dy-

namics depending on the firm-level choice of R and D. A firm that performed only

research activities in a given period is expected to achieve 2.77% higher productivity

level in the next period. The effect is larger for high-tech firms (3.33%) and smaller

for low-tech firms (1.65%). Analogously, a firm that performed only development

activities in a given period is expected to achieve 2.95% higher productivity level in

the next period. The effect is again higher for high-tech firms (3.31%) and lower for
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Table 3.3: First Stage Estimation Results

A. Full sample B. High-tech C. Low-tech
Parameter Coefficient Std. Err. Parameter Coefficient Std. Err. Parameter Coefficient Std. Err.
α0 0.0224 0.0045 α0 0.0033 0.0048 α0 -0.0009 0.0063
α1 0.9068 0.0040 α1 0.9196 0.0040 α1 0.9400 0.0068
α2 0.0442 0.0016 α2 0.0428 0.0015 α2 0.0367 0.0035
α3 -0.0061 0.0003 α3 -0.0063 0.0003 α3 -0.0062 0.0007
βk -0.1196 0.0016 βk -0.1109 0.0019 βk -0.1374 0.0028
βa 0.0945 0.0102 βa 0.1278 0.0126 βa 0.0584 0.0180
β f -0.1361 0.0044 β f -0.1470 0.0051 β f -0.1078 0.0083
R 0.0277 0.0024 R 0.0333 0.0029 R 0.0165 0.0040
D 0.0295 0.0022 D 0.0331 0.0026 D 0.0217 0.0041
R × D -0.0244 0.0033 R × D -0.0312 0.0040 R × D -0.0073 0.0063
Obs. 56,059 Obs. 38,425 Obs. 17,634
Root MSE 0.2665 Root MSE 0.2659 Root MSE 0.2630

low-tech firms (2.17%). The results suggest that individual gains of R and D are not

very different when compared based on their short-run productivity contribution. It

is important to highlight that the interaction term between R and D is also significant

and is of high magnitude (full and high-tech samples). It results in a firm performing

both R and D in a given period being able to achieve 3.28% higher productivity level

in the next period. Considering that costs of R&D are high, it would seem like a minor

incentive to perform both activities at the same time. In the long run a firm perform-

ing R&D every year during 14 years could be expected to increase its productivity by

about 50% by the end of the period.

The R&D coefficients at this stage should be interpreted with caution. Though the

chosen estimation approach proves to be useful in recovering productivity measures,

it does not yet account for potentially more complicated interactions between R and

D activities in the long run. That is why in the next stage I am going to apply the

search model for productivity. Prior to that it is necessary to examine the distribution

of realised productivity measures. It will be of assistance when making assumptions

about parameters of the search distribution during later stages. In order to do so I

divide all firms into categories of innovators and non-innovators. If a firm has been

performing R&D over more than a half of its life in the sample, it is considered to be

an innovative firm. Using the same principle, within the group of innovators I identify

firms that primarily do only research, only development, or always predominantly do

both. Results are presented in Figure 3.2. Panels (a) and (b) compare industry and

year demeaned distributions of productivity measures. All measures are reported in

logs. In Figure 3.A1 in the Appendix I plot the dynamics of firm-level productivity

measures over time to ensure that it follows the findings reported in other firm-level

Spanish studies.18

18See, among others, Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2013), Mavroudi et al. (2020), García-Santana,
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of the Firm-level Productivity Measures
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(a) Innovators vs. non-innovators
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(b) Innovators by type

Notes: Productivity measures are reported in logs. Productivity measures in panels (a) and (b) are demeaned
by industry and year. Innovators are firms performing R&D over more than a half of their life in a sample.
For example, a firm active during 14 years in the sample should perform R&D in at least 8 periods to
be considered innovative. Similarly, groups of firms doing only research, only development or always
predominantly both are constructed.

From Figure 3.2a it can be inferred that productivity distribution for innovators

dominates the distribution for non-innovators. The mean for innovators is at the level

of µ= 0.147 with standard deviation of σ= 0.961. When it comes to non-innovators,

the mean is µ=−0.207 and standard deviation is σ= 1.015. Hence, the distribution

of productivity measures for non-innovators is also more dispersed. Within the group

of innovators (Figure 3.2b) differences seem to be of smaller magnitude. The mean

for predominantly researchers is µ= 0.008 with standard deviation of σ= 0.893. The

mean for predominantly developers is µ= 0.092 with standard deviation of σ= 0.915.

Finally, the mean for continuous performers of both activities is µ = 0.253 with

standard deviation of σ= 1.012. Thus, when accounted for industry and year fixed

effects, performance of both R and D seems to be associated with higher levels of

productivity. Among all of the innovators, firms with the lowest levels of productivity

are those that perform most of the time only R with limited resources devoted to D.

Such findings fit well with the search model, where research discoveries can only be

realised through development activities. Therefore, firms performing only research

are not able to gain as much in terms of productivity as firms performing both

research and development.

Note that results here do not yet reveal the mechanism behind R&D effects on

productivity. Firms in the ‘Only D’ group could have performed research once but

very successfully, so that further development led to even higher productivity levels.

That is why there will be more structure added to the productivity process in an

Moral-Benito, Pijoan-Mas and Ramos (2020).
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attempt to highlight the interplay between research and development in the long

run.

3.6.2 Transition patterns

Since the focus of this paper is on dynamic decisions, it could be useful to look at

the observed transition probabilities in the sample. Based on the R&D choice in a

given period a set of four actions available to a firm during next periods is defined: (i)

do not perform R&D; (ii) perform only research; (iii) perform only development; (iv)

perform both research and development activities. Next, I calculate probabilities of

choosing actions (i)-(iv) after 1, 2, 5, 10 years given the current choice of a firm in t .

Results are shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Empirical Transition Probability Matrices

t → t +1 Neither Only R Only D Both t → t +2 Neither Only R Only D Both
Neither 0.9104 0.0265 0.0380 0.0251 Neither 0.8751 0.0538 0.0361 0.0350
Only R 0.1460 0.6316 0.1177 0.1046 Only R 0.2179 0.5743 0.0946 0.1132
Only D 0.1450 0.0857 0.6782 0.0911 Only D 0.2121 0.1339 0.5262 0.1278

Both 0.0938 0.0705 0.0775 0.7582 Both 0.1441 0.1002 0.0868 0.6689

t → t +5 Neither Only R Only D Both t → t +10 Neither Only R Only D Both
Neither 0.8319 0.0700 0.0471 0.0509 Neither 0.7563 0.0951 0.0636 0.0851
Only R 0.3263 0.4249 0.1107 0.1380 Only R 0.3975 0.3285 0.1136 0.1604
Only D 0.3189 0.1415 0.3908 0.1489 Only D 0.3583 0.1585 0.3046 0.1786

Both 0.2488 0.1297 0.1085 0.5129 Both 0.3098 0.1488 0.1291 0.4123

Notes: Rows – R&D choice in t . Columns – R&D choice in t +1, t +2, t +5, or t +10. The sample of continuing firms.
Raw probabilities derived from the data.

It is evident that the choice of R&D is rather persistent, especially in the short run.

On a longer time horizon firms are most likely either to make the same R&D choice

or to stop performing R&D at all. Comparing t and t +10, it is easy to notice that only

firms performing both R and D in t are most likely to continue as innovators in t +10.

In all other groups the probability of abandoning R&D in t +10 is the highest one

relative to all other available choices.

Almost in 91% cases a firm not performing R&D in current period will not per-

form it in the next period. There is only a 4% chance that it will start performing

development and slightly lower chances of performing only research or both research

and development (3% each). At the same time, a firm currently performing only

research is most likely to continue performing only research (63% chance). Similarly,

firms currently performing only development or both R&D activities are most likely

to continue with exact same choices of activities (68% and 76% respectively). The

second most likely option is to drop out of all R&D activities. It reflects the long-term

nature of many R&D projects, where it is not enough to invest into these activities
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during only a single period of time. Moreover, due to differences in goals and methods

between research and development, it is the least likely option that a firm will start

performing both activities at the same time. It is only probable when a firm had

already begun performing either R or D, hence, possesses experience and a solid

foundation to scale up its R&D activities.

It is important to highlight that given the transition probability matrix from t to

t +1 theoretical transition probability matrices to t +2, t +5 and t +10 could be easily

obtained. However, they would significantly differ from their empirical counterparts.

Namely, if transition probabilities between t and t +1 in Table 3.4 are true transition

probabilities, then probabilities of making the same R&D choice should have been

decreasing much faster relative to what is observed in the data. Again, it demonstrates

that R&D investments are very persistent in the data. Firms make decisions about

R&D investments optimising over the long time horizon.

Transition patterns highlight the importance of accounting for a long history of

R and D in the model. Gains from development activities will differ depending on a

firm’s history of research decisions. Likewise, the decision to undertake research will

be affected by successful completion of previous development projects. I account for

that by keeping track of accessible technology search intervals at the firm level.

3.6.3 Frontier estimates

Technical details of the numerical estimation are summarised in the Appendix 3.A.4.

In Figure 3.3 I provide two examples of firm-level productivity dynamics. In panel

(a) a firm that never performs research is shown. It, however, performs development,

hence, the estimate of its frontier is a lower bound. Realisation of development

projects is restricted by the fixed frontier level – τ̄i . It can be observed that the firm

has experienced a series of negative shocks to its productivity between 2003 and

2010. Consequently, it has been drifting away from the frontier level of technology.

After 2010, development projects are seemingly becoming more successful, and the

firm slowly starts to move towards its frontier level of technology. Given the design

of the model, it would be plausible to say that the absence of research activities was

due to negative shocks to productivity in the period prior to 2010. It could not have

been feasible to invest in research when development projects were not leading to

immediate productivity growth. If one were to make predictions, investments in

research after 2016 could be expected, when the firm climbed closer to the frontier

level of technology.

In Figure 3.3b I plot productivity dynamics for a firm that always performs de-

velopment and from time to time also engages in research activities. Here the firm

always seems to be on a trajectory of growth. In 2006 and 2007 it conducts research
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Figure 3.3: Firm-level Examples of Productivity Dynamics
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Notes: TFP true is ω̃i t estimated from the first stage. TFP predicted is ω̂i t estimated from the search model.
Frontier is τi t estimated from the search model. Search distribution parameters – N(−0.28, 0.312). Firm in
(a) never performs research and τi t is fixed. Firm in (b) is always involved in development and from time
to time in research.

that increases the frontier technology level in 2007 and 2008 respectively. By 2010 the

firm almost reaches its technology frontier and decides to invest more in research in

2014 and 2015. Not surprisingly, it leads to further growth in productivity through a

series of multiple development activities. Potentially, one could expect the firm to

continue investing in research since it approaches the frontier relatively fast.

The estimation of τi t relies on the opportunity to follow a firm over a long period

time. The more periods of time are available in the sample, then the more draws

from the technology search distribution one has a chance to observe. It makes the

technology frontier level estimates more robust. Therefore, one of the potential

avenues of future research could be to explore that sensitivity. Here such an analysis

is not performed since the study is limited to a single dataset.

3.6.4 Productivity process

Here I quantify the estimated productivity process. Formally, I rely on the following

growth equation for the technology frontier:

∆τi t =β1 ×Ri t−1 +β2 ×τi t−1 ×Ri t−1 +µst +ϵi t , (3.18)

where µst stands for industry-year fixed effects (most restrictive specification) and

ϵi t is an error term. Table 3.5 reports the results. The coefficients for τi t−1 are not

included because the frontier remains unchanged in the absence of research activities

by design.

Pure research effect (Ri t−1) on the next period frontier (τi t ) is at the level of 30%.

Interaction term (τi t−1× Ri t−1) reveals that the net effect of research decreases when
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a firm approaches higher frontier productivity levels. It implies that it is getting

harder to find new ideas when current knowledge is already advanced. Moreover, it

could mean that more sophisticated technologies are associated with higher risks,

hence, probability of conducting a successful research project decreases. The results

reported in Table 3.5 provide a convenient way to study the search distribution. Note

that the model could accommodate a depreciation rate for τi t in the absence of

research activities. However, I did not find any evidence that it would improve the

estimates. Therefore, I simply assume that τi t = τi t−1 when Ri t−1 = 0.

Table 3.5: Dynamics for τi t

∆τi t
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Ri t−1 0.284∗∗∗ 0.276∗∗∗ 0.279∗∗∗ 0.278∗∗∗
(0.00371) (0.00367) (0.00374) (0.00373)

τi t−1× Ri t−1 -0.0804∗∗∗ -0.0786∗∗∗ -0.0794∗∗∗ -0.0788∗∗∗
(0.00120) (0.00119) (0.00119) (0.00119)

Year FE No Yes Yes No
Industry FE No No Yes No
Industry-Year FE No No No Yes
Observations 23127 23127 23127 23127
R-squared 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.994

Estimating equation (3.18). Standard errors in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

Per period increase of 30% is quite high in terms of usually estimated per period

productivity changes (3-5%) invoked by R&D, especially if extrapolated to the long

run.19 Therefore, it is quite important to remember that the aforementioned technol-

ogy frontier expansion does not yet contribute to the productivity growth. Moreover,

the higher the frontier, the lower becomes the probability of successfully updating the

productivity due to complexity. As discussed in Section 3.3, it will always be optimal

to stop performing R&D at the upper bound of the productivity distribution. Hence,

it would not matter how big an update in a firm’s technology frontier is if the firm has

already reached its maximum potential. Similarly, the reported increase is an average

effect. The realised change in technology frontier will depend on the firm-specific

technology state. The lagged research activity coefficient also accounts for the previ-

ous history of investments in research. To be more specific, it is not only the effect

from the research activities performed in the previous period alone, but also from

the research activities performed further back in time. I check that the inclusion of

the second lag in the regression returns about 70/30 ratio between the contributions

of the first and the second lag respectively.

19See, e.g., Aw et al. (2011), Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2013), Peters et al. (2017).
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Coefficients representing the most interest are those reported in Table 3.6. Here I

re-evaluate firm-level productivity process for ω̃i t . Formally, I rely on the following

equation:

ω̃i t = γ1 × ω̃i t−1 +γ2 ×Di t−1 +γ3 ×τi t−1 +γ4 ×τi t−1 ×Di t−1 +µst +ξi t , (3.19)

where µst stands for industry-year fixed effects (most restrictive specification) and

ξi t is an error term.

Table 3.6: Dynamics for ω̃i t

OLS 2SLS
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

ω̃i t−1 0.976∗∗∗ 0.976∗∗∗ 0.976∗∗∗ 0.976∗∗∗ 0.976∗∗∗ 0.977∗∗∗ 0.976∗∗∗ 0.976∗∗∗
(0.00126) (0.00125) (0.00126) (0.00126) (0.00130) (0.00129) (0.00131) (0.00130)

Di t−1 -0.0577∗∗∗ -0.0584∗∗∗ -0.0558∗∗∗ -0.0559∗∗∗ -0.0537∗∗∗ -0.0538∗∗∗ -0.0515∗∗∗ -0.0517∗∗∗
(0.00461) (0.00460) (0.00464) (0.00464) (0.00482) (0.00480) (0.00484) (0.00483)

τi t−1 0.00175∗∗∗ 0.00186∗∗∗ 0.00177∗∗∗ 0.00176∗∗∗ 0.00162∗∗∗ 0.00170∗∗∗ 0.00160∗∗∗ 0.00158∗∗∗
(0.000524) (0.000522) (0.000524) (0.000524) (0.000551) (0.000548) (0.000551) (0.000549)

τi t−1× Di t−1 0.0198∗∗∗ 0.0199∗∗∗ 0.0194∗∗∗ 0.0194∗∗∗ 0.0187∗∗∗ 0.0187∗∗∗ 0.0182∗∗∗ 0.0183∗∗∗
(0.00153) (0.00152) (0.00152) (0.00152) (0.00160) (0.00159) (0.00159) (0.00159)

Year FE No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No
Industry FE No No Yes No No No Yes No
Industry-Year FE No No No Yes No No No Yes
Observations 23127 23127 23127 23127 21348 21348 21348 21348
R-squared 0.977 0.978 0.978 0.978 0.978 0.978 0.978 0.978

Estimating equation (3.19). Standard errors in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

In columns (1)-(4) I run regressions with industry-year fixed effects and in columns

(5)-(8) results from 2SLS procedure are shown (τi t−1 is instrumented by τi t−2 and

Ri t−2). Coefficient for ω̃i t−1 demonstrates high degree of persistence in productivity

process similar to the findings reported in Table 3.3. Interestingly, pure development

effect on productivity (Di t−1) becomes negative, and it is now of relatively high mag-

nitude (about 5-6% productivity decline in t due to development in t −1). The only

positive contribution comes from the frontier (τi t−1) and the interaction term (τi t−1×
Di t−1). Elasticities are rather small with interaction term accounting for most of the

effect. The existence of an individual τi t−1 effect on future productivity implies that

firms possessing more knowledge about better technologies are very likely to grow in

the future and this prediction can be made without observing development activities.

At the same time, it is only by combination of development and high frontier levels

of technology a firm can successfully achieve productivity growth. If τi t is low, then

at some point it will no longer be sustainable to invest in development. In such a

scenario, a firm might perform better without directing resources to R&D. If a firm
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aims to increase its productivity, then high enough τi t becomes a major prerequisite

for the success of development projects. It would make sense for a firm to start invest-

ing in research prior to returning back to development. At this point the technology

search model reveals that the relationship between R&D and productivity is quite

complex and depends on many firm-level factors. Hence, different firms will have

different optimal R&D strategies.

Negative development coefficient does not immediately imply that development

activities are useless and investments in development should be abandoned com-

pletely. Rather it indicates that successful development has certain prerequisites. One

example is that a firm developing a new type of a product will be more successful

in doing so if it has already developed similar products (or varieties) before. When

developing a product from scratch, the risk of failure is much higher. The firm devotes

resources to development that could have been used elsewhere. In case of failure,

investments in development will simply become sunk costs. It is not surprising that

productivity might actually decline in such a scenario. In a similar fashion, a firm

will be more successful performing development activities in the areas related to its

core business competences (plastic producer investing into new materials rather

than developing plastic toys). Another important factor to consider is that technology

depreciates with time (note that the lagged productivity coefficient is below unity).

Negative development coefficient might also reflect the fact that if the development

effort is not strong enough, then the available technology will become relatively more

inferior with time.

Here arises an important question. Namely, what happens to firms that consis-

tently perform only development and stay on the market? Earlier, in Table 3.4, it has

been reported that almost 30% of all firms performing exclusively development in

time t continue performing only development in t +10. The theoretical framework

suggests at least two explanations. One possibility is that these firms have started

at very high technology frontier levels. At the same time, for various reasons, their

development activities have not been rather successful over time. In the data, we

observe cases when a firm’s knowledge base is wide enough, while the efforts to com-

mercialise that knowledge most often lead to failures. In order to properly investigate

this relationship, there should be imposed additional heterogeneity on quality of the

knowledge base. That would make it possible to account for the fact that sometimes

even successful research efforts cannot be directly connected to the existing devel-

opment practices of the firm. More specifically, when the results of research cannot

be applied to that specific type of a good the firm produces. In this paper, I do not

focus on the product dimension, therefore, do not elaborate why some firms do not

succeed in development despite high technology frontier levels. Another possibility is
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related to the final part of the discussion in Section 3.3. Persistent performance of de-

velopment activities over relatively long time periods without any research activities

may signal that fixed costs of research are very high. Consider a firm of relatively high

productivity that has not yet reached the upper bound of the technology distribution.

If fixed costs of research are prohibitively high, the firm will no longer find it optimal

to invest in research given the risks associated with it. Thus, it will become preferable

to slowly but steadily improve productivity exclusively through development. After

that, the firm might stop performing R&D at all. The optimal period of investing

into development activities will depend on the firm-specific technology state and its

location relative to the boundaries of the technology search distribution.

Contribution of R and D to productivity can be specific to the PITEC sample. It is

also possible that some firms have started performing R&D long before entering the

survey. The primary controls to account for potential ‘self-selection’ in this study are

capital stock, age and foreign ownership. Information on firm-level input and output

prices could increase the reliability of the final estimates. However, datasets with such

information often lack variables to analyze disaggregated R&D activities. Findings

reported here are most probably only a lower bound for the research importance in

the productivity process. Nevertheless, they already show that research is essentially

the dominating force in terms of productivity improvement (even if the impact is

indirect) while development is a complementary activity. In a way, research in itself

implies commitment to perform development in the future. Therefore, decision to

perform research has to account for future decisions to perform development (and

costs associated with them). Thus, policies aimed at fostering private innovations

should consider separately current state of research and development activities at

the firm level. Another option to make R&D projects more successful would be to

affect exogenous search distribution. For instance, it can be done by investing in

public sector research and its transparency. Interactions between the private sector

and public sector research are, though, out of scope of current paper. Finally, in

richer datasets, the information on exports, technology outsourcing and other factors

affecting productivity development could be added to the estimations in a similar

framework.

3.6.5 Dynamic gains and costs of R&D

In the next step I am going to estimate fixed costs of research and development

specific to the model. It is the last important component that will shed light on firm-

level choices of the R&D portfolio. Depending on the value of fixed costs, different

thresholds can be estimated revealing optimal conditions to invest in research vs.

development activities.
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Table 3.7 reveals estimates of fixed costs for the full sample, high-tech industries

and low-tech industries. Industry-by-industry estimates for the high-tech sector

are available in Table 3.A2 in the Appendix. Estimates come from the comparison of

payoffs u01(si t ),u10(si t ),u11(si t ) to the baseline of u00(si t ) (no R&D). In principle, two

indifference conditions 3.10 and 3.11 were sufficient enough, but I am still estimating

the total value of (γρ +γδ) instead of summing separate estimates of γρ and γδ (last

row – R&D). Estimates suggest that fixed costs of research are significantly larger

in monetary terms than fixed costs of development. For instance, estimates for the

full sample are about 296,000 EUR in case of development, and almost 2,945,000

EUR in case of research, making up total fixed costs of R&D at the level of 3,238,000

EUR. If the focus is exclusively on the low-tech sector, then fixed costs of research

become almost two times lower and equal to 1,520,000 EUR. Thus, it seems cheaper to

perform research in low-tech sectors, which might be driven by differences in quality

of research performed in low-tech sectors as well as by lower revenue levels relative to

the high-tech sector. Interestingly, fixed costs of development equal to 321,000 EUR

in the low-tech sector which is similar to what is observed in the high-tech sector.

Within the group of high-tech industries, it is machinery along with computers

and electronics that demonstrate the highest levels of research fixed costs – 5,084,000

EUR in both cases. At the same time, fixed costs of development in computers and

electronics are almost three times lower than in machinery. Fixed costs of research

in metals and minerals are lower than the average in the low-tech sector. The same

is true for fixed costs of development. Levels of fixed costs in chemicals and phar-

maceuticals are generally in line with the averages reported for the whole high-tech

sector.

Overall, the estimates of development fixed costs are in line with other studies

using similar approach.20 There, however, that value is attributed to the total R&D

fixed cost. It is due to the fact that previous literature does not consider research as

a separate activity, hence, does not account for the dynamics of a firm’s investment

in research. When a firm invests in R&D in their data, it is possible to account only

for the least costly type of R&D activities. Here I show that the difference between

research and development fixed costs is, in fact, almost tenfold. Thus, it has to be

taken into consideration if one wants to design policies with monetary incentives to

invest in R&D and if the goal is to boost productivity growth.

As a robustness check, I calculate fixed costs of R&D without separating between

R and D (traditional approach). Results are presented in Table 3.A3 in the Appendix.

The findings are broadly in line with the previous literature in the field.21 On average,

20See, e.g., Aw et al. (2011), Peters et al. (2017).
21See, for example, results in Arqué-Castells and Mohnen (2015) using the same dataset but slightly
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Table 3.7: Fixed Costs Estimation (million EUR)

A. Full sample
FC Std. Err. t-stat. p-val.

Development 0.296 0.062 4.741 0.000
Research 2.945 0.299 9.857 0.000
R&D 3.238 0.296 10.953 0.000

B. High-tech
FC Std. Err. t-stat. p-val.

Development 0.279 0.059 4.694 0.000
Research 3.606 0.370 9.751 0.000
R&D 3.882 0.366 10.610 0.000

C. Low-tech
FC Std. Err. t-stat. p-val.

Development 0.321 0.069 4.642 0.000
Research 1.520 0.142 10.702 0.000
R&D 1.839 0.144 12.728 0.000

Notes: Maximum likelihood estimation, where fixed costs
parameters are evaluated up to a constant. All parameter
values are estimated against the baseline of not perform-
ing R&D at all. Therefore, the last line ‘R&D’ should give
the sum of separate research and development fixed costs.
Panel A aggregates across all industries, Panel B aggregates
across high-tech industries (chemicals and pharmaceu-
ticals; metals and minerals; computers and electronics;
machinery), and Panel C aggregates across low-tech indus-
tries (food, beverages and tobacco; textile and clothing;
leather and footwear; wood, paper and furniture; trans-
portation equipment; other manufacturing). Estimates for
each of the high-tech industries are provided in the Ap-
pendix 3.A.5.

fixed costs of R&D vary between 10 to 30% of firm sales. At the same time, it is evident

that total costs of R&D are significantly underestimated. For instance, in machinery,

they are only at the level of 960,000 EUR. Hence, it is highly important to differentiate

between different types of activities united under a very broad umbrella of R&D.

Figure 3.4 shows six plots of gains expected from different R&D choices for vary-

ing levels of productivity and technology frontier (long-term discounted profits vs.

baseline payoff in case of no R&D, accounted for fixed costs). Panel A combines two

graphs for the full sample, Panel B – for the high-tech sample, and Panel C – for the

low-tech sample. Graphs to the left compare payoffs across productivity levels given

that frontier is fixed. Graphs to the right compare payoffs across frontier levels given

that productivity is fixed.

Comparing firms at the same technology frontier level, there is only a small subset

of firms observed with relatively high productivity levels performing both research

different methodology.
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and development in the optimum. It is driven primarily by the fact that returns

from research become positive only at relatively high productivity cut-off levels,

when returns from development have already begun to diminish. In the high-tech

sector the productivity cut-off level for research is much higher than in the low-tech

sector. Similarly, due to higher fixed costs of research in the high-tech sector, there

are negative returns from research at low productivity levels of a higher magnitude

relative to the low-tech sector.

At extremely high productivity levels, it is only optimal to perform research. The

explanation is straightforward since those firms have achieved productivity levels

close to the end of the interval where productivity is observed in the data. The only

way to improve productivity for them is to try to shift the frontier. Firms at low

productivity levels do not perform R&D because they cannot cover the fixed costs.

Comparing firms at the same productivity level, there is again a relatively small

subsample of firms observed performing both research and development. Intuitively,

firms at low frontier levels start first on research and then proceed to development

activities. It does not make sense for them to start with development because the

expected improvement in productivity will be relatively small, hence, expected addi-

tional profit flows will also be insignificant. It is optimal to expand the frontier first,

then to search for updated productivity levels with increased chances of success. At

higher frontier levels, returns from research start to diminish because the observed

maximum is approached, while returns from development seem to converge at a

certain average level.

Following up on the discussion in Section 3.3 and Section 3.6.4, it is particularly

relevant to focus on firms persistently performing development without investing

into research. Here those are the firms where the distance between ω̃i t and τi t is the

largest. It takes extra long time for productivity in these firms to reach its frontier. It is

an interesting phenomenon worth focusing on in future studies. Potentially, there is a

discrepancy between research projects and development activities within such firms.

Additional qualitative variables (e.g., differentiating R and D management practices)

could provide an opportunity to uncover specific reasons behind this issue.

Furthermore, as suggested by the theoretical framework, at the upper bound of

the technology distribution we should observe firms stopping their R&D projects.

The findings suggest that this is not yet the case for most firms. It implies that at some

point in future both the returns from research at high productivity levels and returns

from development at high frontier levels should begin to diminish. Alternatively, a

shift in the technology search distribution should be modelled. In certain cases it

might be necessary to test these hypotheses, which, however, requires longer panels,

so that global technological changes are properly tracked and observed.
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Figure 3.4: Choice-dependent Dynamic Gains from R&D Activities (∆EV )
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C. Low−tech

Notes: Expected gains are expressed in million euros (against the baseline of no R&D). Productivity (ω̃i t )
and frontier (τi t ) are on the log scale as per discretisation. Panels on the left reflect expected dynamic
gains from different R&D choices depending on current productivity levels (given the frontier is fixed at
the mean). Panels on the right reflect expected dynamic gains from different R&D choices depending on
current frontier levels (given the productivity is fixed at the mean).
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All in all, the analysis shows that there are several very specific groups of firms

that will be choosing one of the four modes of investing in R&D projects depending

on the combination of ω̃i t and τi t levels. The group performing both research and

development in the optimum is relatively small, primarily due to high fixed costs of

research. Hence, if the goal is to increase private investments in research, incentives

should be very specific and targeted.

3.7 Counterfactual analysis

Up until now the major focus of the paper was on separating R from D and estimating

fixed costs associated with these activities. In this section my goal is to provide policy

relevant outcomes related to a simulated decline in fixed costs of R and D. I focus on

two variables to evaluate industry-level changes due to lower fixed costs: productivity

and share of firms.

Productivity is calculated in levels as in the rest of the paper. Changes are mea-

sured at the firm level, then accumulated and averaged at an industry level. Share of

firms accounts for firms performing any R&D activity in a period (only R, only D, or

both). This is due to fixed costs of one activity affecting incentives of investing into

another activity as well (see Propositions 1-4). In order to perform simulations, I keep

firms in their original industry-size-capital stock groups and assume that a firm stays

within its original group during each iteration. The first set of outcomes is estimated

at a 5-year horizon, and the second set of outcomes is estimated at a 10-year horizon.

Results are summarised in Table 3.8. The first simulation is for the case when fixed

costs of development decrease by 10% (γδ ↓) and fixed cost of research remain un-

changed (γρ). The second simulation is for the case when fixed costs of development

remain unchanged (γδ) and fixed cost of research decrease by 10% (γρ ↓). The third

simulation is for the case when fixed costs of research and fixed costs of development

decrease by 10% each (γδ ↓ and γρ ↓). Such a setting makes it easier to identify synergy

effects between research and development if any. Different time spans are used to

differentiate between short- and long-term shifts in the industry. The parameters of

the technology search distribution, hence, transition probabilities are assumed to

be unchanged. In a similar fashion, after updating simulated states, a firm possesses

exactly the same information about the technology search distribution as before the

simulation period.

On a shorter time horizon, a 10% decrease in fixed costs of development leads to

a 4.5 pp. increase in total share of innovative firms and 0.2% increase in productivity

on average. At the same time, a 10% decrease in fixed costs of research leads to 9.7

pp. more innovative firms and 1.6% productivity growth on average. If fixed costs
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Table 3.8: Responses to a 10% Decrease in Fixed Costs

A. Changes in 5 years
Productivity Share of firms

Sample γδ ↓,γρ γδ,γρ ↓ γδ ↓,γρ ↓ γδ ↓,γρ γδ,γρ ↓ γδ ↓,γρ ↓
Full 0.002 0.016 0.023 0.045 0.097 0.102
High-tech 0.002 0.016 0.019 0.029 0.085 0.081
Chemicals and pharmaceuticals 0.002 0.018 0.020 0.044 0.089 0.088
Metals and minerals 0.003 0.018 0.022 0.044 0.096 0.091
Computers and electronics 0.001 0.011 0.014 0.003 0.073 0.070
Machinery 0.001 0.019 0.021 0.018 0.092 0.100
Low-tech 0.013 0.022 0.028 0.118 0.110 0.121

B. Changes in 10 years
Productivity Share of firms

Sample γδ ↓,γρ γδ,γρ ↓ γδ ↓,γρ ↓ γδ ↓,γρ γδ,γρ ↓ γδ ↓,γρ ↓
Full 0.004 0.021 0.027 0.061 0.111 0.118
High-tech 0.003 0.022 0.026 0.042 0.103 0.110
Chemicals and pharmaceuticals 0.002 0.020 0.027 0.057 0.092 0.099
Metals and minerals 0.004 0.025 0.026 0.065 0.100 0.105
Computers and electronics 0.003 0.018 0.019 0.022 0.098 0.098
Machinery 0.003 0.022 0.025 0.028 0.111 0.116
Low-tech 0.015 0.023 0.028 0.115 0.115 0.120

Notes: Simulated outcomes due to a 10% decrease in fixed costs of R (γρ), D (γδ), or both. Panel A shows changes
after 5 years, while Panel B focuses on changes after 10 years. All numbers reflect percentage changes. Share of firms
is calculated as a share of firms performing either R, or D, or both. New optimal choices are estimated for each firm
and evaluated in accordance with the model. Random shocks are simulated at least 100 times, then final estimates
are averaged. Technology search distribution and its parameters are assumed to be fixed over time.

decline by 10% each at once, then total share of innovative firms increases by 10.2

pp. with productivity growing by 2.3%. The effects are larger in the low-tech sector

(with less-productive and smaller firms as well as lower absolute values of fixed costs)

relative to the high-tech sector. Namely, in the third scenario (γδ ↓,γρ ↓), there are

12.1 pp. more innovative firms and 2.8% higher productivity in the low-tech sector vs.

8.1 pp. more innovative firms and 1.9% higher productivity in the high-tech sector.

Within the high-tech sector there is practically no effect on productivity after a decline

in fixed costs of development (γδ ↓,γρ), even though the share of innovative firms is

growing. It suggests that for an average firm in the high-tech sector it is optimal to

expand the technology frontier first rather than perform development on a relatively

narrow technology search interval. Overall, a decline in fixed costs of research has a

stronger effect on productivity. It is partially due to the fact that it motivates firms to

perform not only research, but also development (as a complementary activity), and

do it at earlier stages (exploiting the expanded knowledge base potential).

On a longer time horizon, the effects of the fixed costs reduction are quite similar.
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The key difference is that there seems to be a stronger delay in the high-tech sector,

while in the low-tech sector there is no postponed growth in productivity or total

share of innovative firms. For instance, in the full sample, a 10% decrease in fixed

costs of development leads to a 6.1 pp. increase in total share of innovative firms

and 0.4% increase in productivity on average. At the same time, a 10% decrease in

fixed costs of research leads to 11.1 pp. more innovative firms and 2.1% productivity

growth on average. If fixed costs decline by 10% each at once, then total share of

innovative firms increases by 11.8 pp. with productivity growing by 2.7%. The change

in total share of innovative firms is the most significant in the high-tech sector on the

10-year horizon compared to the 5-year horizon. It implies that firms in the high-tech

sector tend to distribute R&D investment choices over longer periods of time. In the

low-tech sector it does not seem to be the case. However, it is important to note that

positive effects in the low-tech sector after 10 years do not disappear either. Thus,

a 10% decline in fixed costs of R&D opens a lot of new technological opportunities,

such that firms are not able to exhaust them completely even after 10 years.

The reported findings suggest that there are indeed synergy effects between

research and development. Almost in all industries and on all time horizons, the best

case scenario is the one where both types of fixed costs fall. At the same time, it can

be concluded that the greatest part of this positive effect is invoked by a reduction

in fixed costs of research. Development activities play mostly a complementary role

here.

Finally, it is possible to perform counterfactual analysis with a reduction in both

types of fixed costs distributed across several time periods. The conclusions are

almost identical in that case. The only fact worth noting is that firms might not utilise

the benefits of the fixed costs reduction if it is happening too fast, because of the high

research capacity or relatively low realised productivity.

3.8 Conclusion

Research and development activities are very different from each other in their nature.

The former is concerned with the discovery of new ideas, while the latter aims to

implement them into the production process. In this paper I estimate separate con-

tributions of both activities to the productivity process at the firm level. The findings

show that research plays the most significant role in the long run. Further, I provide

dynamic estimates of fixed costs associated with research and development as well

as expected gains from these activities. It is evident that research is almost ten times

more expensive than development in terms of fixed costs on average. It does not re-

quire as many resources to implement an idea as to find a good one. Previous studies
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did not account for that variation, thus, underestimating total expenses associated

with R&D and thresholds for entering R&D activities. Given the increase of interest

to the design of public subsidies for R&D investment, current study provides one

of the first evidences in support of locally targeted policies specific to the nature

of a given R&D activity. Counterfactual estimates show that it is only required to

reduce fixed costs of research to invoke significant positive changes in research as

well as development choices. In turn, it has strong effects on productivity and total

share of innovative firms at the industry level. Avenues for future research include

studying potentially more complicated dynamic relationships between research and

development that are currently not accounted for in the model as well as applications

on datasets with a longer time span. Moreover, cross-country comparisons could

provide some additional insights about parameters affecting the innovation process.

Last but not least, more specific data on R&D processes within the group of small

firms could be of benefit. Current study utilises the dataset with a better representa-

tion of large firms, thus potentially inflating the point estimates of R&D fixed costs

applicable to industry as a whole.
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3.A Appendix

3.A.1 Properties of the value function

First, suppose that a firm does not perform R&D at all:

V (ω̃i t ,τi t ) =π(ω̃i t )+λV (ω̃i t ,τi t ) (3.20)

The following set of derivatives can be retrieved:

∂V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂τi t
=λ∂V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂τi t
(3.21)

∂V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂ω̃i t
= π′(ω̃i t )

1−λ (3.22)

∂2V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂ω̃i t∂τi t
=λ∂

2V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂ω̃i t∂τi t
(3.23)

Next, suppose that a firm performs only development:

V (ω̃i t ,τi t ) =π(ω̃i t )−γδ+λ
∫ τi t

ω̃i t

V (ω̃i t+1,τi t )dF (ω̃i t+1)+λV (ω̃i t ,τi t )F (ω̃i t ) (3.24)

Derivatives:

∂V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂τi t
=
λ

∫ τi t
ω̃i t

∂V (ω̃i t+1,τi t )
∂τi t

dF (ω̃i t+1)

1−λF (ω̃i t )
(3.25)

∂V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂ω̃i t
= π′(ω̃i t )

1−λF (ω̃i t )
(3.26)

∂2V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂ω̃i t∂τi t
= 0 (3.27)

Suppose now that a firm performs only research:

V (ω̃i t ,τi t ) =π(ω̃i t )−γρ +λ
∫ ∞

τi t

V (ω̃i t ,τi t+1)dF (τi t+1)+λV (ω̃i t ,τi t )F (τi t ) (3.28)

Derivatives:
∂V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂τi t
=λ∂V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂τi t
F (τi t ) (3.29)

∂V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂ω̃i t
=
π′(ω̃i t )+λ∫ ∞

τi t

∂V (ω̃i t ,τi t+1)
∂ω̃i t

dF (τi t+1)

1−λF (ω̃i t )
(3.30)

∂2V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂ω̃i t∂τi t
=λ∂

2V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂ω̃i t∂τi t
F (τi t ) (3.31)
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Finally, suppose that a firm performs both research and development:

V (ω̃i t ,τi t ) =π(ω̃i t )−γρ −γδ+λ
∫ τi t

ω̃i t

∫ ∞

τi t

V (ω̃i t+1,τi t+1)dF (τi t+1)dF (ω̃i t+1)

+λ
∫ τi t

ω̃i t

V (ω̃i t+1,τi t )dF (ω̃i t+1)F (τi t )

+λ
∫ ∞

τi t

V (ω̃i t ,τi t+1)dF (τi t+1)F (ω̃i t )

+λV (ω̃i t ,τi t )F (ω̃i t )F (τi t )

(3.32)

Derivatives:

∂V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂τi t
=
λ

∫ τi t
ω̃i t

∂V (ω̃i t+1,τi t )
∂τi t

dF (ω̃i t+1)F (τi t )

1−λF (ω̃i t )F (τi t )
(3.33)

∂V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂ω̃i t
=
π′(ω̃i t )+λ∫ ∞

τi t

∂V (ω̃i t ,τi t+1)
∂ω̃i t

dF (τi t+1)F (ω̃i t )

1−λF (ω̃i t )F (τi t )
(3.34)

∂2V (ω̃i t ,τi t )

∂ω̃i t∂τi t
= 0 (3.35)
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3.A.2 Estimates of η derived from the ESEE dataset

Table 3.A1: Demand Elasticity Parameters, by Industry

Sample 1+1/η η

Full 0.821∗∗∗ -5.601
(0.015)

High-tech 0.781∗∗∗ -5.852
(0.011)

Chemicals and pharmaceuticals 0.761∗∗∗ -4.180
(0.015)

Metals and minerals 0.795∗∗∗ -4.887
(0.011)

Computers and electronics 0.824∗∗∗ -5.698
(0.023)

Machinery 0.803∗∗∗ -5.067
(0.015)

Low-tech 0.829∗∗∗ -5.852
(0.017)

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

The ESEE (Encuesta Sobre Estrategias Empresariales) dataset is provided by the

SEPI foundation in Madrid. It is an annual survey covering almost two thousand

Spanish manufacturing firms each year. The survey aims to achieve a good level of

representation for different types of firms. Large firms (more than 200 employees) are

selected based on the exhaustiveness criteria. Smaller firms (10-200 employees) are

selected through a stratified, proportional and systematic sampling with a random

seed. The detailed description of the dataset is available at the SEPI webpage: https://

www.fundacionsepi.es/investigacion/esee/en/spresentacion.asp. The ESEE dataset

uses industry classification comparable to the one in PITEC. Furthermore, the ESEE

dataset contains all the necessary variables required for the construction of total

variable costs as well as the information on firm sales (turnover).

https://www.fundacionsepi.es/investigacion/esee/en/spresentacion.asp
https://www.fundacionsepi.es/investigacion/esee/en/spresentacion.asp
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3.A.3 Evolution of productivity in the Spanish manufacturing sector

Figure 3.A1: Dynamics of the Firm-level Productivity Measures
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Notes: Productivity measures are reported in logs. Productivity measures in panels (a) and (b) are weighted
by total turnover. Innovators are firms performing R&D over more than a half of their life in a sample.
For example, a firm active during 14 years in the sample should perform R&D in at least 8 periods to
be considered innovative. Similarly, groups of firms doing only research, only development or always
predominantly both are constructed.

Figures 3.A1a and 3.A1b depict the evolution of productivity within the whole

sample as well as within the groups of innovators and non-innovators. I calculate

average productivity measures in every year using firm sales as weights. Over the years

average productivity grew by about 36% with innovators showing the growth of 31%

and non-innovators growing by 25%. Productivity of innovators is also consistently at

a higher level relative to non-innovators. Within the group of innovators it is always

firms performing predominantly development that demonstrate higher productivity

levels and higher growth rates (58%). Firms performing predominantly research

are consistently at lower levels of productivity but, at the same time, show second

highest productivity growth rates within the group of innovators (23%). Finally, firms

performing both research and development are in second place with respect to

productivity levels but they grow, however, at slower rates (16%).
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3.A.4 Numerical estimation of the technology search distribution

parameters

Given the observed values of ω̃i t , a grid for τi 0 is defined on the interval [−2.94;7.76].

The grid for parameters of the technology search distribution has been defined as

follows: interval [−2.03;4.02] with 0.05 increments for µs , and interval [0.10;2.09] with

0.01 increments for σs . As a result, I get the following optimal parameter values of the

search distribution – N(−0.28, 0.312). Low mean implies that firms are more likely to

search in the right tail of the distribution and probability of doing it successfully is

rather small. Low standard deviation means that development becomes more risky

at higher productivity levels. Overall, the model explains about 94% of variation in

productivity dynamics. Figure 3.A2 presents the comparison of distributions over

true productivity (ω̃i t ), predicted productivity (ω̂i t ) and estimated frontier (τi t ).

Figure 3.A2: Comparison of Distributions over ω̃i t , ω̂i t and τi t
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Notes: TFP true is ω̃i t estimated from the first stage. TFP
predicted is ω̂i t estimated from the search model. Frontier
is τi t estimated from the search model. Search distribution
parameters – N(−0.28, 0.312).

As it can be observed, the model approximates the empirical distribution of

productivity measures very well. The spike to the left of the frontier productivity level

distribution is due to low-productive firms assigned minimal τi 0 =−2.94 if they never

perform research. The derived distribution for τi t in the sample is characterised by

the mean of µ= 2.809 with standard deviation of σ= 1.284 (excluding observations

with τi 0 = τi t = −2.94). The mean for ω̃i t is lower and equals to µ = 2.587 with

standard deviation of σ = 0.899. Hence, on average, firms seem to perform close

to their individual frontiers. Empirical mean and standard deviation of the frontier

distribution differ from the search distribution parameters because the empirical

distribution represents realised levels of τi t due to research and initial values of ω̃i t .
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3.A.5 Estimates of fixed costs in high-tech industries

Table 3.A2: Fixed Costs Estimation (million EUR), High-tech Industries

A. Chemicals and pharmaceuticals
FC Std. Err. t-stat. p-val.

Development 0.216 0.061 3.517 0.000
Research 3.005 0.298 10.067 0.000
R&D 3.218 0.296 10.884 0.000

B. Metals and minerals
FC Std. Err. t-stat. p-val.

Development 0.253 0.057 4.413 0.000
Research 1.496 0.141 10.591 0.000
R&D 1.747 0.144 12.158 0.000

C. Computers and electronics
FC Std. Err. t-stat. p-val.

Development 0.113 0.052 2.166 0.030
Research 5.084 0.515 9.864 0.000
R&D 5.194 0.512 10.141 0.000

D. Machinery
FC Std. Err. t-stat. p-val.

Development 0.336 0.058 5.793 0.000
Research 5.084 0.564 9.021 0.000
R&D 5.417 0.558 9.707 0.000

Notes: Maximum likelihood estimation, where fixed costs
parameters are evaluated up to a constant. All parameter
values are estimated against the baseline of not performing
R&D at all. Therefore, the last line ‘R&D’ should give the
sum of separate research and development fixed costs.
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3.A.6 Robustness

Table 3.A3: Fixed Costs of R&D (million EUR)

Sample FC Std. Err. t-stat. p-val.
Full 0.487 0.043 11.326 0.000
High-tech 0.850 0.110 7.727 0.000
Chemicals and pharmaceuticals 0.754 0.098 7.694 0.000
Metals and minerals 0.332 0.028 11.857 0.000
Computers and electronics 1.205 0.130 9.269 0.000
Machinery 0.960 0.102 9.412 0.000
Low-tech 0.357 0.022 16.227 0.000

Notes: Maximum likelihood estimation without separating between R and D (tradi-
tional approach), where fixed costs parameters are evaluated up to a constant. All
parameter values are estimated against the baseline of not performing R&D at all.
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